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Mainstream linguistics has long held that there is a fundamental difference between adult 
and child language learning (Bley-Vroman, 1990; Johnson & Newport, 1989; DeKeyser, 2000; 
Paradis, 2004).  This difference is often framed as a change from implicit language learning in 
childhood to explicit language learning in adulthood, which is presumably caused by maturation.  
However, the position that children learn implicitly and adults learn explicitly relies on studies 
done only with adults (e.g. R. Ellis, 2005; Norris & Ortega, 2001; Spada & Tomita, 2010).  No 
research to date has compared child second language (L2) learners on tasks tapping implicit vs. 
explicit knowledge separately.  Moreover, the position that this change is caused by cognitive 
maturation ignores the fact that adult language learners typically receive more explicit instruction 
than child language learners (Nikolov, 2009).  Based on literature to date, we do not know 
whether child L2 learners do, in fact, learn implicitly, and if so, whether they do so because they 
are children, or because they typically receive no explicit instruction. 
This dissertation comprises two empirical studies that tease apart the effects of age from 
the effects of instruction on implicit vs. explicit second language learning.  The first study 
compares the performance of elementary and high school classroom learners of Spanish, who 
receive different types of instruction, on a story listening-and-rewriting task, which taps implicit 
knowledge, and a verb conjugation task, which taps explicit knowledge.  The second study 
manipulates instruction, teaching child and adult participants an artificial mini-language under 
controlled implicit or explicit training conditions.   
Major findings of Study 1 are that (1) child learners who also receive implicit instruction 
do favor implicit knowledge, (2) adolescent learners favor implicit knowledge if they receive 
implicit instruction, but explicit knowledge if they receive explicit instruction, and (3) a small 
amount of explicit instruction quickly changes patterns of performance.  Study 2 finds that (1) 
both children and adults develop greater awareness of grammatical rules under explicit training 
conditions than implicit training conditions, (2) both children and adults produce an artificial 
mini-language more accurately when their attention is directed to form, and (3) adults, but not 
children, may “spontaneously” develop explicit knowledge even under implicit training 
conditions, but this may be related to their prior foreign language instruction. 
Based on these findings, I argue that the change from implicit language learning in 
childhood to explicit language learning in adulthood is not caused by age alone.  Instead, 
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instruction has a significant influence on implicit vs. explicit learning, at any age.  This 
contradicts the strong version of the critical period hypothesis for implicit learning (DeKeyser & 
Larson-Hall, 2005).  Theoretically, these results support views of child and adult second 
language learning as qualitatively similar.  Pedagogically, results suggest that child and adult L2 
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One of the central questions in the field of second language acquisition (SLA) is why 
child language acquisition is uniformly successful, whereas adult second language acquisition is 
variable and generally unsuccessful (Bley-Vroman, 1990; 2009).  When it comes to ultimate 
attainment in a second language (L2), children—who are much less cognitively sophisticated 
than adults— tend to outperform adults (Krashen, Scarcella, & Long, 1982).  Mainstream 
linguistics explains this apparent paradox by evoking a biologically-based fundamental 
difference between children and adults: a critical period for language learning (Lenneberg, 1967; 
Johnson & Newport, 1989; DeKeyser, 2000; Singleton, 2005; Herschensohn, 2007).  After this 
critical period, adults are thought to use different learning mechanisms than children (Bley-
Vroman, 1990; Krashen, 1982; DeKeyser, 2000; 2003; Paradis, 2004; 2009).  This difference is 
often framed as one of implicit vs. explicit language learning.  Bley-Vroman (1990) describes 
child first language (L1) learning as happening implicitly, “not under learner control.”  Adult L2 
learners, in contrast, consciously apply “general abstract problem solving skills” to the problem 
of language learning.  The position that children are implicit learners and adults are explicit 
learners is argued most forcefully by DeKeyser and Larson-Hall’s (2005:89) version of the 
critical period hypothesis:  
  
…we use the term critical period hypothesis (CPH) in this chapter to designate the 
idea that language acquisition from mere exposure (i.e., implicit learning), the 
only mechanism available to the young child, is severely limited in older 
adolescents and adults. 
 
I will use the phrase “maturational hypothesis” to refer to the position that maturation causes a 
change from implicit learning in childhood to explicit learning in adulthood.   
 The maturational hypothesis, although pervasive in literature about age effects in second 
language acquisition, has been developed in the absence of any empirical evidence for children’s 
implicit or explicit learning capacities.  Research to date on implicit and explicit learning has 
been carried out almost exclusively with adults (R. Ellis, 2005; R. Ellis et al., 2009; Norris & 
Ortega, 2001; Spada & Tomita, 2010).  Studies of child language acquisition rely heavily on 
tasks that only tap implicit knowledge, such as free oral production (Blom, 2008; Prévost, 2003; 
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Unsworth, 2005; Zdorenko & Paradis, 2008; 2011).  No research to date has compared child L2 
learners’ performance on tasks tapping implicit vs. explicit knowledge separately.   
Moreover, the assumption that a supposed change from implicit to explicit learning is 
caused by cognitive maturation discounts the fact that children and adults typically experience 
very different learning environments.  Adult classroom learners tend to receive less input and 
more explicit instruction than child language learners (Nikolov, 2009).  Adult language classes 
often include explicit rule instruction, extensive exposure to written language, and error 
correction, whereas children are more likely to experience whole-language activities such as 
songs and stories in the L2.  Since explicit instruction has been shown to contribute to the 
development of explicit knowledge (Rosa & O’Neill, 1999; Rosa & Leow, 2004), adults may be 
relying on explicit knowledge not because they are adults, but because they are typically 
instructed explicitly.  And children may be relying on implicit knowledge not because they are 
children, but because they have never received explicit instruction.  I will use the term 
“instructional hypothesis” to refer to this position: differences in the learning environment cause 
a change from implicit learning in childhood to explicit learning in adulthood.  The instructional 
hypothesis is much less commonly advocated in SLA research than the maturational hypothesis 
(Flege, 2010; Marinova-Todd, Marshall, & Snow, 2000).   
 Implicit and explicit learning mechanisms are certainly not the only factor that has been 
proposed to explain child-adult differences in SLA.  Learner-internal factors such as motivation, 
self-esteem, affective factors (Schumann, 1975; Long, 1990; Bown & White, 2010), identity 
(Guiora, 1972, Block, 2007), state of L1 development (Flege, 2010; Herschensohn, 2007), the 
onset of formal operations (Piaget, 1977; Krashen, 1981), the expansion of nonlinguistic 
cognitive abilities (Newport, 1990), loss of brain plasticity with lateralization (Lenneberg, 1967; 
Scovel, 1988), and brain myelination (Seliger, 1978; Long, 1990) have also been suggested.  In 
addition to these learner-internal changes, there are also many external factors that may influence 
learning outcomes, including amount and kind of input (Long, 1990; Snow, 2002), learning 
environment (home vs. instructed; Montrul, Foote, & Perpiñán, 2008) and type of instruction 
(Norris & Ortega, 2001; Spada & Tomita, 2010).  Many of these factors covary with age of 
acquisition.  Some have written that age of acquisition is such a prominent variable in the 
literature not because it is of interest in itself, but because it can be quickly and accurately 
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reported by subjects and is associated with many other important internal and environmental 
variables (Flege, 2010; Montrul, 2008:50).   
Many of the factors mentioned in the previous paragraph, though, do not provide 
adequate explanations for age effects (Long, 1990).  Some of these factors, such as the onset of 
formal operations or the completion of brain lateralization, predict a sudden one-time change.  
Others, such as motivation or self-esteem, should not continuously and gradually decline during 
adulthood (ibid.).  The idea of a critical period for language learning predicts age effects only 
through the end of puberty.  But, many studies show that age effects begin in childhood, and end 
quite a bit later than puberty (see Birdsong, 2006).  A change from implicit to explicit learning 
processes provides a promising mechanism for a decline in ultimate attainment that happens not 
suddenly at puberty, but gradually and continuously over the course of the lifespan.  This change 
could start in childhood and continue through old age.  Chomsky (1965:27) writes that “the 
innate schema…gradually becomes more explicit and differentiated as the child learns the 
language.”  Bialystok (1994) writes that adults have the capacity to analyze language 
independently, and they can use this capacity to gradually build on their explicit knowledge.  
Implicit vs. explicit learning mechanisms could thus serve as one factor contributing to a slow, 
not abrupt, decline in ultimate attainment with age. 
 The two studies in this dissertation test the maturational hypothesis and the instructional 
hypothesis by teasing apart the effects of age and instruction on implicit and explicit language 
learning.  The studies are carried out in different contexts in order to balance the tradeoffs 
between classroom research and laboratory-based research.  The first study tests child and 
adolescent instructed L2 learners of Spanish on their implicit and explicit knowledge of Spanish 
verb inflection.  Since existing groups of learners are used, participants in this study have been 
exposed to years of implicit or explicit Spanish instruction.  This is important because implicit 
learning takes longer than explicit learning, so interventions lasting only a few hours may tend to 
privilege explicit learning (N. Ellis, 2005; Morgan-Short, 2007; DeKeyser, 2003).  Classroom 
research is also more easily generalizable to real-world learning situations.  The second study 
teaches children and adults an artificial mini-language under implicit or explicit training 
conditions.  This study is able to balance groups for demographic characteristics, and fully cross 
the dependent variables of age and instruction, creating child and adult groups that receive 
exactly the same kind of controlled learning conditions. 
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Filling in the gap in previous literature regarding child and adult implicit and explicit 
learning capacities has theoretical, methodological, and instructional implications.  Perhaps the 
most fundamental theoretical reason for researching child-adult differences in implicit/explicit 
learning and knowledge is that they bear on the nature of the language-learning faculty.  
Chomsky’s (1965:32-33) conception of the language acquisition device is that it works 
implicitly: “The child who acquires a language in this way [from primary linguistic data] of 
course knows a great deal more than he has ‘learned.’”  First languages are learned perfectly, and 
need not be taught.  Universal Grammar, a biological capacity for acquiring languages that 
restricts the possibilities learners must entertain for the structure of a new language, is implicit 
(R. Ellis, 2005).  Whether this language learning capacity remains active in adulthood is 
important for our understanding of language learning over the course of the lifespan.   
With regard to second language acquisition specifically, the studies contribute to the 
discussion on whether child and adult language learning are qualitatively different (Fundamental 
Difference Hypothesis; Bley-Vroman, 1990; 2009; Paradis, 2004; 2009), or qualitatively similar 
(Full Transfer/Full Access, Schwartz & Sprouse, 1996).  Historically, research on the 
Fundamental Difference Hypothesis has compared adult L2 learners to adult native speakers.  
There are many differences between these groups: native speakers begin learning a first language 
at birth, receive ample input, and do not require instruction, but adult L2 learners begin learning 
a second language after puberty (with a fully-developed L1), often learn the L2 for just a few 
hours per day, and receive instruction.  So, it is not surprising that many studies on adult L2 
learners have supported fundamental differences between adult and child language learning.   
More recently, new research populations have allowed us to better isolate the 
demographic variables that contribute to incomplete adult language acquisition.  Research on 
child L2 learners—defined as children who begin exposure to a second language between ages 
four and seven (Schwartz, 2004)—separates the variable of age from the variable of having a 
preexisting first language.  Transfer errors used to be considered a hallmark of adult language 
learning, but research with L2 child learners shows that any learner with a developed L1 system 
will make transfer errors.  Research on heritage learners—who are exposed to a minority L1 
from birth but become dominant in a majority L2 after starting school, and experience L1 
attrition—also contributes to this discussion.  Heritage language research shows us that exposure 
to a language from birth is not sufficient for complete acquisition.  Rich and abundant input must 
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also be present throughout childhood in order for learners to reach nativelike attainment in any 
language (Montrul, 2008).  The present studies contribute to this debate by examining age-
related and environmentally-caused differences in language learning separately; specifically, 
with regard to implicit and explicit learning processes.   
Implicit and explicit language learning has become its own research subfield (N. Ellis, 
1993; R. Ellis, 2005; 2009; Paradis, 2004), with its own conferences, books, and interface 
positions.  While there are many claims about children’s implicit and explicit learning, most of 
these are not tested on actual children, but extrapolated from the ultimate attainment of adults 
who began learning languages at different ages.  This dissertation broadens the literature on 
implicit and explicit language learning by extending task comparisons to a new age group, 
children.   
With respect to research design, although research with adult learners shows that task 
type influences performance (e.g. Montrul, Foote, & Perpiñán, 2008), tasks tapping implicit 
knowledge have continued to predominate in child language acquisition research.  The present 
studies add to the body of research showing that explicit tasks can be used with school-aged 
children (e.g. Song & Schwartz, 2009), and show that, like adults, children perform differently 
on different types of tasks.  This may encourage other studies of children to use tasks tapping 
explicit knowledge as well as tasks tapping implicit knowledge, which will give us a clearer 
understanding of when and how children develop explicit language knowledge.  Tests for 
implicit vs. explicit knowledge have been developed, to date, almost entirely with respect to 
literate adult instructed L2 learners (e.g. R. Ellis, 2005).  As more different types of learners—
including heritage language learners (Montrul, 2008; Bowles, 2011) and instructed child L2 
learners (Muñoz, 2006; Marinova-Todd, Marshall, & Snow, 2000) enter the language classroom, 
we will have to refine our understanding of how explicit and implicit knowledge can be 
measured.   
Another methodological consideration is how we can best access implicit vs. explicit 
learning, the true construct of interest for many researchers in SLA, when it is only possible to 
directly measure (or manipulate) instruction, the “before” of learning, and to measure 
knowledge, the “after” of learning.  We may be able to access learning processes using protocols 
such as think-alouds (Bowles, 2010), but even think-alouds are not a perfect window into 
learners’ thoughts.  Considering all three of these constructs—instruction, learning, and 
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knowledge—in the same studies will help to build a more complete picture of how they work 
together.  Many studies on implicit and explicit processes focus either on instruction (e.g. 
DeKeyser, 1995) or on knowledge (R. Ellis, 2005; 2009), but not on both.  The studies in this 
dissertation address both instruction and knowledge in depth.  In addition, the second study 
includes a debriefing procedure, probing for explicit rule knowledge, which is incorporated into 
the main analysis.  This adds to the growing body of research that is carefully dealing with both 
instruction and knowledge (e.g. de Graaf, 1997; Morgan-Short, 2007).  Dealing with both of 
these factors builds a much stronger case for implicit or explicit learning. 
Whether children can learn explicitly and adults implicitly is also pedagogically 
interesting.  Adult L2 instruction currently tends to be more explicit and form-focused than child 
L2 instruction (Nikolov, 2009).  While this helps adults learn quickly, explicit learning 
ultimately builds a fundamentally different and less reliable kind of language learning than 
implicit learning (Paradis, 2004).  But if post-puberty learners are capable of using both kinds of 
learning mechanisms, the tendency of adults to rely on explicit knowledge may be a result of 
(rather than a cause of) the type of instruction they typically receive. If there is sufficient time for 
implicit learning to take place and if implicit instruction is provided, then implicit or naturalistic 
learning may still be possible for adults. Learning implicitly may help adults to build more 
automatic and quickly accessible knowledge.   
 Child instruction, on the other hand, is currently less likely to offer explicit form-focused 
instruction and more likely to offer mere exposure to the target language.  Child foreign language 
instruction is often considered unsuccessful because children learn slowly, so given the same 
time of exposure, early child learners cannot compete with older children and adults (Nikolov, 
2009; Singleton & Ryan, 2004; Muñóz, 2006).  If children can benefit from explicit instruction 
in much the same way adults can, this opens the possibility of using explicit instruction to 
accelerate foreign language learning for elementary school aged learners.  Changes in pedagogy 
based on these results could help children and adults take advantage of both types of learning 
capacities. 
 The question of which instructional method is “better” is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation, and must take into account the time and intensity available for language instruction, 
as well as the age of the learners and their prior experience (Muñoz, 2006).  When selecting 
implicit or explicit instructional methods, the adage “be careful what you ask for, you just might 
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get it” applies.  Implicit learning takes a long time, at any age.  And forms taught only as discrete 
grammar points are not likely to be transferred into performance on more implicit tasks, at any 
age.  So, the finding that adults are capable of “natural” implicit language learning does not 
imply that, in a time-limited, minimal-input situation, exercising these capacities will lead to 
successful acquisition (Muñoz, 2006).   
In sum, this dissertation tests R. Ellis’s (2005:152) feature of “learnability” for implicit 
and explicit knowledge: 
 
Learners who began learning the L2 as a child are more likely to display high 
levels of implicit knowledge, whereas those who began as adolescents or adults—
especially if they were reliant on instruction—are more likely to display high 
levels of explicit knowledge.  
 
This quote highlights two factors that contribute to implicit and explicit knowledge: age, and 
instruction.  Both bear on the fundamental nature of the human language-learning capacity.  If 
implicit learning capacity declines inexorably with age, then this can partially explain the 
differential success rates between children and adults in L2 learning.  But if instruction interacts 
with age differences, then the language-learning device may not simply disappear with 
adulthood.  Instead, learners may be sensitive to the kinds of demands being placed on them: 
demands which are entirely implicit in early childhood, and which tend to be much more explicit 
in adult language classes.  
 The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives background on 
implicit and explicit knowledge/learning/instruction; the impact of age on these processes; the 
impact of instruction on these processes, and prior research with adults and children.  Chapter 3 
describes the methodology and results of the study of classroom Spanish learners; Chapter 4 
presents the artificial language learning experiment.  Chapter 5 compares the two studies, and 






 A major question for the field of second language acquisition is why adults, who are 
faster learners at first and have more cognitive resources to work with, often fall short of the 
levels of ultimate L2 attainment reached by children (at least in naturalistic learning situations).  
I have suggested that implicit vs. explicit learning processes may be one factor that helps to 
explain child-adult differences in language learning.  In this chapter, I will describe the 
differences between implicit and explicit knowledge, instruction, and learning in greater detail 
(section 2.1) and review the theoretical literature that associates explicit learning with adulthood 
and implicit learning with childhood (2.2).  I will then raise the issue of differences in the typical 
learning environment of children vs. that of adults, and review prior work on the role of the 
learning environment in shaping implicit vs. explicit learning (2.3).  Finally, I will review some 
of the large body of research on adults with regard to implicit/explicit learning (2.4), and explain 
some reasons why there has not been sufficient research on children with regard to 
implicit/explicit learning, while reviewing what research there is (2.5).  This leads to the 
overarching research questions and predictions for the two studies in this dissertation (2.6).    
 
2.1. Implicit and explicit language knowledge, instruction, and learning   
 The rise in interest in what we today call implicit and explicit language knowledge can 
probably be proximally traced to Stephen Krashen (1981, 1982).  Krashen’s Monitor Theory 
held that language “acquisition,” a subconscious, implicit process that happens when language 
learners process comprehensible input, is responsible for building the internal linguistic system 
that is capable of generating utterances in the L2.  In contrast, language “learning,” a conscious, 
effortful process, creates explicit knowledge that exists outside the learner’s true linguistic 
system and can only be used to edit (“monitor”) utterances after the fact, such as when writing.  
Krashen held what is today called a noninterface position: he did not think that “learned” 
knowledge could ever become part of the implicitly “acquired” linguistic system.  Unfortunately, 
this, along with other weaknesses in the use of terminology, led to criticisms that the theory 
lacked falsifiability (e.g. Gregg, 1994).  For Krashen, quick and errorfree production of a given 
structure counted as evidence of “acquisition” of this structure rather than “learning” of the 
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structure, even in the absence of any information about the learner’s instruction conditions or 
internal thought processes.  Thus, it would be impossible to falsify the theory by showing that an 
explicitly-learned rule could eventually be converted to implicitly-acquired knowledge.  Any 
evidence that the structure was produced automatically would simply be taken as evidence that it 
had been “acquired” independently of the initial “learning” process.   
Still, Krashen’s ideas are the genesis of a great deal of contemporary work on implicit 
and explicit language knowledge.  Modern-day researchers, however, have made greater efforts 
to use clear terminology when making claims about implicit and explicit processes.  
Implicit/explicit labels can apply to many aspects of a second language, including knowledge, 
instruction, and learning.  It is important to differentiate between these because while knowledge 
can be directly measured and instruction can be either measured or manipulated, empirically 
verifying implicit or explicit learning—the true object of interest— is relatively difficult. 
Implicit/explicit learning refers to the processes of learning, while implicit/explicit 
knowledge refers to the products of this learning.  Implicit/explicit instruction refers to the focus 
of the teacher on enabling learners to infer rules without awareness vs. encouraging learners to 
develop metalinguistic awareness of a rule, either by providing them with the rule or helping 
them to discover the rule for themselves (R. Ellis, 2009a:16-17).  Products of learning are 
necessarily more measurable than processes of learning.  Even when learners are placed in an 
implicit or explicit experimental condition, they may foil teachers and researchers by using their 
own preferred explicit or implicit strategies (DeKeyser, 1995; Robinson, 1997). In order to infer 
whether learners use implicit or explicit learning processes, researchers must hypothesize based 
on what they are able to measure: the “before” of these processes (the design of the instruction), 
and the “after” of these processes (the resulting knowledge).  Methods that have been used to try 
to get at actual learning processes include think-aloud protocols, in which participants verbalize 
their thoughts as they complete a written task (Leow, 1997; Bowles, 2010), and retrospective 
verbal reports (Gass & Mackey, 2000).  These methods can demonstrate explicit learning, and 
may also be used to infer implicit learning if the learner does not verbalize any thoughts about 
the target structure.   
 Operationalization of implicit and explicit knowledge has largely relied on R. Ellis 
(2005), one of the most-cited studies on the topic.  This paper describes a battery of tests that can 
be used to tap implicit and explicit knowledge relatively separately from each other.  R. Ellis first 
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identifies seven factors that distinguish the two types of tasks: degree of awareness (use of feel 
vs. rule), time available, focus of attention (on fluency vs. accuracy), systematicity (of 
responses), certainty (of responses by participants), metalanguage, and learnability—which 
refers specifically to age effects. Only four of these features were used to inform the actual 
design of the tests.  Systematicity and learnability were examined post-hoc, and certainty was 
included only in the design of the untimed grammaticality judgment task.  The four factors of 
degree of awareness, time available, focus of attention, and metalanguage, then, were translated 
into five tasks tapping knowledge of 17 English structures, and tested on 20 native English 
speakers and 91 English L2 learners (64 of whom were Chinese L1 speakers) in New Zealand. 
 Results showed that three of these tasks correlated with each other and were loaded 
highly on Factor 1 (which could be interpreted as implicit knowledge based on the task design 
characteristics): a sentence imitation task, an oral narrative task, and a timed grammaticality 
judgment task.  All three of these tasks encouraged the use of “feel” rather than rules, were time-
pressured, and did not require access to metalinguistic knowledge.  Two of the three implicit 
tasks were also meaning-focused rather than form-focused and oral rather than written.  The 
other two tasks were loaded on Factor 2, which could be interpreted as explicit knowledge: an 
untimed grammaticality judgment task on which participants also reported how sure they were 
about their judgment and whether they used feel or rules to judge the sentences, and a test of 
metalinguistic knowledge.  These tasks encouraged the use of rules, were unpressured and 
untimed, required use of metalinguistic knowledge, and were form-focused and written.  R. 
Ellis’s tasks, and the factors used to define them, have remained largely unchallenged except on 
mathematical grounds (Isemonger, 2007).  Studies with L2 and heritage learners of Spanish have 
validated these tests, showing that they indeed provide relatively separate measurements of 
implicit and explicit knowledge (Bowles, 2011).   
 Implicit/explicit instruction and learning have not undergone the same sort of 
operationalization as knowledge, but their characteristics are largely similar to those of the 
implicit and explicit tasks described in R. Ellis (2005).  Housen and Pierrard (2006:10) list 
characteristics of implicit instruction: it is delivered spontaneously in an otherwise 
communication-oriented activity, is unobtrusive (minimal interruption of communication of 
meaning occurs), it presents target forms in context, makes no use of metalanguage, and 
encourages free use of the target form.  Explicit instruction, on the other hand, is predetermined 
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and planned as the main focus and goal of a teaching activity, is obtrusive, presents the target 
forms in isolation, uses metalinguistic terminology (e.g. rule explanation), and involves 
controlled practice of the target form.  Norris and Ortega (2000) and Spada and Tomita (2010) 
coded treatments as implicit or explicit based on the following criteria: instruction was 
considered to be explicit if “rule explanation comprised part of the instruction” or “if learners 
were directly asked to attend to particular forms and to try to arrive at metalinguistic 
generalizations on their own” (Norris & Ortega, 2000:437).  In implicit instruction, “neither rule 
presentation nor directions to attend to particular forms were part of a treatment” (ibid.).  Spada 
and Tomita (2010:273) give examples of implicit instructional treatments including input 
flood/high-frequency input, interaction, and recasts.  Of course, based on the degree of 
awareness of the learner, even these ostensibly implicit treatments could be treated as explicit by 
individual learners. 
Implicit/explicit learning is less well defined than either instruction or knowledge: 
implicit learning “takes place without either intentionality or awareness” and explicit learning “is 
necessarily a conscious process and is generally intentional as well” (R. Ellis, 2009a:7).  A 
weakness of some studies on implicit and explicit processes is that they tend to focus on either 
the “before” of learning (the instruction) or the “after” of learning (the knowledge), but it is less 
common for a single study to focus on both.  This is unfortunate because evidence of explicit 
instruction resulting in explicit knowledge, for instance, would build a stronger case for explicit 
learning than evidence of explicit instruction alone, or of explicit knowledge alone.  For instance, 
R. Ellis (2009a:354-355), while meticulously developing tests of implicit/explicit knowledge, 
includes only a single question about instruction on the background questionnaire:  
 
What was the instruction in English that you received at school like?  
(Tick the best answer) 
A. Mainly formal (i.e. a lot of time was spent studying grammar) 
B. Mainly informal (i.e. most of the time was spent communicating in English) 
C. A mixture of informal and formal 
 
This question asks students to sum up years of instruction with one multiple-choice answer.  It 
cannot provide complete information about the students’ actual English instructional experiences 
over the course of many years.  Conversely, studies with very well defined instruction conditions 
often do not try to tap learners’ implicit and explicit knowledge separately.  DeKeyser (1995), a 
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study that carefully developed 20 implicit and 20 explicit computer-delivered instructional 
conditions, tries to measure just “proficiency” in the artificial mini-language rather than implicit 
knowledge and explicit knowledge.  Although the study uses a GJT, a production test, and a test 
of metalinguistic knowledge, the characteristics of the tests and their relationship to implicit and 
explicit knowledge are not discussed.   
Other studies have been more careful about both controlling the “before” of learning, and 
measuring the “after” of learning.  Morgan-Short (2007) does use both a free response task and 
several GJTs “to attempt to tap different types of knowledge” (150), but results are not discussed 
in terms of implicit and explicit knowledge, and in any case, GJT scores and free production are 
not directly comparable.  Morgan-Short’s implicit and explicit instruction groups reached the 
same level of proficiency in the mini-language.  de Graaf (1997) deliberately uses judgment tests 
with and without time pressure, so that scores will be directly comparable (interestingly, the 
explicit instruction group outperformed the implicit instruction group on both pressured and 
unpressured tests).  The present studies, like these studies, examine both instruction and the 
resulting knowledge.  Study 2 also uses think-alouds and retrospective verbal reports to try to 
examine learning more directly.   
2.1.1 Other constructs related to the implicit/explicit dimension  
 The terms “implicit” and “explicit” have also been connected with other similar (but not 
identical) constructs.  Implicit instruction has also been referred to as “Focus on Meaning” and 
explicit instruction has been referred to as “Focus on FormS” (Long & Robinson, 1998).  An 
intermediate type of instruction, “Focus on Form,” is explicit instruction that maintains some sort 
of focus on meaning and use, rather than on linguistic form alone.  “Focus on Form” allows for 
explicit learning through rule explanation, as well as the possibility of implicit learning through 
the learner’s exposure to examples of meaning and usage. 
Implicit/explicit knowledge is also closely related to declarative/procedural knowledge 
(Ullman, 2001).  The declarative memory system is used to learn, represent, and use knowledge 
about facts and events, and may be consciously recalled.  The procedural memory system, in 
contrast, is used to learn and perform motor and cognitive skills and habits, and its contents are 
thought to be inaccessible to conscious recollection (ibid.:106).  The distinction between 




Whereas the terms explicit/implicit label the type of knowledge learners possess 
in terms of whether it is conscious or intuitive, the terms declarative/procedural 
concern the degree of control over L2 knowledge the learner has, distinguishing 
knowledge that can be used only with effort through controlled processing from 
knowledge that can be used effortlessly through automatic processing. 
 
So, ‘implicit’ and ‘explicit’ refer to a learner’s knowledge, whereas ‘declarative’ and 
‘procedural’ refer to how the learner is able to process that knowledge.  R. Ellis also refers to 
Bialystok’s (1982) description of the relationship between these types of knowledge in terms of 
analysis and control.  Bialystok uses the dimensions of  +/- analyzed and +/- automatic, equating 
+/- analyzed with implicit/explicit and +/- automatic with declarative/procedural respectively.  
Implicit knowledge, then, is unanalyzed; explicit knowledge is analyzed; procedural knowledge 
is automatic, and declarative knowledge is not automatic.  These dimensions also intersect, so we 
can speak of something being both explicit and declarative, or explicit but procedural.  Figure 1 
below from R. Ellis (1993:94) illustrates the possible combinations of these types of knowledge 
more concretely. 
 
Figure 1: Relationship between implicit/explicit and declarative/procedural dimensions (R. 
Ellis, 1993:94) 
 
 However, even R. Ellis does not always maintain these distinctions, stating in (2009a:11) 
simply that “Implicit knowledge is procedural whereas explicit knowledge is declarative.”  M. 
Paradis (2004:38-42) dismisses cells B and C in Figure 1, arguing that the very definition of 
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implicit precludes the idea of implicit knowledge being controlled, and explicit knowledge 
cannot be both automatic and conscious at the same time.  In sum, it seems that at least for L2 
learners, the prototypical kind (and possibly the only kind) of implicit knowledge is also 
procedural, while the prototypical kind (and possibly the only kind) of explicit knowledge is also 
declarative.  We can imagine other types of speakers, such as foreign language teachers, being 
able to access explicit knowledge easily and rapidly, but this would not be the norm for language 
learners.  Paradis (2004) largely equates implicit with procedural and explicit with declarative, 
and gives the two kinds of knowledge a fundamental role in his neurolinguistic theory of 
bilingualism.  He also links implicit language learning to youth, which will be further discussed 
in the next section.  All in all, there seem to be more similarities than distinctions between 
implicit and procedural, and between explicit and declarative.   
2.1.2 Implicit and explicit knowledge in the fluent speaker 
There is widespread agreement among researchers that both implicit and explicit 
knowledge interact in the everyday performance of native speakers (R. Ellis, 2009:16).  
Vocabulary is thought to rely more on explicit, declarative knowledge, whereas syntax is 
governed by implicit, procedural knowledge (Paradis, 2004).  Other researchers have claimed 
that even vocabulary may be partly implicit.  The phonological features of a word and the motor 
routines needed for its production may be learned implicitly, while the meaning of the word is 
learned explicitly (N. Ellis, 1994).  Using implicit knowledge is preferable, wherever possible, 
because it does not draw on cognitive resources (Paradis, 2004:47-48):  
 
…explicit metalinguistic knowledge “will do” only up to a point, at the cost of 
fluency and attention.  Thus, it is preferable, when the mechanisms are available, 
to automatize as much of the language as possible: It becomes less effortful to use 
and is less vulnerable under conditions of noise, fatigue or stress.  Because 
automatic processes are faster and more efficient than controlled processes, 
whenever an automatic system is available, it will spontaneously be used by 
default. 
 
Paradis also claims that “when very young children and illiterate adults speak or comprehend 
language, they use implicit competence (or knowledge) only.  By contrast, incipient L2 learners 
use explicit knowledge of the L2 when producing or understanding the L2, and steadily, and in 
tandem, develop implicit competence of it.”  (Montrul, 2008:210). 
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2.1.3 Interface and noninterface positions 
Much ink has been devoted to the issue of whether explicit knowledge can become 
implicit (and, less commonly, whether implicit knowledge can become explicit).  Krashen (1981, 
1982) maintained a noninterface position, claiming that explicit rule learning could never be 
converted into readily accessible acquired knowledge through practice.  Instead, fluent use of a 
structure that was originally learned explicitly would be evidence that that structure had also 
been acquired independently of the initial explicit learning process.  Paradis (2004:35) also holds 
this position:   
 
It is true that skilled use of a second language often begins as controlled processes 
that gradually appear to become automatic.  In reality, controlled processing is 
gradually replaced by the use of automatic processing, which is not just the 
speeding-up of the controlled process, but the use of a different system which, 
through practice, develops in parallel. 
 
Paradis points to work on automatization vs. speedup (Segalowitz & Segalowitz, 1993) as a 
possible way to empirically investigate this distinction.  Also holding a noninterface position but 
approaching the issue from the perspective of implicit knowledge becoming explicit, Bialystok 
(1994) writes that implicit knowledge never turns into explicit knowledge, but new explicit 
knowledge can be generated from implicit knowledge through a process of reflection. 
Other researchers believe that through practice, learners can eventually turn an explicit 
rule into implicit knowledge of how to use the form (Sharwood Smith, 1981).  Learners given 
intensive practice on specific grammar points increase in speed and accuracy on these rules, 
developing the ability to automatically access knowledge that used to be accessed slowly and 
with difficulty (DeKeyser, 1997).  DeKeyser (1997; 2000) has even suggested that this may be 
the only way for adults to eventually develop implicit competence. 
An intermediate (or “weak interface”) position is that explicit information plays a role in 
helping learners to develop implicit knowledge.  Explicit information may not be strictly 
necessary in language development or it may play a smaller overall role than implicit 
information, but it is a contributing factor.  For instance, N. Ellis (2002) thinks that implicit 
learning constitutes the bulk of language acquisition, but concedes that a learner must initially 
notice a structure (even if only once) before the implicit system can begin the process of tuning 
mental representations through use.  Schmidt’s (1990) noticing hypothesis give explicit noticing 
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of language structures a more important role: only input which is consciously noticed can be 
converted to intake, where it is then available for further processing.   
As both the studies in this dissertation measure subjects’ implicit and explicit knowledge 
at only one given point in time, whether subjects’ implicit knowledge was originally derived 
from explicit knowledge, or vice versa, is not a primary concern. 
 
2.2. Age and knowledge type 
 The idea that adults learn languages by using explicit information and general problem-
solving strategies, whereas children use domain-specific implicit processes, is part of the basic 
fabric of linguistic theory on age differences.  Lenneberg (1967:176) writes,  
 
...the incidence of ‘language-learning-blocks’ rapidly increases after puberty.  
Also automatic acquisition from mere exposure to a given language seems to 
disappear after this age, and foreign languages have to be taught and learned 
through a conscious and labored effort.”   
 
A full discussion of the idea of a critical period for language acquisition is outside the scope of 
this dissertation, which focuses on the implicit/explicit dimension.  But briefly, the idea of a 
critical period is that some sort of physiological change occurs during human development, 
such that the capacity that allows children to learn their first language disappears by the time of 
puberty (Lenneberg, 1967).  If the first language is acquired after puberty, as in the case of 
Genie (Curtiss, 1977), full language acquisition will never take place.  Johnson and Newport 
(1989) showed evidence for a possible critical period in second language acquisition.  This 
study tested adult immigrants who had arrived in the United States between the ages of 3 and 
39 using an aural grammaticality judgment task.  Those that arrived before age 7 scored in the 
range of native speakers.  For those that arrived before 15, there was a negative correlation 
between age of arrival and score on the test, but for those who arrived between ages 17-39, the 
distribution of scores was essentially random.  Johnson and Newport argued that these patterns 
provided evidence for a critical period for second language learning, closing at age 15. 
This study has been critiqued, reanalyzed (Bialystok & Hakuta, 1994) and replicated 
(DeKeyser, 2000; Birdsong & Molis, 2001), but the idea of critical periods (or at least sensitive 
periods) in SLA persists.  In fact, the critical period hypothesis has been given so many 
formulations in terms of age of offset, language capacities affected, and purported causes that 
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its plausibility is undermined (Singleton, 2005). Birdsong (2005 and elsewhere) argues that the 
shape of the curve for age effects lacks the discontinuity necessary to support a critical period 
for SLA.  Herschensohn (2007) provides a good overview of the evidence for and against 
critical periods in language acquisition, arguing that the evidence for a critical period for L1 
acquisition is stronger than that for L2 acquisition, and that the existence of nativelike adult L2 
learners, the uneven attainment of child L2 learners, and the lack of a distinct cut-off age make 
a critical period in L2 acquisition difficult to support. 
Let us, then, return to the focus of this section: the idea of age effects on implicit and 
explicit learning specifically.  In Chapter 1, I introduced the idea that adults learn explicitly and 
children learn implicitly, because of their age, as the maturational hypothesis.  This position 
can be found in nearly all the critical period literature, even if the terms “implicit” and 
“explicit” are not used.  Bley-Vroman’s (1990) Fundamental Difference Hypothesis notes that 
adults need instruction and negative evidence to learn languages, and learn them using general 
cognitive capacities rather than domain-specific mechanisms.  In contrast, for (L1-acquiring) 
children, language learning is “not under learner control” (ibid.:9), and mere exposure to 
language ensures successful learning.  Other researchers have also noted the connections 
between the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis and the implicit/explicit dimension 
(DeKeyser, 2003:334):  
 
Even though Bley-Vroman does not use the terms implicit and explicit, his 
distinction largely coincides with this dichotomy. Children’s use of Universal 
Grammar and language-specific learning mechanisms happens outside of 
awareness, while adults can use their analytical abilities to think at least to some 
extent about the structure of the L2 (and its differences with L1). 
 
DeKeyser is perhaps the most vocal, though by no means the only, writer advancing the 
idea of childhood implicit learning contrasting with adult explicit learning (e.g. 1995, 1997, 
2000, 2003; DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 2007).  According to DeKeyser, the shift from implicit 
learning to explicit learning is inevitable, and perhaps even desirable (2000).  He uses the idea 
of this shift to explain the apparent paradox of children, who are slower learners initially, 




Children necessarily learn implicitly; adults necessarily learn largely explicitly.  
As a result, adults show an initial advantage because of the shortcuts provided by 
the explicit learning of structure, but falter in those areas in which explicit 
learning is ineffective, that is, where rules are too complex or probabilistic in 
nature to be apprehended fully with explicit rules.  Children, on the other hand, 
cannot use shortcuts to the representation of structure, but eventually reach full 
native speaker competence through long-term implicit learning from massive 
input.   
 
DeKeyser’s ideas have also been very influential for other researchers working on age 
effects.  The Barcelona Age Factor project, a long-term research project on the impact of 
starting EFL instruction at different ages between 8 and 18, found differences in rate of 
learning such that older children learned faster than younger children.  Carmen Muñoz, the 
coordinator of the project, often invokes DeKeyser’s claims about implicit and explicit learning 
to explain these differences in learning rate (2006:6): 
 
…children do better in terms of ultimate attainment because many elements of 
language are hard to learn explicitly, especially for those adults who have limited 
verbal ability.  In contrast, older learners learn faster because their capacities for 
explicit learning let them take short cuts (DeKeyser, 2003:335), an ability that 
explains their advantage in the initial stages.  That is, adult second language 
acquisition (SLA) is mainly explicit, and adults rely on analytical thinking to 
acquire their second language. 
 
 Paradis (2004) also believes that whereas the L1 grammar is acquired implicitly, the L2 
grammar, if acquired after the critical period, will be learned explicitly.  Paradis’s claims are tied 
to Ullman’s (2001) Declarative/Procedural model of memory, which will be discussed further in 
the next section.  For a normal native speaker, grammar is stored in procedural memory and is 
not accessible to consciousness.  But not everyone is able to store and access language in this 
way: “There are thus two ways of speaking: using implicit linguistic competence only, as 
illustrated by children and illiterates; using metalinguistic knowledge only, as illustrated by 
individuals with genetic dysphasia and incipient L2 learners” (2004:11).  According to Paradis, 
even if second language learners are able to produce and comprehend language indistinguishably 
from native speakers, they are still using speeded-up controlled processes rather than automatic 
processes.  This is because “after a certain age, one has to resort to an altogether different 
processing mechanism because the acquisition of implicit competence is no longer possible (or 
extremely time-consuming and difficult)” (2004:60). 
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Montrul (2008:45) notes that implicit learning mechanisms (stored in procedural 
memory) may be analogous to Universal Grammar, whereas explicit learning mechanisms (and 
declarative memory) are more reminiscent of domain-general cognitive abilities not considered 
part of Universal Grammar.  She holds a somewhat broader view on adults’ learning capacities, 
attributing the ability to learn either implicitly or explicitly to adults.  But even though “biology 
does not work in a vacuum” (ibid.:45), Montrul still restricts child L1 learners to only implicit 
learning (ibid.:45):  
 
My understanding of these positions is that both implicit and explicit learning 
mechanisms are available to children and adults, or at least to adults, but while 
children acquire their L1 predominantly with implicit mechanisms, adults 
acquire an L2 predominantly through explicit mechanisms. 
 
 Schmidt (1990) sees adults as less attuned to form than children.  Adults only notice 
form when their attention is focused on it, but children notice form all the time, even when it is 
not important to the task.  So the very fact that adults are able to direct their attention (away 
from form) means that their attention must be directed back to form in order to learn a 
language.  Schmidt (1994) also sees adults as having the capability to learn either implicitly or 
explicitly, in contrast to children, who can only learn implicitly:  
 
It is generally assumed that children acquire the grammar of their first language 
incidentally, as a by-product of communication and socialisation, without any 
specific intention to learn the linguistic system itself.  Adult second and foreign 
language learning may be either incidental or intentional.  Some learners are 
very concerned with mastering grammar rules, improving their pronunciation, 
expanding their vocabularies, and approximating target language norms of 
appropriateness, and have the definite intention to master these aspects of 
language, while other learners are concerned only with the communication of 
meaning.   
 
Bialystok (1994:553-554) also holds that children have different learning abilities than 
adults, although she believes that explicit knowledge can be learned at any age.  Another 
difference between Bialystok’s position and that of other authors is that she thinks language 
continues to become even more explicit in adulthood, over the course of the entire lifespan 
(1994:556): 
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The effect of this system is to increase the degree to which language is 
represented explicitly throughout development.  The increasing proportion of 
explicit knowledge of language is motivated by two factors.  The first is an 
endogenous one.  The cognitive process of analysis, or offline change, leads to a 
constant restructuring and reordering of knowledge that results in representations 
that are more explicit, more stateable and more accessible… The second is an 
exogenous factor.  This is the explicit learning of language through instruction or 
observation.  Words, structures, nuances, conventions, can be learned and stored 
directly as articulated knowledge to be accessed when needed.   
 
Bialystok (1994:553-554) sees child language learning as occurring very early, before age five:  
 
One form of linguistic representation is built up early, before 5 years of age.  It is 
most clearly revealed in situations in which language is used orally and aurally.  
Included in this system are pronunciation and basic grammatical categories such 
as topicalization.  The pairs of language seem not to matter very much in 
determining the degree to which the second language is acquired.  This type of 
competence appears to be acquired best by younger learners.  At the same time, 
language is also represented in a system that allows learners to solve more formal 
problems with language.  This includes the arbitrary aspects of language, such as 
vocabulary and parts of morpho-syntactic structure.  Here, the learners’ 
proficiency in the second language will depend on the degree of relationship 
between the first and second language.  This system develops with age, and tests 
of second language ability based on this competence frequently favour older 
learners. 
 
As with other supposed features of a critical period, the age at which implicit learning 
capacities are lost is debated.  Paradis (2004:59) places the critical period between ages two and 
seven:  
 
If we assume that normal language acquisition and use refer to the incidental 
internalization and automatic use of implicit linguistic competence, then a critical 
period affects the acquisition of language... It is a gradual process within a 
window between the ages of 2 and 5, give or take a few months... It is the 
acquisition of implicit competence that is affected by age both biologically 
(gradual loss of plasticity of the procedural memory for language after about age 
5) and cognitively (greater reliance on conscious declarative memory for learning 
in general and, consequently, for learning a language from about age 7). 
 
DeKeyser (2000:518) gives a much broader window, writing that “somewhere between the 
ages of 6-7 and 16-17, everybody loses the mental equipment required for the implicit 
induction of the abstract patterns underlying a human language.”  And DeKeyser and Larson-
Hall (2005:100) go even broader: “somewhere between 4 and 18 years.”  Another typical age 
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cited in critical period literature is the onset of formal operations, a Piagetian (1977) stage 
beginning around age 12 (or, at least, between ages 11 and 16).  Since at this age, children are 
able to deal with abstractions, the formal operations stage is thought to be advantageous for 
learning explicit grammar rules.  It may even underlie the typical starting age for language 
instruction in the United States, which is around seventh grade or age 12 (Krashen, 1982).   
 To summarize, many prominent researchers on age effects in second language 
acquisition cite a change from implicit to explicit learning as part of the reason for a decline in 
ultimate attainment for adult learners.  In fact, the concept of age effects for implicit learning is 
so widely accepted that age effects themselves have even been taken as evidence for implicit 
learning.  Paradis (2004:49) uses age as part of the definition for implicit vs. explicit learning: 
“The aspects of language that are implicitly acquired are those that a six-year-old has 
internalized without conscious awareness (and of which adults never actually become 
conscious), and those that are explicitly learned are those of which we are conscious.”  R. Ellis 
(2005) also includes the factor of “Learnability” (based on age) as part of his operationalization 
of implicit/explicit knowledge: 
 
Learners who began learning the L2 as a child are more likely to display high 
levels of implicit knowledge, whereas those who began as adolescents or adults—
especially if they were reliant on instruction—are more likely to display high 
levels of explicit knowledge.  
 
In fact, R. Ellis (2005:165) did not find strong empirical results to back up the idea of 
learnability being correlated with age: 
 
...the correlations between starting age and the other tests deemed to measure 
implicit knowledge—the imitation and oral narrative tests— did not reach 
statistical significance.  Correlations between starting age and the measures of 
explicit knowledge were all nonsignificant and very weak.  In contrast, years of 
formal instruction was positively related to untimed GJT (ungrammatical items) 
but not to the other measure of explicit knowledge (metalinguistic knowledge). 
 
Age of acquisition, in R. Ellis (2005), was not correlated with either implicit tests or explicit 
tests.  And years of formal (explicit) instruction was correlated only with rejection of 
ungrammatical items on a GJT.  So, the picture of adult dependence on explicit knowledge and 
instruction, though it remains the dominant position in the field of SLA, may be oversimplifying 
the interaction of implicit and explicit processes used by adult learners.   
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2.2.1 Evidence for an age-determined change from implicit to explicit learning 
 The literature on age effects for implicit/explicit language learning does not include any 
empirical evidence from children.  So where, then, does this idea come from?  The major sources 
of this position are extrapolation from first language acquisition, extrapolation from ultimate 
attainment of adults who learned languages naturalistically at different ages, and differences in 
learning rate between children and adults.  There is, of course, plenty of empirical evidence for 
adult explicit learning.  This evidence will be discussed later, in section 2.4, together with other 
research that focuses exclusively on adults. 
 First language acquisition is almost surely what is referenced by theorists speaking of 
“children” without specifying the age of the children they are describing, (e.g. this quote from 
Winter and Reber, 1994:118):   
 
Children do not learn their natural language by invoking hypothesis testing 
strategies; they do not overtly explore the patterned linguistic environment, and 
they do not make concrete adjustments in their mental representations based upon 
explicit feedback from adult speakers.  Children acquire their natural language by 
inducing linguistic representations from the environment about them and they do 
so without the benefit of conscious cognitive processes. 
 
In first language acquisition, implicit learning comes before explicit learning.  Simply put, 
newborns cannot learn explicitly, and so they must necessarily learn language implicitly.  
Implicit memory is considered to exist by 3 months of age (Kopp, 2003:74).  Explicit memory 
emerges later, but is in place by one or two years of age (ibid.; Paradis, 2004), a time at which 
the child is probably still speaking in one- or two-word sentences.  Around age 3, implicit 
memory is still superior to explicit memory (Parkin & Russo, 1990).  So theorists who say that 
“children learn language implicitly,” and are referring to children who are aged 0-3, are 
technically correct.  Of course, there are aspects of language that are learned explicitly and stored 
in declarative memory: in particular, word meanings.  Children are certainly taught things like 
“red” or “two” or “say please” explicitly, even if they are never taught grammar explicitly. 
But at school age, as emerging literacy makes children aware of language form, explicit 
language knowledge increases greatly (Birdsong, 1989).  This happens between the ages of 4 and 
7, before age effects in L2 acquisition show up and precisely the age which Schwartz (2004) 
defines as the period of child L2 learning.  So child L2 learners, unlike their L1-learning 
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counterparts and like their adult L2 learning counterparts, already have some explicit knowledge 
of language.   
Incidentally, although they are rarely discussed, there are also age effects for explicit 
learning at the other end of the age spectrum.  Like young children, the elderly are better with 
implicit learning than explicit learning.  Young adults outperform older adults on tests of explicit 
memory, but not of implicit memory (Light & Singh, 1987; Howard, 1996).  Young adults learn 
a second language better with explicit grammar instruction and feedback, but older adults learn 
better from feedback alone, without grammar rule presentation (Lenet, Sanz, Lado, Howard, & 
Howard, 2011).  The picture that emerges from these findings is that “Implicit memory is much 
more fundamental and more pervasive than explicit memory,” developing before explicit 
memory and persisting at the end of the lifespan after explicit memory starts to decline (Paradis, 
2004:9).  Explicit knowledge may not develop “limitlessly irrespective of the age of the learner” 
(Bialystok, 1994:557).  This stands in contrast to the position that children begin with only 
implicit language-learning mechanisms, and then lose these mechanisms when they develop 
explicit mechanisms. 
 Ultimate attainment in naturalistic language learning is perhaps the most discussed source 
of evidence for the idea of a critical period for implicit learning.  Evidence from naturalistic 
language learning is not directly relevant to the studies in this dissertation because they are about 
instructed L2 learning, but studies of naturalistic language learning are included here because 
they are an important source of evidence for a critical period for implicit learning.  Few 
naturalistic adult L2 learners reach nativelike competence or performance in an L2, whereas 
many (but not all) naturalistic child L2 learners do so.  A supporting point of evidence for age as 
the determinant of ultimate attainment is that age is more reliable than co-varying factors such as 
input or use (DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 2005:98).   
DeKeyser (2000) studied 57 adult Hungarian-speaking L2-English learning immigrants 
with the goal of testing Bley-Vroman’s hypothesis that adults use general problem-solving skills 
to learn languages.  If this is the case, then adults should not reach nativelike ultimate attainment 
unless they have excellent general problem-solving skills.  Participants completed an aural 
grammaticality judgment task adapted from Johnson and Newport (1989) and part of a 
Hungarian language aptitude test.  The study found that five of the six immigrants who arrived in 
the US as adults and scored within the range of native speakers on the test had high levels of 
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language aptitude.  The correlation between aptitude and score was nonsignificant for child 
arrivals (defined as before age 16), but it was significant for adult arrivals.  Based on this result, 
DeKeyser supports a critical period for implicit learning, claiming that these adults only did so 
well because they had high language aptitude and were therefore able to learn explicitly.  (Note 
that this study has been roundly criticized by Bialystok, 2002, for claiming evidence of a critical 
period where the data show only a general and continuous decline, and for the “tautology” that 
adults with high verbal ability achieve both high scores on a test of language aptitude and high 
levels of foreign language proficiency.)   
 It is, indeed, true that naturalistic adult L2 learners seem to show more variation in 
ultimate attainment than naturalistic child L2 learners, and that more child than adult L2-learning 
immigrants reach nativelike ultimate attainment.  DeKeyser (2000) is just one of many studies 
showing that early learners seem to all eventually achieve fairly well regardless of their aptitude; 
for instance, Johnson and Newport (1989) found all learners arriving before age seven reached 
nativelike ultimate attainment.  Other studies have also found higher correlations between 
aptitude and ultimate attainment for later learners.  Harley and Hart (1997) found that aptitude 
was more important for L2 learners who started in grade 7 than those who started in grade 1, 
although they allow that differences in instruction may also contribute to this pattern.  This 
phenomenon also seems to mirror the characteristics of implicit learning, which happens 
automatically and should therefore proceed much the same in all learners, and explicit learning 
(including non-language explicit learning such as learning of math or of problem-solving), which 
some people are better at than others. 
 The difference in rate of learning between children and adults has also been given as 
evidence for age effects on implicit learning.  Implicit learning is much slower than explicit 
learning.  Since children are also much slower learners than adults, it seems logical that this 
could be because the children are learning implicitly (DeKeyser, 2003).  The finding that 
children learn more slowly than adults is one of the more unassailable findings in SLA (Krashen, 
Scarcella, & Long, 1982; Muñoz, 2006; 2008), even if the link between rate of learning and 
implicit/explicit learning is not always well-documented. 
 Implicit learning, then, seems highly plausible as a mechanism for child language 
learning because L1-acquiring infants learn implicitly, because child L2 learning is less variable 
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than adult L2 learning (just as implicit learning is less variable than explicit learning), and 
because children learn slowly (just as implicit learning is very slow.) 
 There has been some research on the child=implicit, adult=explicit pattern, but most of it 
tests only adults.  A few exceptions (all of which focus on implicit/explicit instruction rather than 
implicit/explicit knowledge or learning) show mixed results. 
Ferman and Karni (2010) taught 8-year-olds, 12-year-olds, and young adults (mean age 
21) an artificial morphological rule similar to differential object marking.  The rule included a 
phonological component (deleting the end vowel, adding a suffix, and shifting the stress to the 
suffix); phonology is thought to be best learned implicitly and at a young age.  All the subjects 
were given exposure to the new form with no explicit instruction.  Nonetheless, the adults 
outperformed the 12-year-olds, who outperformed the 8-year-olds, on all tasks.  So, this study 
did not support an advantage for children under implicit learning conditions. 
Swain and Lapkin (1989; just one among many such papers) had access to what might be 
seen as the ultimate test population for the ability of instructed children to learn implicitly: 
French immersion in Canadian schools starting in kindergarten, with French serving as the 
language of instruction for all school subjects.  This is contrasted with late French immersion 
beginning in middle school grades six, seven, or eight.  The early immersion students should 
have every advantage in language learning (besides that of being naturalistic learners immersed 
in a language 24 hours a day): they are within the period of child L2 learning, and they have 
access to full school days of implicit language teaching.  Nonetheless, these children’s 
production abilities do not become nativelike (their comprehension abilities are nativelike).  The 
late immersion students, who also receive implicit instruction (together with explicit instruction), 
outperform the younger learners on some measures.  So, even starting as a child and receiving 
implicit instruction is not enough to guarantee nativelikeness. 
Another rare study actually comparing children to older learners is the Swedish GUME 
project (Levin, 1972; von Elek & Oskarsson, 1973).  This project tested implicit teaching 
(“audio-lingual habit theory”) against explicit teaching (“cognitive code theory”) on nine groups 
of “children” age 13-15, and one group of adults.  This study has been described by DeKeyser 
(2003:335) as showing that “with an implicit method, children learned more than adults, while 
with an explicit method, adults learned more than children,” but this is a mischaracterization of 
the study.  For adults, the explicit teaching method was more effective than the implicit method.  
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For the “children,” the implicit method won once, the explicit method won once, and seven 
times, there was no difference between the two methods.  In no case did children “learn more 
than” adults, under any teaching method.  Referring to the superiority of the explicit method for 
adults of different proficiencies and different levels of language learning aptitude, von Elek and 
Oskarsson (1973:39) see a greater role for instruction than for learner-internal factors: “Thus our 
data would seem to refute the commonly expressed belief that student characteristics are 
variables of greater importance than method in language teaching.” 
2.2.2 Purported causes of childhood implicit learning and adult explicit learning 
 Broadly, there are two general types of explanations for the child=implicit, adult=explicit 
pattern we find in the literature.  The first explanation places the source of the difference in 
intractable, learner-internal factors (the maturational hypothesis), and the second uses age only as 
an index for learner-external social and input factors that tend to co-vary with age (not quite the 
same as, but more similar to, the instructional hypothesis). 
 Adherents of the critical period hypothesis, which is based in observations of animals 
from the field of biology, see human biology as causing an end to implicit learning.  Some are 
more specific than others about the source of this change.  Muñoz and Singleton (2011:21) list 
specific brain structures that should be employed differently by child and adult L2 learners: 
 
Following Ullman (2001, 2004), procedural and declarative knowledge are 
mediated by distinct neural systems involving a fronto-striatal network (i.e. 
Broca’s area and the basal ganglia) for the first type and left temporal areas for 
the second. An L1 is acquired implicitly and mediated by an innate language 
learning mechanism only triggered during a critical period, whereas an L2 is 
generally acquired explicitly via formal instruction and represented declaratively 
in a left temporal area along with L1 and L2 vocabulary. In consequence, 
grammatical knowledge for an L2 learned after the critical period may not be 
processed through the neural structures related to implicit processing such as 
Broca’s area and the basal ganglia, as is the case for L1 grammar, but, rather, be 
subserved by the temporal memory system. (Paradis 1994, 2004; Ullman 2001, 
2004). 
 
Paradis (2004:60) refers to specific memory systems, if not specific areas of the brain, as a 
neuropsychological source for an end to implicit learning.  He is very clear that these should not 
be considered environmental issues: 
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In addition to (and irrespective of) the undeniable influence of social and 
educational variables and changing cognitive styles that occur with age, there is a 
fundamental biological reason for the difference between the appropriation of the 
native language(s) and later learned languages, namely the gradual (or not so 
gradual) inability to acquire language incidentally, using procedural memory, so 
that it becomes available for automatic use.  This inability is compensated for by 
relying on conscious learning, using declarative memory.  
 
On the other hand, environmental issues have been listed as a factor in implicit/explicit learning.  
For instance, if learners have a lot of time to work with, they may have enough time to learn 
implicitly.  Singleton and Ryan (2004) point out that one naturalistic year of learning contains 
the same amount of language exposure as over 18 years of formal instruction, so it stands to 
reason that naturalistic learners will have more opportunity to be exposed to the massive amount 
of input required for implicit learning.  Marinova-Todd, Marshall, and Snow (2000) reject the 
idea of effortless language learning by children, but also write that “Age does influence language 
learning, but primarily because it is associated with social, psychological, educational, and other 
factors that can affect L2 proficiency, not because of any critical period that limits the possibility 
of language learning by adults.” 
 This section has focused on age (which is, in and of itself, biological) as a determinant of 
implicit/explicit learning.  The next section discusses the influence of the learning environment 
on implicit/explicit learning. 
 
2.3. Environmental influences on implicit/explicit learning 
 The idea that instruction influences implicit vs. explicit learning was introduced in 
Chapter 1 as the instructional hypothesis.  Ideally, learning environment would be considered 
completely separately from age.  However, age and learning environment are so thoroughly 
confounded with each other that no study examining learners of different ages—the present 
studies not excepted!—can completely achieve parity of learning environments for children and 
adults.  Much research does not even try to control for the learning environment.  Muñoz 
(2006:vii) points out that discounting the learning environment is common in research coming 
from a generative perspective.  Theories foregrounding learners’ inborn linguistic competence 
have backgrounded the contribution of the learning environment:  
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Certainly, empirical research in [naturalistic] contexts has shown that individuals 
who begin to learn a second language very early in life generally attain higher 
levels of proficiency than those who start at a later stage.  However, an inferential 
leap is made in the assumption that learning age will have the same effect on 
students of a foreign language, when they are exposed to only one speaker of that 
language (the teacher, who is not usually a native speaker) in only one setting (the 
classroom) and only during very limited amounts of time.  The neglect of 
environmental factors characteristic of nature-oriented perspectives has, no doubt, 
contributed to the playing down of differences between natural and formal 
language settings.   
 
The participants in the present studies are all classroom learners, which controls some of these 
environmental factors.  When trying to find existing groups of child subjects who are taught 
explicitly or adult subjects who are taught implicitly, it is tempting to conclude that there is some 
sort of critical period in the environment, whereby the environment not only refuses to provide 
implicit learning experiences after the learner reaches the age of twelve or so, but also refuses to 
provide explicit learning experiences for learners under twelve.  Examining uninstructed 
learners, though, would not solve the problem of differences in the learning environment either.  
Children and adults in naturalistic learning situations may experience vastly different kinds of 
input and demands for performance. Adults may have very high workplace communication 
demands or work in jobs requiring little language and socialize with other L1 speakers; children 
may be home with an L1-speaking grandparent, mainstreamed in school with native speakers, or 
separated and grouped with other children who speak the same first language; and remaining 
silent is often acceptable for children in situations where adults would be expected to speak.  
These factors are difficult (if not impossible) to control.   
Fortunately, controlled experiments have circumvented this tendency of the natural 
environment by measuring or manipulating instruction.  But even within the classroom, 
environments can be quite different.  Instruction for adults can take advantage of their high 
literacy, study skills, and capacity for remembering rules.  Instruction for children must work 
with (or around) their developing cognitive and literacy skills.  Because of these differences 
between adults and children, child foreign language instruction tends to be more implicit than 
adult language instruction (Nikolov, 2009).  It has even been claimed that adult language 
instruction is never implicit: “all language teaching systems utilized for the adult use activities in 
which linguistic rules are presented one at a time and in which some sort of feedback (error 
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correction and/or error detection) is present” (Krashen, 1981:40).  In any case, “the dominant 
approach to instruction, that is to say, explicit focus on forms” (Doughty, 2003) is the default for 
adult learners. 
To recap the differences between implicit and explicit instruction, the simplest definition 
is that explicit instruction comprises rule explanation, or directions to pay attention to specific 
forms and form generalizations from the patterns of these forms; the absence of these features 
means that instruction is implicit (Norris & Ortega, 2001:437).  To give a slightly fuller 
definition, explicit instruction is the main focus and goal of a teaching activity, interrupts 
communication of meaning, presents target forms in isolation, uses metalanguage and/or rule 
explanation, and involves controlled practice of the target form (R. Ellis, 2009).  In contrast, 
implicit instruction is delivered spontaneously in an otherwise communication-oriented activity, 
minimally interrupts communication of meaning, makes no use of metalanguage, and encourages 
free use of the target form (ibid.)  For instance, a lesson on the Spanish preterite and imperfect 
forms, taught explicitly, would include rules for how to conjugate verbs and heuristics for 
determining whether a given form should be in the preterite or the imperfect.  An implicit lesson 
on the same topic might consist of interaction with a story written in the past tense, including 
preterite and imperfect forms in the appropriate places, but without interrupting the lesson to 
focus on the verb forms specifically.  As with differences in language knowledge and learning 
mechanisms, it is widely believed that adults learn better from explicit instruction, and that 
children can learn effectively from mere exposure to language.  This makes the issue of 
instruction and implicit/explicit learning something of a chicken-and-egg problem.   
Information on how language instruction should be is rather easier to find than 
information on how language instruction actually is.  Nonetheless, anyone who has taught or 
learned foreign languages at different levels is aware that the older the learner, the more focus 
there tends to be on explicit grammar teaching.  (This is the case, oddly, until some point in 
college when students are suddenly deemed to have finished learning grammar, and must then 
study literature.)  One of my first research projects involved observing nine foreign language 
classrooms at different levels and looking for evidence of Krashen’s (1981) learning of 
languages or acquisition of languages.  The classes for the youngest elementary students 
provided much more input in the target language than the classes for the oldest high school 
learners, and little to no grammar instruction (Lichtman, unpublished manuscript, 2002).  
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DeKeyser and Larson-Hall (2005:101) claim that “FLES [Foreign Language in 
Elementary Schools] programs (and probably form-focused partial immersion programs) do not 
capitalize on the implicit learning skills of the child because of their focus on form and, more 
important, because of the limited time involved.”  That limited time is involved is not in 
question, but the idea that FLES programs focus on form is probably unfounded.  FLES program 
goals “usually include proficiency in listening and speaking… an understanding of and 
appreciation for other cultures; and some proficiency in reading and writing, the emphasis and 
degree varying with the program” (Pesola & Curtain, 1989:7).  Nowhere in literature directed at 
elementary level foreign language teachers is a goal of grammatical accuracy encouraged.  
Instead, they are urged to “present the language through concrete objects rather than abstract 
concepts” (ibid.:4), and use the language “primarily for communicative purposes, as a genuine 
exchange of information, rather than for rote memorization and grammar-based drills” (ibid.:5).  
Curtain and Dahlberg’s (2010) Languages and Children: Making the Match, one of the most 
popular textbooks for elementary school-level foreign language teacher training in the US over 
the last twenty years, gives as a “key concept for success” that “Children learn new languages 
best when… Students learn grammar in context, through usage and not through analysis.  
Grammar for its own sake is not the object of instruction” (xxi).  Grammar is discussed on four 
pages of the 543-page book.  Of course, the fact that teachers are being told to use whole-
language teaching methods in elementary schools does not mean that they actually are, especially 
considering that it is common for elementary school foreign language teachers to be trained only 
in middle school or high school instructional techniques (Müller, 1989).  Teachers may also 
restrict themselves to grammar and translation rather than meaningful interaction in the target 
language if their own language skills are not sufficient for full target language communication.  
Regardless, there is concrete evidence from some of the literature on age effects that instruction 
does not remain the same throughout the course of K-12 schooling.  
2.3.1 The learning environment changes after childhood 
 As evidence of how pervasive a change in instruction around the middle school years is, I 
will present three well-known long-term studies.  All of them intended to look at age effects, not 
instruction effects.  But all have reported—though not as the main focus of the research—that 
instruction became more explicit somewhere along the way.  Two of the studies, Harley and Hart 
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(1997) and Swain and Lapkin (1989), are on English L1-French L2 immersion students in 
Canada.  The third, Muñoz (2006; 2008) is on L1 Spanish/Catalan EFL learners in Spain.   
 Harley and Hart (1997) intended to investigate the relationship between language 
aptitude, a learner-internal, instruction-independent construct, and L2 outcomes.  The 
participants were 11th graders who had begun French immersion in either 1st grade or 7th grade.  
The study did find a relationship between memory and grade 1 starters’ outcomes, and between 
analytical ability and grade 7 starters’ outcomes.  This is supportive of a qualitative difference 
between child and adolescent language learning.  But to the authors’ credit, after considering the 
type of instruction the students might have received, they “cannot rule out the alternative 
interpretation that the differences found in this study are an artifact of the particular programs 
involved” (ibid.:397).   
 
One interpretation of these findings, in keeping with the notion of a 
maturationally determined critical period for language acquisition in childhood, is 
that when intensive L2 exposure begins around adolescence, language learning 
will tend to depend on different cognitive abilities from those that early learners 
rely on, with analytical language ability being more intimately involved in L2 
success for later learners.  Experience in the two programs could, however, also 
be a factor, with initial instruction in early immersion oriented toward incidental 
learning and holistic processing of meaning in context, and in late immersion 
involving a heavier initial focus on the second language as a code to be taken 
apart and intentionally mastered.  Dicks (1992), for example, observed such 
program differences in grade 8 early and late immersion classes in the Ottawa 
Board of Education.  To the extent that these two orientations are in fact 
characteristic instructional differences between the two programs involved in the 
present study (which was carried out in a different region of Ontario), they could 
have affected the learning strategies that the students employed.  At the same 
time, however, such different instructional orientations could be regarded 
primarily as responses to age differences in maturation of early and late 
immersion students at the initial phase of their respective programs. (ibid.:395)  
 
This last sentence highlights the chicken-and-egg problem of age and instruction. 
Swain and Lapkin (1989) and Swain (2000) took place in the same instructional context.  
The driving question behind these studies was whether immersion students could reach 
nativelike ultimate attainment.  This question (the short answer is “no”) led to many conclusions 
about the role of output, negative feedback, focus on form, and age in SLA.  Swain and Lapkin 
(1989), citing previous work, found that with 3rd graders, teachers focused only on content, and 
with 6th graders, teachers provided decontextualized grammar lessons.  Eleventh graders spent 
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two-thirds of their time focusing on form as it naturally arose during lessons.  Swain and Lapkin 
attribute learners’ nonnativelike production to a failure by teachers to correct student errors, 
demand use of polite “vous” forms, and provide input in all verb tenses, moods, and persons.  To 
summarize, “the typical school provides more opportunities for spontaneous language use in the 
elementary program than in later grade levels,” (Swain, 1981).   
 Muñoz (2006) is a long-term study looking at the effects of starting English as a foreign 
language instruction in Spain at ages 8, 11, 14, or 18+.  Most of Muñoz’s writings on the subject 
are aligned with DeKeyser’s views (Muñoz, 2006:33):  
 
The older learners’ cognitive development also allows them to take greater 
advantage of explicit teaching processes in the classroom.  In contrast, young 
learners seem to favour and to be favoured by implicit learning.  Implicit learning 
improves with practice, but occurs slowly and requires massive amounts of 
exposure... exposure is very scarce and probably insufficient for children to be 
able to make use of implicit learning mechanisms (DeKeyser, 2000; DeKeyser & 
Larson-Hall, 2005), and hence younger learners may not have enough time and 
exposure to benefit from the alleged advantages of implicit learning. 
 
It is true that the limited input available in a foreign language situation makes implicit learning 
difficult, but this passage also assumes that even if young learners are taught explicitly, they will 
not be able to take advantage of the explicit teaching.  In a later chapter on the development of 
interlanguage writing, Torras, Navés, Luz Celaya, and Pérez-Vidal (2006:178) address the issue 
of the actual instruction the students received: 
 
These results should also be considered in the light of the methodology used by 
teachers.  It is from age 11-12 onwards that explicit teaching of the linguistic 
system is introduced and more form-focused activities are developed in class.  
The superiority of adolescents therefore might be attributed not only to age, but 
also to methodological changes in the teaching approach, i.e. cognitive maturity 
inherent in age implies, in turn, changes in the pedagogical approach with the 
inclusion of metalinguistic activities and, consequently favours linguistic 
awareness.  This is not the case with learners younger than 12, who seldom 
receive explicit instruction on the linguistic system of the foreign language. 
 
So, older learners do receive more explicit instruction.  They might learn faster than younger 
children not only because they are older, but also because explicit instruction works faster than 
implicit instruction.  That this change in instruction has a strong effect on learning is particularly 
plausible in light of Muñoz’s (2006:34) observation that, “In the last two groups [8-year-old 
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starters and 11-year-old starters] the [most rapid] increase in learning rate was observed when 
learners reached the age of 12.” 
Any classroom language learning experience will suffer from lack of time available for 
language exposure (Lightbown, 2000; DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 2005).  As Muñoz (2008) points 
out, the number of years of classroom instruction that would equal ten years of social immersion 
would extend well beyond a lifetime.  The quality of the input for classroom learners may also be 
different, since classroom learners receive non-nativelike input from classmates, as well as, 
often, the teacher, and usually receive more written than spoken input.  The quality of the input 
alone may explain nonnativelike attainment for adult L2 learners (Montrul, 2008:271).   
Even in a naturalistic setting, older learners may suffer from a lack of time spent on L2 
exposure.  Whereas younger learners switch their dominant language from the L1 to the L2, 
older arrivals tend to maintain the L1 as their dominant language, thereby reducing the amount of 
time spent on L2 use in social situations (Jia Aaronson, & Wu, 2002).  Flege (2010) notes that 
differences in input between early and late L2 learners are “probably the most obvious 
explanation for age effects, but the least well accepted.”  
2.3.2 Instruction shapes implicit vs. explicit learning 
 The previous section showed evidence that the learning environment changes around 
puberty.  It is important to take this into consideration, since research with adults indicates that 
explicit instruction increases explicit learning.  This section will briefly review a couple of 
representative studies that show effects of instruction not just on a general construct of 
“performance” or “competence,” but on implicit or explicit knowledge. 
 Studies on noticing in SLA provide good evidence for the impact of instruction on 
implicit/explicit learning, because they typically include measures of participants’ thought 
processes and/or resulting implicit and explicit knowledge (Leow, in press).  Subjects’ responses 
to these protocols are scored as no verbal report if they do not mention the target structure, 
noticing if they noticed but do not formulate rules for the target structure, and understanding if 
they formulate correct rules for the target structure.  Rosa and O’Neill (1999) manipulated task 
conditions by varying whether the (adult) subjects were given formal (explicit) instruction before 
completing a task, and whether they were given directions to search for rules during the task.  
Level of awareness was measured by think-aloud protocols.  Results showed that both formal 
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instruction and directions to search for rules led more subjects to understand the target 
structures, and lower number of subjects to give no verbal report of the target structures.   
Rosa and Leow (2004) similarly manipulated computer instruction from a maximally 
explicit condition of explicit pretask + task-essential practice + explicit feedback to a maximally 
implicit condition of no instruction, no task-essential practice, and no feedback.  They found that 
the (adult) subjects developed more explicit knowledge of the structures involved as a function 
of how explicit their instruction had been.   
 Interestingly, the idea of a biological critical period is not incompatible with the position 
that instruction influences learning.  Even those that consider childhood implicit learning and 
adult explicit learning to be biological or immutable can see that instruction might interact with 
biology.  Paradis (2004:30-31) supports a critical period for implicit/procedural learning, but also 
recognizes that instruction plays a role:   
 
To the extent that the teaching method is formal, it will involve declarative 
memory (and result in metalinguistic knowledge); to the extent that it provides 
motivation, it will engage the dopaminergic system (and improve performance in 
both learning and acquisition); to the extent that it is communicative, it may 
involve procedural memory (and result in some implicit linguistic competence.)  
Practice will either speed up controlled processing or promote implicit 
competence. 
 
DeKeyser (2000, 2003) believes that children can only learn implicitly and adults only explicitly, 
but nonetheless thinks that certain instruction conditions must also be provided for this to take 
place (2000: 520):   
 
 ...foreign language teaching policies that deny explicit focus on form to 
academically oriented adults, who can handle such analytical approach of 
linguistic structure, should be considered as fundamentally flawed. They deny 
learners with high analytic ability the use of the only mechanism at their disposal 
to master certain basic structures in the L2. 
 
In other words, an adult will not necessarily learn explicitly just by virtue of being an adult.  If 
adults are not taught rules, they will simply fail to learn.  Likewise, a child will not learn 
implicitly just by virtue of being a child if implicit instruction is not provided: “full-scale 
immersion is necessary for children to capitalize on their implicit learning skills, and formal rule 
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teaching is necessary for adolescents and adults to draw on their explicit learning skills” 
(DeKeyser, 2003:335). 
 To wrap up this section, there is evidence that children and adults do not receive the same 
instruction, and that instruction does influence implicit vs. explicit learning.  In the next section, 
we will see evidence that, at least for adults, explicit instruction tends to be more effective in the 
short term than implicit instruction.  Taking these three phenomena together, we will investigate 
whether the less explicit instruction that children receive could be partly responsible for the 
slowness of their learning. 
 
2.4. Prior research with adults on implicit/explicit instruction and knowledge 
 There is ample evidence that adults are able to learn languages explicitly.  In general, 
adults have been found to master structures more quickly and accurately under explicit than 
implicit instructional conditions.  Many studies test the effects of short interventions, often less 
than three hours, on classroom learners’ performance with particular grammatical structures.  
Explicit treatments typically cause significantly larger effect sizes than implicit treatments, 
though both types of instruction produce significant effects compared to control (no instruction) 
conditions (Norris & Ortega, 2001; Spada & Tomita, 2010).  Doughty (2003) and Morgan-Short, 
Sanz, Steinhauer, and Ullman (2010) argue that research design using short, targeted 
interventions—the majority of SLA research— favors explicit learning.  However, this position 
has not yet been widely accepted, and newer studies on explicit instruction continue to use short 
treatments (Spada & Tomita, 2010). 
 Norris and Ortega (2001) examined the overall effectiveness of L2 instruction as 
compared to mere exposure or meaning-driven communication, and compared the effectiveness 
of different types of L2 instruction.  This meta-analysis also asked whether outcomes varied 
according to type of outcome measure, length of instruction, and delay between instruction and 
posttest.  Seventy-seven studies were included in the meta-analysis; of these, all but one looked 
at post-puberty L2 learners.  The study found that the average instructional treatment improved 
learners’ performance by 1.66 standard deviations, which was significantly more than either 
mere exposure groups or control groups.  Explicit instruction produced significantly larger effect 
sizes than implicit instruction.  Participants improved the most on selected response measures 
(multiple choice), as opposed to metalinguistic judgments or free constructed responses.  Oddly, 
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shorter treatments produced larger effects than longer treatments, which probably speaks to 
Morgan-Short et al.’s (2010) objection to short-term research as favoring explicit learning.  And, 
the effects of instruction were durable over time.  The large number of studies in this meta-
analysis provide solid evidence that, at least in the short term, post-puberty learners benefit from 
explicit instruction, although Doughty (2003) does point out that the sample of studies has many 
more explicit than implicit treatments and outcome measures.  
 Spada and Tomita (2010) is an update of Norris and Ortega (2001), and also has a greater 
focus on how different types of structures interact with different types of instruction.  Very 
difficult or complex rules are sometimes thought to be too complicated to learn explicitly, so 
may be better learned implicitly.  In contrast, simple rules may be easily learned explicitly 
(Krashen, 1982).  This meta-analysis included 41 studies of learners of English as a second or 
foreign language.  At least 90% of the studies were done with post-puberty learners (the studies 
are listed by treatment, not by age group.)  Again, the results showed that explicit instruction 
created larger effect sizes than implicit instruction.  This was true regardless of whether the 
forms were complex or simple.  Also, the studies included used more freeform response 
measures than Norris and Ortega’s sample, and explicit instruction was still beneficial for 
learners’ performance on these measures—even though learners would have had less opportunity 
to apply explicit knowledge on freeform, time-pressured tasks.  Spada and Tomita conclude that 
although implicit interventions do produce small to medium effect sizes, explicit interventions 
produce large effect sizes, and this is regardless of the specific structures taught. 
Given that the present dissertation is more concerned with global learning mechanisms 
for foreign languages than with interventions targeting specific structures, research designs using 
artificial mini-languages are of particular interest. Laboratory-based studies control the learning 
environment for the artificial mini-language from beginning to end, and since the languages are 
created for the purpose of the studies, participants have no exposure to the language before the 
study begins, or in between sessions.  The three major artificial mini-language studies 
specifically testing implicit vs. explicit training conditions have conflicting results.  DeKeyser 
(1995) and de Graaf (1997) find that explicit instruction is superior to implicit instruction, but 
Morgan-Short, Sanz, Steinhauer, and Ullman (2010) find that either implicit or explicit 
instruction eventually leads to high performance and L1-like processing mechanisms for the 
mini-language.   
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DeKeyser (1995) taught participants IMPLEXAN, a 98-word language with five 
grammatical rules ranging from easy (categorical rules) to difficult (prototypical patterns), over 
the course of 20 half-hour sessions.  At the beginning of the 2nd, 3rd, and 11th sessions, the five 
grammatical rules were explained to the explicit training group, while the implicit training group 
only received practice through exposure to sentence-picture pairings.  The rule explanation (or 
lack thereof) had an effect on subjects’ approach to judgment tasks later in the study: 63% of the 
explicit training group, but only 10% of the implicit training group, reported looking for 
grammatical errors in the sentences they were asked to judge.  Explicit instruction was 
significantly more effective than implicit for easy categorical rules (e.g. feminine nouns are 
always marked with a particular morpheme), but for fuzzy prototypical rules (e.g. the plural 
marker is sometimes –en and sometimes –on), implicit instruction was equally effective.  
DeKeyser concludes that explicit instruction is superior to implicit instruction, since it has 
benefits but no detriment. 
de Graaf (1997) taught subjects eXperanto, a modified version of the artificial language 
Esperanto.  The modifications created two complex structures (one morphological, and one 
syntactic), and two simple structures (one morphological, and one syntactic.)  Participants 
learned the language during ten 1.5-hour lessons.  The explicit group, but not the implicit group, 
received explanations of the grammatical structures during each lesson.  de Graaf found that the 
explicit group performed better than the implicit group overall.  Morphological vs. syntactic 
structures, complex vs. simple structures, and time pressure on tasks vs. unpressured tasks did 
not interact with the general advantage for explicit instruction.  
Morgan-Short et al. (2010) used a smaller language, BROCANTO2, which was designed 
to have all the characteristics of a natural language with just a 14-word vocabulary (Friederici, 
Steinhauer, & Pfeifer, 2002).  Explicit condition participants heard all the grammatical rules of 
the language at the beginning of the 1st and 3rd of three sessions, whereas implicit condition 
participants only heard sentences in the language illustrated with images depicting their meaning 
(moves on a computer gameboard).  Both groups learned the language to similar proficiency, and 
at high proficiency, both groups showed P600 brainwaves typical of nativelike, procedural 
syntactic processing.  The authors argue that the two types of instruction are equally effective.  
They explain the difference between their study and the prior studies that show advantages for 
explicit instruction by explaining that studies requiring participants to process language in order 
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to complete a task, and that allow enough time for implicit learning to take place, are less likely 
to be biased towards explicit training conditions.  
A fourth, less-well-known study, Barkley (2010) investigated implicit vs. explicit 
instruction using a within-subjects design.  Participants were told to focus on a single grammar 
rule, but then were unexpectedly tested on three grammar rules.  The three rules in the study 
were split ergative case marking (case marking had an ergative-absolutive alignment, while 
number agreement had a nominative-accusative alignment), transitivity (some verbs are only 
transitive and others are only intransitive), and verbs selecting for specific auxiliaries.  The 
participants were told to master the verb agreement system by performing a series of binary 
forced-choice trials with feedback.  Then, they were tested behaviorally and through ERP on all 
three rules.  Behaviorally, they showed evidence of having learned the verb agreement system, 
not the other two rules.  But the ERP data showed brain responses to all three kinds of violations.  
So, this study showed advantages for explicit instruction, along with some sort of implicit 
learning of uninstructed rules.1  
In each of these studies, it is important to note that adult subjects in implicit training 
groups will sometimes develop explicit knowledge of the experimental structures (Robinson, 
1997; DeKeyser, 2003).  So, their less thorough learning of the structures might not actually be 
implicit learning, but rather partial explicit learning due to partial awareness.  For this reason, it 
is important to debrief subjects and to use the results of the debriefing as part of the main 
analysis. 
Overall, studies done with adults support a larger short-term effect of explicit instruction 
than implicit instruction.  Instructed adult L2 learners also tend to score better on tests of explicit 
knowledge than implicit knowledge (R. Ellis, 2005; Montrul, Foote, & Perpiñán, 2008; Bowles, 
2011).  But, when it comes to children, very little research has been done.  The next section will 
review some of the reasons why this is the case, and then present the few studies that have been 
done. 
 
                                   
1 Barkley claims that this knowledge does not count as implicit knowledge because it doesn’t 
drive behavior, but there is no requirement that implicit knowledge must affect behavior—
indeed, on an unpressured, form-focused task, it should not drive behavior.  Also, we cannot 
know if, given more time, this brain response would have translated into better subject judgments 
for all three rules. 
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2.5. Prior research with children on implicit/explicit knowledge, learning, and instruction 
 Child second language learning is often defined as beginning L2 exposure between ages 
4-7 (Schwartz, 2004): after the child’s first language is in place, but well before puberty.  
Children beginning naturalistic exposure before age 8 perform like native speakers (Johnson & 
Newport, 1989).  Because of both their age and their high performance, it is inferred that child 
L2 learners use the same mechanisms as child L1 learners (Schwartz, 2004).  It is widely 
assumed that children can only learn implicitly (see section 2.1).    
The consistent finding that “in the long run, the younger a learner is when the L2 
acquisition process begins, the more successful the outcome of that process will be” (Singleton 
& Ryan, 2004) does not mean that children are faster or more accurate learners than adults.  
Children’s advantage in language learning seems to refer only to the possibilities of ultimate 
attainment, not to rate of learning (Krashen, Scarcella, & Long, 1982; Muñoz, 2008).  While 
children’s slow learning may be associated with implicit learning, there is little direct evidence 
for or against children as implicit learners.  Most studies of child language acquisition use only 
tasks tapping implicit knowledge, especially relatively free oral production (Zdorenko & Paradis, 
2008; 2011; Prévost, 2003; Blom, 2008; Unsworth, 2005).  Of the studies using explicit tasks 
with children, none also use implicit tasks (Ionin, Zubizarreta, & Philippov, 2009; Song & 
Schwartz, 2009). 
 Part of the reason for this gap may be that directly comparing learners of different ages is 
difficult.  There are many cognitive differences between children and adults that may obscure 
differences in language learning mechanisms.  Adults have superior study skills and more 
knowledge of both the world and language to draw on.  Adults are more highly literate than 
children, have extensive experience with written tasks (Unsworth, 2008), and have greater 
working memory capacity (Gaulin & Campbell, 1994).  Because children do not learn to read 
and write until approximately age 5, and are not confident in reading and writing in an L2 for 
perhaps a few years after that, young children cannot be given written tests.  In addition to these 
methodological reasons why making implicit/explicit task comparisons with children is difficult, 
there are also purely logistical reasons.  Child foreign language instruction is less prevalent than 
adult foreign language instruction, and researchers have much easier access to undergraduates on 
college campuses than to child L2 learners.  Unlike adults who can be motivated through boring 
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tasks with a few points of extra credit or a few dollars, studies for use with children must be at 
least slightly fun, or the children may refuse to participate. 
 While logistical reasons for children’s lack of representation in research on the 
implicit/explicit dimension represent mere inconveniences, the cognitive differences between 
children and adults that bear on tasks used to tap implicit and explicit knowledge are a bit more 
formidable.  It is difficult to isolate implicit or explicit linguistic knowledge in adults and 
children without introducing confounding factors.  Unsworth (2008) discusses methodological 
considerations that are important in creating a level playing field between adults and children.  
Modality must be controlled: after age 4 or 5, children can speak as well as adults, but their 
writing takes many more years to develop to adult levels, so when studying young children, oral 
tasks should be used.  Working memory is also an important factor.  Sentence repetition (of 
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences) is a commonly used implicit proficiency task for 
adults, but adults would easily outscore children on this task because of the capacity to remember 
longer sentences, not because of greater L2 proficiency.  So, working memory should not be 
heavily taxed when making fair child-adult comparisons.  
2.5.1 Research on explicit tasks with children 
 Despite the difficulty inherent in studying children’s implicit and explicit learning 
abilities, research has been done, mostly in the field of psychology, on metalinguistic abilities in 
childhood.  Researchers in psychology do not share the assumption of many linguists that 
children learn implicitly and adults learn explicitly.  Rather, these studies tend to find that 
implicit learning occurs across the entire lifespan (Winter & Reber, 1994:136), while explicit 
learning increases in childhood (beginning earlier than generally considered by linguists), peaks 
in adulthood, and then declines in old age.   
Explicit treatment of language is part of childhood.  As early as age two, children show 
sensitivity to ill-formed versus well-formed sentences, and are more likely to obey well-formed 
than ill-formed commands.  Some two-year-olds can even explicitly call ill-formed sentences 
“silly,” and can correct those sentences (Gleitman, Gleitman, & Shipley, 1972).  Three-year-olds 
can complete metalinguistic tasks measuring phonological awareness (such as judging and 
correcting mispronunciations), word awareness (such as distinguishing between real words and 
nonsense words), and structural awareness (such as judging and correcting sentences with 
incorrect word order; Chaney, 1992).  Between the ages of five and eight, some children “come 
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up with intuitions about syntactic and semantic structure so subtle that they are often overlooked 
even by professional grammarians” (Gleitman, Gleitman, & Shipley, 1972:147). 
 In linguistics, only a small number of studies have used explicit, written tasks with 
children.  Ionin, Zubizarreta, and Philippov (2009) tested Russian adults and children aged 10-12 
on explicit knowledge of English articles using a fill-in-the-blank test.  This study did not use 
any oral or online tasks, so no comparisons can be made between the two types of tasks for 
children.  But even in this quite explicit task, children’s overuse errors of “the” in indefinite 
contexts were consistent with natural language patterns, while adults’ overuse of “a” in definite 
contexts were more likely explainable by explicit strategy use.  In this study, children seemed to 
be mainly relying on implicit knowledge even when completing an explicit task. 
 Song and Schwartz  (2009) used a written elicited production task successfully with 
children aged 6-12 and with adults.  Each test item was contextualized with a short story 
accompanied by a picture.  After hearing the story (which was presented in the L1, Korean in the 
case of the native speakers and English in the case of the Korean learners), subjects had to form a 
question using four words on cards.  For example, given the cards “what,” “anyone,” “didn’t 
eat,” and “today,” the subjects should assemble the cards into the correct Korean order, “What-
today-anyone-didn’t eat,” to form the question meaning “What didn’t anyone eat today?”  When 
the cards were assembled, a puppet answered the question asked by the child.  The same 
technique was used in an acceptability judgment task and an interpretation verification task.  
Results showed that child and adult L2 learners both followed a similar developmental route, 
converging on nativelike attainment of scrambling.  Although Song and Schwartz used a 
completely implicit task (picture description) as a proficiency measure, the target structure was 
not tested using this task.  Thus, Song and Schwartz tested production and comprehension of 
Korean scrambling, but each of their three tasks was explicit and written.   
 The Barcelona Age Factor project (Muñoz, 2006:33) did use tasks that could be 
considered mostly implicit or mostly explicit:  
 
In fact, although the tasks in this study were not specifically designed to assess 
implicit and explicit knowledge (see Ellis, 2004), they may be tentatively ordered 
along a continuum of greater or lesser involvement of implicit and explicit 
processes, with the aural comprehension tasks nearer the implicit end, and the 
cloze task nearer the explicit end.  There are greater inter-groups differences in 
the former and smaller differences in the latter. 
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By “greater inter-groups differences,” Muñoz is referring to greater superiority of late starters 
over early starters.  On explicit measures, such as a cloze test, older starters had the greatest 
advantage.  After 726 hours of instruction, older starters outscored younger starters by 18 points 
on the cloze test, but only by 8 points on the listening comprehension and 2 points on the 
reception interview (Muñoz, 2006:27).  Overall, the study found that older learners were faster.  
Younger learners eventually caught up on more implicit measures such as aural perception.  All 
groups of learners improved on tests with a strong morphosyntactic component around age 12, 
which, as the previous section discussed, is probably because of a change in their instruction.  
Let us now discuss the impact of implicit and explicit instruction on children. 
2.5.2 Research on implicit/explicit instruction with children 
 As with implicit/explicit knowledge, little research has been done comparing implicit and 
explicit instruction for children.  Two studies specifically testing implicit vs. explicit instruction 
come from work on Specific Language Impairment (SLI).  Research on Specific Language 
Impairment is relevant to the question of children’s learning capacities for two reasons.  First, 
children with SLI share some characteristics (such as insensitivity to tense and agreement 
morphology, and mastery of structures at an older age than typically-developing L1 learners) 
with second language learners (but they are not identical; cf. J. Paradis, 2008).  Second, these 
studies have actually tested implicit and explicit instruction on children both with and without 
SLI.   
Specific Language Impairment is a disorder affecting approximately seven percent of all 
children.  The symptoms are a significant deficit in spoken language ability with no obvious 
accompanying condition such as mental retardation, neurological damage, or hearing 
impairment.  Children with SLI lag behind their typically developing peers in language ability, 
and often continue to experience subtle deficits even into adulthood.  Problems may occur in 
phonology, morphology, vocabulary, and grammar (Leonard, 2000; Leonard, Miller, & 
Finneran, 2009). 
 Both children with SLI and L2 learners typically fall short of “full” language 
competence, though for different reasons.  For L2 learners, there may be both environmental (not 
enough input) and internal factors (changing learning mechanisms) that prevent them from 
reaching nativelike abilities.  For children with SLI, environmental factors can be ruled out as the 
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primary cause of the language learning difficulty, since the children experience a normal 
language environment.  Rather, something biological seems to be delaying language learning 
(Leonard, 2000).  L2 learners, of course, are by definition delayed as well—both groups are 
trying to learn language past the period at which universal mastery seems to be achieved by 
typically developing L1 learners.  L2 learners and children with SLI also share some 
characteristics of processing.  Both find language processing more effortful than normal age-
matched native speakers.  Finneran, Leonard, and Miller (2009) showed that even when 
producing grammatical sentences, adolescents with SLI hesitated more than their typically 
developing peers.  Language-impaired children lack sensitivity to tense and agreement errors in 
processing (Leonard, Miller, & Finneran, 2009), a finding that is typical of beginning L2 learners 
as well.  However, there are also significant differences between SLI and L2 acquisition.  
Whereas children with SLI show deficits both in production and perception of tense, L2 children 
show greater deficits in production than perception (Paradis, Rice, Crago, & Marquis, 2008), 
which is compatible with the Missing Surface Inflection Hypothesis (Prévost & White, 2000).  
Children with SLI are more likely to instead go through an extended period of producing 
optional infinitives (a stage which also occurs, but ends earlier, in typically developing children; 
Rice & Wexler, 1996; Rice, Wexler, & Hershberger, 1998).  So, SLI has both similarities to and 
differences from child L2 acquisition.   
 Research on SLI has used direct implicit and explicit interventions with children, with 
mixed results.  Swisher and Restrepo (1995) used implicit and explicit instruction to teach 4-6-
year-old children (with SLI and typically developing) a simple novel grammatical marker over 
the course of two days.  The children were taught that a specific creature was a “pim,” and that a 
bigger version of that same creature was a “pimu.”  Children in the explicit condition were also 
told several times, “When it is small you say pim, but when it's big you have to say [u], pimu.”  
Children in the implicit condition were simply given additional exposures to the forms “pim” and 
“pimu.”   The outcome measure was whether children could generalize these forms to novel 
nouns.  Children with and without SLI performed statistically the same in the implicit condition, 
but in the explicit condition, children with SLI performed worse, with only 2/14 children able to 
generalize this marker to new nouns.  This suggests that at age 4-6, normal children can learn 
under either implicit or explicit conditions, while children with SLI may have difficulty making 
use of explicit information.   
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 A contradictory finding is reported in Finestack and Fey (2009).  This study taught 
slightly older children who had already begun school (age 6-8) a novel verb marking under 
implicit and explicit conditions.  If the subject of the verb was female, children were to add –pa 
to the end of the word, while if the subject was male, they should add –po (-po and –pa were 
counterbalanced across participants for the two genders).  Gender marking on verbs occurs in 
natural languages such as Hebrew, although in natural languages, grammatical gender rather than 
biological gender controls agreement.   The experimental sentences used male and female names, 
such as “Jane can walk-pa.”  The explicit instruction for this marking stated the rule as, “When 
it’s a boy, you add –po (–pa) to the end. When it’s a girl, you add –pa (–po) to the end.”  The 
implicit instruction simply said “Listen carefully so you can talk just like Tiki” (an alien 
character that the children were ostensibly imitating).  In this study, the explicit group performed 
much better than the implicit group on generalizing the structure to new names.  This was true 
for children with and without SLI.  Finestack and Fey explain these different results by noting 
that their children were slightly older than those in Swisher and Restrepo (1995), and that the 
additional memory load of learning novel nouns as well as novel markings may have prevented 
the children with SLI in that study from learning the marking.  In any case, the results of this 
study suggest that children can benefit from explicit rule teaching.  While the structures learned 
in the SLI studies are considerably simpler than those found in natural languages, they at least 
show that children can learn from explicit instruction, and that artificial mini-language 
paradigms can be successfully used with children. 
 Another study comparing implicit and explicit interventions with “children” is the 
Swedish GUME project reported earlier in section 2.2.1 (Levin, 1972; von Elek & Oskarsson, 
1973).  For the 13-15-year-old “children” in this study, implicit and explicit teaching seemed to 
work equally well.  Like the studies of children with SLI, the GUME project failed to show an 
advantage for implicit over explicit teaching methods with children.  But, it would have been 
much more informative for critical period debates had it been done with young elementary 
school children rather than middle and high schoolers. 
 These three studies are the only ones I am aware of that actually compare implicit and 
explicit interventions with children (two studies, if we use the contemporary definition of child 
L2 learning as beginning between ages 4-7).  But, other work with children has tested implicit 
teaching, on its own, and explicit teaching, on its own.  Canadian French immersion programs 
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provide evidence that implicit learning may be robust for first language acquisition, but it is less 
robust in second language acquisition.   
Canadian immersion programs provide quite a thorough test of children’s ability to learn 
from implicit instruction over the course of many years (Swain, 1995; 2000; Harley, 1989; etc.)  
These programs start within the window of child language acquisition and provide students with 
rich comprehensible input for the entire school day. They produce students with nativelike 
comprehension abilities, but the students’ oral and written production, while fluent, contains 
non-nativelike grammar errors.  These errors may be caused by the students’ limited 
opportunities to produce the target language (Swain’s Output Hypothesis, 1985).  Limited output 
impedes cognitive processes such as noticing a gap between what one wants to say and can say, 
hypothesis testing, and development of metalanguage.  These programs show that even at a 
young age and given a great deal of time, and implicit language instruction, children do not 
automatically succeed at language learning. 
 An example of explicit teaching for young children also comes from the context of 
Canadian French immersion programs.  Harley, Howard, and Hart (1998) tested an explicit 
intervention for French grammatical gender with second-grade immersion students.  Second 
graders, being roughly 7-8 years old (and having started French immersion at least a year 
earlier), fall into the age range of child L2 learning.  The explicit instruction consisted of five 
weeks of 15-minute daily lessons teaching children that every noun in French has an article 
(le/un vs. la/une), and asking them to label and categorize nouns, gesture differently for 
masculine than for feminine nouns, etc.  Results showed that the experimental group improved 
on comprehension and categorization of gender from pretest to posttest, and even continued 
improving through a delayed posttest over six months later.  The control group, which did not 
receive any special instruction on gender but was immersed in French, did not improve in 
comprehension of gender between the pretest and the delayed posttest a year later.  All students 
continued using the masculine as a default in production much of the time, but the experimental 
group did increase its use of feminine articles.  This study also supports the idea that children can 
learn explicitly when given explicit instruction.  Even though the control group heard hundreds 
of nouns with gendered articles each day, they did not improve in their own gender accuracy 
during the course of the study, but the experimental group did.  
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   None of these studies are consistent with the mainstream position that “Rules make sense 
to adults; they make little difference to young children” (Bialystok, 1994:565).  Perhaps rules 
make little difference to young children because they are not being taught rules.  For the first 
language, spelling instruction in the early grades uses and expects children to benefit from very 
explicit rules such as “when two vowels go walking, the first one does the talking.”  Yet foreign 
language instruction for children continues to treat them like first language learners, capable of 
learning from mere exposure, despite the fact that research on instructed learners does not 
support nativelike child L2 learning from mere exposure in a minimal input situation.  Marinova-
Todd, Marshall, and Snow (2000) call this an error of misinterpretation.  The high ultimate 
attainment eventually reached by naturalistic child learners is mistaken for evidence that they 
learn quickly and easily. 
 
2.6 Research questions 
 To summarize this chapter, there is a large body of theoretical literature associating 
childhood with implicit learning and adulthood with explicit learning.  This position is based on 
data from first language acquisition, and from ultimate attainment of learners who immigrated at 
different ages to a location where the target language is spoken.  But, no previous work has been 
done actually comparing child L2 learners in their development of implicit and explicit 
knowledge.  While there is ample evidence that adults can learn explicitly and favor explicit 
knowledge and instruction, such research does not control for the fact that typical adult 
participants—unlike typical child participants— have already received explicit foreign language 
instruction. 
 The typical classroom environment for the child is much more focused on implicit 
instruction than the typical classroom environment for the adult.  Since explicit instruction has 
been shown to increase the development of explicit knowledge, we therefore cannot tell whether 
children learn implicitly because they are biologically constrained to implicit learning, or 
because they are instructed implicitly; likewise, we do not know whether adults learn explicitly 
because they have lost their implicit learning capacities, or because they are instructed explicitly.   
 Research on implicit and explicit knowledge has been restricted to adults because some 
of the very task conditions that distinguish tasks tapping implicit knowledge and tasks tapping 
explicit knowledge—for instance, written vs. oral tasks, or time-pressured vs. unpressured 
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tasks—would unfairly advantage adults or unfairly advantage children.  But, since several 
studies show that children can make use of explicit information, it is possible to construct 
explicit instruction and explicit tasks that are appropriate for school-aged children.  Children may 
not be as reliant on implicit learning, and adults may not be as reliant on explicit learning, as 
current literature suggests.  Psychological research has shown that implicit learning mechanisms 
are available throughout the lifespan, and that children do have some capacity to use explicit 
information. 
 Both age and instruction could influence the implicit or explicit nature of L2 learners’ 
knowledge of a foreign language.  Because of this, and especially because these factors can 
interact, it is necessary to control for age and instruction separately.  This kind of research, 
comparing children and adults directly using different kinds of tasks and under different kinds of 
instruction, has not been conducted to date.  The present studies are designed to provide direct 
comparisons between children and adults, first by controlling instruction and manipulating task 
type (Study 1), and then by manipulating both instruction and task type (Study 2). 
The contexts for the two studies strike a balance between duration of instruction and 
control of instruction.   Implicit learning processes take time to work, so any experimental study 
of only a few hours will privilege explicit learning.  My first study looks at actual English L1-
Spanish L2 classroom learners who have had years of instruction.  A group of children receiving 
mostly implicit instruction is compared to a group of post-puberty high school students receiving 
the same type of instruction, and another group of high school students receiving explicit 
instruction.  The advantages of this study are that participants have had years of implicit or 
explicit instruction, and that results will be more easily generalizable to real instructional 
contexts.  The disadvantage of this approach is that the learning environment can only be 
measured, not controlled.  This is a particular problem since child groups instructed explicitly 
and adult groups instructed implicitly are hard to find. 
 For this reason, my second study divides groups of children and adults are divided into 
implicit and explicit training groups.  In order to allow the subjects to reach reasonable 
proficiency within a short time, an artificial mini-language adapted from Hudson Kam and 
Newport (2009) is used rather than a natural language.  This means that exposure to the mini-
language occurs entirely within the experiment, and instruction can be completely controlled.  
The children and adults participating in both studies are tested on their knowledge of specific 
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structures using both implicit and explicit tests.  The overarching research questions are listed 
below.  These questions are broad, and will be further narrowed down for each study.   
 
RQ1) Do instructed child L2 learners show primarily implicit learning and 
perform better under implicit instruction, as much theoretical literature suggests?  
 
RQ2) Do instructed post-puberty L2 learners always favor explicit learning, or is 
this only the case when they are instructed explicitly?   
 
RQ3) How do instruction and age interact with regard to implicit and explicit 
learning? 
 
If age is primarily responsible for the degree to which second language learning is explicit vs. 
implicit (the maturational hypothesis), then when instruction is held as constant as possible, 
adults should still end up with more explicit knowledge and children should end up with more 
implicit knowledge.  If instruction has a stronger influence on the implicit/explicit knowledge 
gained by a learner (the instructional hypothesis), then adults and children taught with the same 
methods should have similar profiles.  These predictions are summarized in the Table 1 below. 
  
 Instructional hypothesis: 
implicit/explicit tendencies 




are primarily caused by 
age 
Under implicit instruction: 
 
Children and adults favor 
implicit knowledge 
Children always favor 
implicit knowledge; adults 
always favor explicit 
knowledge 
Under explicit instruction: Children and adults favor 
explicit knowledge 
Table 1: Predictions of instructional hypothesis vs. maturational hypothesis 
 
Of course, age and instruction could also interact.  In this case, results would show patterns 
occurring in both the left and right columns of Table 1.  For instance, if children and adults both 
favor explicit knowledge under explicit instruction, but under implicit instruction, children favor 
implicit knowledge and adults favor explicit knowledge, this would suggest that adults have lost 
some capacity to learn implicitly, but children can learn both ways.  An interaction could also 
show up as different magnitudes of benefits for explicit instruction.  For instance, adults might 
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benefit greatly from explicit instruction, while children benefit only slightly.  This would suggest 
that children have less capacity to learn explicitly than adults do. 
Chapter 3 presents the study on elementary and high school Spanish learners.  Chapter 4 
is the study on child and adult artificial language learning.  Chapter 5 compares the two studies, 








STUDY 1: CHILD AND ADOLESCENT CLASSROOM LEARNERS OF SPANISH 
 
 In Chapter 2, we saw that there is a lack of empirical research testing children’s implicit 
and explicit learning capacities.  Research on implicit and explicit knowledge has only tested 
adults to date, and research on children tends to use only tasks tapping implicit knowledge.  A 
basic goal of Study 1 is to test children on tasks tapping implicit and explicit knowledge 
separately.  We also saw that children and adults typically experience different learning 
environments, with adult language instruction being more explicit than child language 
instruction.  A second goal of Study 1 is to tease apart the effects of age and instruction, by 
comparing groups of different ages that receive the same kind of instruction, as well as groups of 
the same age who receive different kinds of instruction.    
Study 1 examines the implicit and explicit knowledge gained by Spanish learners of 
different ages in classroom settings.  Testing classroom learners after they have had years to 
learn Spanish is advantageous because it allows for the long exposure time needed for implicit 
learning to occur (Morgan-Short, 2007).  Also, results of classroom research can be more easily 
generalized to real instructional settings.  Study 1 tests child and adolescent learners’ acquisition 
of Spanish verbal agreement morphology, as evidenced by written production on a time-
pressured, meaning-focused task (tapping implicit knowledge), and an untimed, form-focused 
task (tapping explicit knowledge).  Specific research questions are as follows: 
 
RQ1: Do instructed child L2 learners perform better on tasks tapping implicit 
knowledge, or tasks tapping explicit knowledge? 
 
RQ2: When holding instruction constant, does age impact performance on tasks 
tapping implicit knowledge vs. tasks tapping explicit knowledge? 
 
RQ3: When holding age constant, does instruction impact performance on tasks 
tapping implicit knowledge vs. tasks tapping explicit knowledge? 
 
To my knowledge, no prior research has included implicit vs. explicit task comparisons for L2-
learning children, and no prior research has specifically tested implicitly-instructed adolescent 
L2 learners.  So, research hypotheses and predictions are drawn from the more general 
theoretical positions outlined in Chapters 1 and 2: the maturational hypothesis (the traditional 
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position that age differences in implicit/explicit learning are caused by learner-internal factors 
such as cognitive maturation), and the instructional hypothesis (the alternative possibility that 
age differences in learning are caused by learner-external environmental differences in 
instruction).   
 Predictions will be phrased in terms of an “explicit task advantage.”  In general, research 
with instructed L2 learners shows that they perform better on explicit tasks than implicit tasks 
(R. Ellis, 2005; 2009; Montrul, Foote, & Perpiñán, 2008).  Provided that explicit and implicit 
tasks yield comparable scores (such as percentage of accuracy in production, as in the current 
study), the explicit task advantage can be defined as the participant’s score on the task tapping 
explicit knowledge minus the score on the task tapping implicit knowledge.  The maturational 
hypothesis, since it holds that differences in implicit/explicit learning are caused by age, predicts 
that post-puberty learners will have a greater explicit task advantage than child L2 learners, 
regardless of instruction.  The instructional hypothesis, since it holds that differences in 
implicit/explicit learning are caused by instruction, predicts that explicitly-instructed learners 
will have a greater explicit task advantage than implicitly-instructed learners, regardless of age. 
Of course, age and instruction may also interact.  For instance, children may never show 
an explicit task advantage while for post-puberty learners, performance is mediated by 
instruction.  Or, older learners may always show an explicit task advantage, while for children, 
performance is mediated by instruction.  Finally, the effects of age vs. instruction may be of 
different magnitudes for the two groups, such that instruction has a small effect on children but a 
large effect on adolescents, or vice versa. 
This chapter is organized as follows.  Section 3.1 provides details on the target structure 
for the study (and adds a fourth research question).  Section 3.2 describes the participants, and 
section 3.3 details how the instruction of the different groups was measured, in order to ensure 
that the two implicit groups received very similar instruction and the explicit group’s instruction 
differed from that of the two implicit groups.  Section 3.4 describes the overall experimental 
procedure.  Section 3.5 describes the materials, analysis, and results of the ASCOPS proficiency 
measure (Age-Sensitive Composite Proficiency Score, Unsworth, 2008).  Section 3.6 gives an 
overview of the two main experimental tasks: the story task, measuring implicit knowledge, and 
the verb conjugation task, measuring explicit knowledge.  Sections 3.7 and 3.8 describe the 
materials, procedure, and analysis for the story task and verb conjugation task, respectively.  
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Section 3.9 gives the results of the two main experimental tasks together, since they were 
designed to be directly comparable.  Section 3.10 relates the results to the research questions.  
Section 3.11 concludes the chapter. 
 
3.1. Linguistic Structure 
 The linguistic structure tested in this study is Spanish verbal agreement morphology.  
This target structure was chosen for three reasons: it is initially difficult for learners, it is 
eventually acquired successfully, and as a very high-frequency structure, it is easy to elicit even 
in less-controlled tasks.   
Spanish is a null subject language requiring person/number agreement for all verbs in a 
paradigm, in contrast to English, the L1 of the participants, which requires only 3rd-person –s in 
the present tense.  Spanish has both regular verb forms, and irregular verb forms, which often 
undergo a stem change (e.g. ten- to tien- for the verb tener, ‘to have’) in four of the six 
person/number combinations, and may include other unpredictable stem forms (e.g. teng- rather 
than ten- or tien- for the first person singular form of tener, ‘to have;’ see Table 2).   
 
 Regular verb: comer (to eat) Irregular verb: tener (to have) 
1st person com-o com-emos teng-o ten-emos 
2nd person com-es com-éis tien-es ten-éis 
3rd person com-e com-en tien-e tien-en 
Table 2: Regular verb forms vs. irregular verb forms in Spanish 
 
In L1 acquisition of Spanish verb morphology, children are extremely accurate from a 
very young age (Clahsen, Aveledo, & Roca, 2002).  Even in the very first recordings as young as 
age 1;7, they show person contrasts.  Third person singular forms are produced most commonly, 
followed by first person singular (Montrul, 2004:105).  Those errors that do occur are 
overwhelmingly overuse of the 3rd person singular (Montrul, 2004), or overregularizations of 
irregular verbs (Clahsen, Aveledo, & Roca, 2002).  There is a distinction between truly irregular 
forms and forms where vowels were historically diphthongized in stressed positions.  While 
diphthongization of the stem is phonologically predictable to some degree (e.g. in stressed 
syllables such as tiene ‘has,’ the stem diphthongizes from ten to tien, but in unstressed syllables 
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such as tenemos ‘we have,’ the stem does not diphtongize), diphthongized verbs tend to perform 
like irregular verbs in terms of error types and error rates (ibid.:606).   
 In L2 acquisition, verbal morphology presents problems to beginning and intermediate 
learners.  At advanced levels, learners are eventually able to acquire complex features of the verb 
phrase—not only person/number agreement, but also verb movement, interaction with clitics and 
null subjects, and interpretations of tense, aspect, and mood, even those which are rare or not the 
subject of instruction (Montrul, 2004:170).  Error patterns in L2 acquisition are different from 
those of L1 acquisition.  Ungrammatical infinitival forms appear in a variety of locations in L2 
speech, and these locations are not structurally constrained.  These error patterns inspired the 
Missing Surface Inflection Hypothesis (Prévost & White, 2000), which posits that lack of correct 
morphosyntactic features in L2 speech can be dissociated from the acquisition of formal abstract 
syntactic features. Acquiring accurate syntactic representations is possible even in late L2 
learning.  In opposition to the Missing Surface Inflection Hypothesis are representational deficit 
views such as, among others, the Failed Functional Features Hypothesis (Hawkins & Chan, 
1997).  The Failed Functional Features Hypothesis sees errors in morphology as evidence of 
deficits in syntax, and does not predict that post-critical period learners can develop nativelike 
syntactic representations.   
Herschensohn, Stevenson, and Waltmunson (2005) provide some information about child 
L2 acquisition of Spanish verbal inflection.  This study tested seven-year-old native Spanish 
speakers and native English speakers attending the same immersion school in the United States, 
where Spanish was used for content instruction in science and math for half of each school day.  
The school had provided children with about 800 hours of Spanish input before the study took 
place.  The native Spanish speaking children comprehended verbal inflection (in this case, just 
the difference between 3rd person singular and 3rd person plural) with 96% accuracy, and 
produced it with 89% accuracy.  The L2 learners comprehended verbal inflection with 78% 
accuracy, and produced it with only 28% accuracy.  Most of the errors were singular/plural 
errors, which differs from the dominant pattern of adult learners producing uninflected verbs 
where inflection is required.  After some additional instructional time (how much is not 
specified), the students were retested on production and the L2 learners had by that time 
improved to about 40%.  We shall see that accuracy rates of the L2-learning children in the 
present study were comparable to those of the L2-learning children in Herschensohn et al. 
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(2005).  However, the samples are different since the children in the present study were older at 
the time of testing (8-12 rather than 7) and had had less instruction (360 hours of Spanish as a 
separate academic subject, compared to 800 hours of Spanish as a medium for science and math 
lessons).   
Returning to the characteristics of the target structure, comparing regular and irregular 
verb forms is particularly interesting because research has shown that these forms may be 
produced using two different mechanisms: recall of entire forms for irregular forms, and 
computation by rule for regular forms (Pinker, 1999; Pinker & Ullman, 2002).  This is known as 
a dual-mechanism model.  Dual-mechanism models predict that regular and irregular forms will 
be accessed differently.  Specifically, there should be frequency effects for irregular verbs, since 
these forms are stored whole in memory, but there should not be frequency effects for regular 
verbs, since these are computed by rule.  In contrast to this, single-mechanism models such as 
connectionist models (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; McClelland & Patterson, 2002a; 2002b) 
point out that there is regularity even in irregular forms, and posit that a single network 
associates morphologically related forms whether they are regular or irregular.  Single-
mechanism models predict that regular and irregular verbs will be accessed in the same way.   
These models refer to L1 speakers.  Bowden, Gelfan, Sanz, and Ullman (2010) tested 
single- and dual-mechanism models with native Spanish speakers and adult L2 Spanish learners.  
The L2 learners were of medium to advanced proficiency.  For native speakers, all verb forms 
evidenced frequency effects (indicative of storage) except for regular –ar verbs with no stem 
change, the most canonical kind of verbs.  In contrast, the L2 learners had frequency effects for 
all verb forms.  So L2 learners may store all verb forms as whole words, unlike native speakers 
who use rule computation for regular –ar verbs, but store other verbs as whole words.   
The present study is not investigating single- vs. dual-mechanism models of word 
inflection per se, and cannot make claims about these models because reaction time is not 
measured.  But, forms that can be algorithmically computed by rules should be more amenable to 
explicit strategies than forms that do not follow these rules.  Thus, regular and irregular verbs 
may show differential performance under implicit vs. explicit task demands.  For this reason, a 
fourth research question was added:  
 
RQ4: Do different groups of learners show differences in their production of 
regular vs. irregular verbs? 
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Since regular verb forms are more amenable to explicit strategies, the prediction is that if regular 
and irregular verbs are treated differently, there will be an advantage for regular verbs on a task 
tapping explicit knowledge.  Learners who have a larger explicit task advantage should also have 
a greater regular verb advantage on tasks tapping explicit knowledge.    
 
3.2. Participants 
Finding groups with homogeneous (within each group), yet different (between groups) 
instructional experiences was very important for this study.  Participants were drawn from three 
different schools: first, child participants were recruited from a private school that offered 
Spanish instruction to all students.  All the children had the same teacher, who used TPRS 
instruction (Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling, Ray & Seely, 1997; 2008).  
This teaching method emphasizes development of fluency with the goal of developing learners’ 
implicit mechanisms—promoting “acquisition,” not “learning,” using Krashen’s (1982) 
terminology.  Most class time is spent in whole-language activities such as listening to, acting 
out, reading, retelling, and elaborating stories told using the (simplified) target language.  
Grammar instruction is accomplished only through “pop-up grammar,” which consists of 
“making sure that grammatical features are fully comprehended by means of... one-to-five 
second grammar explanations” (Ray & Seely, 2008:183).  For a review of research on TPRS, see 
Appendix A.  Because this type of instruction is mainly implicit, this group will be referred to as 
the Child-Implicit group.  Children in this group were tested in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th grades.  
The 6th graders had longer class periods during which they received a small amount of explicit 
instruction in addition to a large amount of TPRS instruction.  This important difference will be 
discussed further in the results section. 
College students were originally considered as a possible adult population for the study, 
but because college students are drawn from a wide variety of high school language programs 
(which cannot be directly measured), post-puberty high school learners were instead selected to 
be the older group for this study.  In order to match the children on type of instruction but vary 
the age of the learners, a group of high school students who began learning Spanish after puberty 
using only TPRS instruction was recruited through a listserver for TPRS teachers.  This group 
will be referred to as the Adolescent-Implicit group.  The combination of starting Spanish in the 
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11th grade and using only TPRS instruction is quite rare; this group was found at a charter school 
and all sections of the class had the same teacher.   
In order to provide a group of the same age but receiving different instruction, another 
group of high school students who received traditional explicit grammar instruction was then 
recruited from a public high school.  Two different teachers taught these classes, but they 
followed the same curriculum and shared a focus on language form.  The grammar-based classes 
used a textbook, and spent class time manipulating specific structures one at a time, as they were 
presented in the grammatical syllabus.  This group will be called the Adolescent-Explicit group.   
 These three groups partially cross instruction with age, as shown in Table 3 below.  The 
logical fourth group, children who receive explicit instruction, could not be found.  Elementary 
school foreign language programs resulting in high enough proficiency to complete a research 
study are rare, and of those, none could be found which provided primarily explicit instruction.  
Study 2, presented in chapter 4, uses an artificial language learning paradigm in order to create 
such a Child-Explicit instruction group. 
 
 Implicit instruction Explicit instruction 
Child L2 learners Child-Implicit Group  
Post-puberty L2 learners Adolescent-Implicit Group Adolescent-Explicit Group 
Table 3: Crossing age and instruction 
 
Demographic information was collected through a questionnaire filled out by the 
participants’ parents.  The specific questions were child’s age and grade, how many years the 
child had studied Spanish, in which grades the child had had Spanish class, and the parent(s’) 
educational levels on a scale reading “some high school—high school graduate—some college—
2-year college graduate—4 year college graduate—graduate/professional degree.”  Total number 
of hours of Spanish was calculated based on parent reports of which years children had taken 
Spanish and teachers’ reports of class period length and number of days of school.  Both groups 
of adolescents had hour-long classes every day, but the children had shorter class periods that 
increased in length as they got older.  In preschool, the child group had only 30 minutes of 
Spanish once per week, in kindergarten-5th grade they had 30 minutes of Spanish four days a 
week, and in 6th grade they had 45-minute periods five days a week.  The characteristics of the 
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three groups are summarized in Table 4 below.  All the participants were native English 
speakers. 
The groups differ from each other in several ways, but it is important to note that the two 
adolescent groups do not differ significantly from each other on years or hours of Spanish 
instruction (a one-way ANOVA was performed on the entire dataset; p > .05 on the Tukey post-
hoc test for these categories between the two adolescent groups.)  The Adolescent-Explicit group 
is younger than the Adolescent-Implicit group, F(1,35) = 145.261, p < .01).  However, this 
difference goes against the direction of the maturational hypothesis.  The maturational 
hypothesis holds that age determines reliance on implicit/explicit knowledge.  Had the 
Adolescent-Explicit group been older than the Adolescent-Implicit group, we could not know 
whether greater reliance on explicit knowledge by the Adolescent-Explicit group was due to age, 
or to instruction.  But since the Adolescent-Explicit group is slightly younger, if they show 
greater reliance on explicit knowledge, this difference must be due to instruction.  Of course, if 
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 Parent education was collected as an indirect measure of socioeconomic status.  The 
median parent education level at the private school was extremely high (graduate/ professional 
degree), that of the public high school was not quite as high (4-year college graduate), and the 
education level at the charter school was the lowest of the three (2-year college graduate.)  These 
socioeconomic differences were corroborated by the percentage of students at the schools who 
were eligible for free and reduced lunch because of low income: 0% at the children’s private 
school, 50% at the public high school, and 85% at the charter school (ISBE, 2011).  This 
difference was unintended, but is an artifact of the fact that the default time to start foreign 
language instruction in the United States is around 7th grade/12 years old, and richer districts 
tend to offer foreign languages sooner whereas poorer districts tend to offer them later. One 
study, Varguez (2009), found that a poor district using TPRS performed as well as a richer 
district using traditional instruction.  However, it is impossible to know whether these results 
would generalize to other school districts, including those in the present study—particularly 
since Varguez’s poorer school had only a 29% free and reduced lunch rate, whereas the poorest 
school in the present study had 85% free and reduced lunch.   
3.2.1 Native speaker norming group 
 Five native Spanish-speaking adults participated in a norming study.  The native speakers 
were all graduate students aged 23-37 (m=29), and as such are not directly comparable to any of 
the study groups.  All of them were fluent in English as a second language.  The purpose of 
norming the study with native-speaking adults was to ensure that the tasks could be completed 
easily and uniformly by native speakers—in other words, to show that the target verb forms are 
forms that all native speakers of Spanish produce at ceiling, and not structures that are in the 
process of diachronic change or subject to dialectal variation.  Additionally, the norming study 
showed that the carefully-controlled verb person/number/regularity combinations used to 
construct the two main experimental tasks did not make the materials too contrived or unnatural 
for native speakers to easily process. 
 The norming group provides a measure for ultimate attainment in the L1, to which the 
learner groups can be compared.  It would be interesting to also test native Spanish-speaking 
elementary and high school students who are age-matched to the experimental groups, just to see 
how they would perform as compared to the learner groups and the adult native speaker group.  
But, results can still be interpreted without native speaking control groups, since the three learner 
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groups provide comparison groups for each other.  Additionally, the focus of the study is on 
implicit vs. explicit knowledge within each participant group, not on how well the groups do 
overall in comparison to one another, or how far away they are from native speakers. 
 
3.3. Measuring instruction 
Instruction for the three experimental groups was measured in two different ways: 
through a questionnaire about typical frequency of classroom activities (Varguez, 2009; see 
Appendix B), filled out by the teachers, and by direct observation, using the COLT 
(Communicative Orientation of Language Teaching) observation scheme (Allen, Fröhlich, & 
Spada, 1983; Fröhlich, Spada, & Allen, 1985).   
 Varguez (2009) developed a questionnaire for the purpose of identifying TPRS teachers 
and grammar-focused traditional teachers to participate in her study.  The questionnaire listed 
eight classroom activities and asked how many times per week students typically participated in 
these activities (“Less than 1,” “1-2,” “3-4,” or “5 or more,” which were counted as 1, 2, 3, and 4 
points respectively.)  Whole-language activities such as “Listen to stories told in Spanish” were 
classified as implicit, and language-parts activities such as “Do grammar drills” were classified 
as explicit.  For the purposes of the present study, the number of points for implicit activities was 
then divided by the total number of points for implicit and explicit activities added together, to 
yield a “percent implicit instruction” score.  Maximally implicit instruction would yield a score 
of 80 and maximally explicit instruction would yield a score of 20, reflecting the assumption that 
no instruction is entirely implicit or explicit.  A balance of half implicit and half explicit 
instruction would be 50%.  Results of this questionnaire are shown in Figure 2 below.  The 
Child-Implicit and Adolescent-Implicit groups spent more time on whole-language activities 
such as giving presentations to peers, listening to stories, participating in discussions, and 
reading Spanish texts, whereas the Adolescent-Explicit group spent more time on activities such 
as doing vocabulary drills, translating text from Spanish to English, doing grammar drills, and 
taking quizzes over grammatical concepts. 




Figure 2: Percent implicit instruction score for each group based on teacher questionnaire 
 
While Varguez’s (2009) questionnaire provides a quick way to obtain an overview of 
what activities a language class spends time on, it relies on the teacher’s self-report rather than 
on direct observation.  In order to obtain more objective data on the way the classes were taught, 
the COLT (Communicative Orientation of Language Teaching; Allen, Fröhlich, & Spada, 1983) 
observation scheme was used.   
 COLT was developed as a means of providing a fine-grained analysis of classroom 
language use, defining pedagogical styles more precisely than can be done with simple labels 
such as audiolingual method or grammar-translation method.  The observation scheme consists 
of two parts.  Part A describes classroom activities and is filled out by an observer during the 
class itself.  Part B analyzes features of verbal exchanges, and is done after the class observation, 
based on recordings.  Part A is more pedagogical in nature, whereas Part B is more linguistic 
(Fröhlich, Spada, & Allen, 1985:29.)  However, in Fröhlich, Spada, and Allen (1985) the 
analysis of Part A is used to place programs on a “communicative continuum,” with data from 
Part B playing at most a supporting role, so this chapter includes only data from Part A of the 
COLT.  Each group of students in the present study was observed for two full periods.  
 Part A describes five parameters for each class activity: activity type, participant 
organization, content, student modality, and materials.  Activity type is a freehand description of 
each class activity, using no preconceived categories.  The two classes with implicit instruction 


























directed towards non-native speaking students: Piratas del Caribe y el mapa secreto (Pirates of 
the Caribbean and the Secret Map) in the 4th grade, and Carlos no quiere ir a México (Carlos 
Doesn’t Want to Go to Mexico) in the 3rd grade.  Both books used both the past and present tense 
in relatively natural ways and did not contain English glosses.  The Adolescent-Implicit group 
was reading a cartoon version of Don Quixote that was also adapted for non-native speaking  
Class Observation 1 activities Observation 2 activities 
Child-Implicit  
Observation 1: 30 minutes 
Observation 2: 25 minutes 
4 minutes: greetings, homework 
reminders, classroom 
management 
4 minutes: review of previous 
day’s reading 
20 minutes: reading new book 
material while acting it out with 
students 
2 minutes: assigning homework 
5 minutes: greetings and 
classroom routines 
15 minutes: review of book 
combined with personal 
questions to students 
5 minutes: read new book 
material with a partner while 




Observation 1: 50 minutes 
Observation 2: 50 minutes 
10 minutes: classroom routines 
(date, time, etc.) 
40 minutes: review of previous 
day’s reading; reading new 
book material while acting it 
out with students 
5 minutes: classroom routines 
10 minutes: review of past 
reading 
35 minutes: new reading 
Adolescent-Explicit  
Observation 1: 50 minutes 
Observation 2: 50 minutes 
12 minutes: greetings & 
classroom routines 
3 minutes: discussion of entrar, 
salir, entrada, salida (‘enter,’ 
‘leave,’ ‘entrance,’ ‘exit’) 
10 minutes: discussion of what 
the students were planning to do 
on the weekend 
5 minutes: students ask another 
student what they’ll do 
7 minutes: writing four 
sentences in English using ‘to 
know’ 
5 minutes: translation of the 
sentences to Spanish using the 
verbs saber ‘to know’ and 
conocer ‘to be familiar with’ 
8 minutes: students inductively 
figure out when saber is used 
and when conocer is used 
5 minutes: greetings & 
classroom routines 
3 minutes: labeling subject, verb, 
and object in English sentences 
3 minutes: homework collection 
7 minutes: students take notes in 
English on subject, verb, direct 
object, indirect object, and 
indirect object pronouns 
13 minutes: students and teacher 
translate English examples into 
Spanish 
17 minutes: students write 
answers to textbook questions on 
whiteboard 
2 minutes: cleanup 
Table 5: Class Activities 
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students.  The cartoon text contained both present and past tense, and had English glosses of 
difficult words, as the text was somewhat above the level of the students.  The Adolescent-
Explicit group completed many shorter activities during the class period, and did not deal with 
any text longer than a single sentence.  The texts used were either example sentences generated 
by the teacher and/or students, or example sentences from the textbook.  Table 5 above shows 
how much class time was spent on each of these activities during the two observations.   
The second section of Part A, participant organization, describes which members of the 
class are working with each other.  There are six possible categories: (1) the teacher addresses 
the whole class and/or individual students; (2) a student addresses the whole class and/or 
individual students; (3) students participate in choral work together, as when answering 
questions in unison or reading in unison; (4) groups of students work together; (5) students work 
individually, and (6) some students work in groups while others work individually (Fröhlich, 
Spada, & Allen, 1985:34).  Observation data appears in Table 6 below.  Data here is averaged 
across both observations of each group of students.  Blank cells indicate that no class time 
followed that organizational pattern. 
 
 Whole class Group Individual Group/ Individual  T > S/C S > S/C Choral 
Child-
Implicit 81% 9%  9%   
Adolescent-
Implicit 90% 10%     
Adolescent-
Explicit 76% 5%  8% 8%  
Table 6: Participant organization (T = teacher, S = student(s), C = class) 
 
All three groups were mainly led by the teacher, with only small amounts of time devoted to 
students talking.  The explicit classes were the only ones to do any individual work, while the 
Child-Implicit and Adolescent-Explicit both spent small amounts of time on group work.  No 
classes used choral tasks or a mix of students working alone and in groups.   
 The second section of COLT Part A, content, describes the subject matter of the 
activities.  The possible categories are shown in outline form below: 
Management  
Classroom procedures  
Disciplinary routines 
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Narrow range of reference: “This subcategory refers to the immediate classroom 
environment and to stereotyped exchanges such as "Good morning" or "How are 
you?" which have phatic value but little conceptual content. Included in this 
category are  routine classroom references to the date, day of the week,  weather, 
and so on.” (Fröhlich, Spada, & Allen, 1985:54) 
Limited range of reference: “Topics in this subcategory refer to  information 
beyond the classroom but still conceptually limited:  movies, holidays, school 
topics such as extracurricular activities, and topics which relate to the students' 
immediate personal and  family affairs, e.g., place of residence, number of 
brothers and  sisters, and so on.” (ibid.) 
Broad range of reference: “Topics of broad range go well beyond the classroom 
and immediate environment and include reference to controversial public issues, 
world events, abstract ideas, reflective personal information, and other academic 
subject matter, such as math or geography.” (ibid.) 
Table 7 shows the content of the class activities during observation.  
 
 Management Language Other topics  Form Function Discourse Socio Narrow Limited Broad 
Child-Implicit  3%     16%  80% 
Adolescent-
Implicit       15%  85% 
Adolescent-
Explicit  5% 55% 8%   17% 15%  
Table 7: Content of classroom activities 
 
Here, we see large differences between the groups.  The Adolescent-Explicit group spent over 
half its class time focusing on language form, while neither of the implicitly taught groups did 
any activities focused on language form.  The books read by the Child-Implicit and Adolescent-
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Implicit groups were set in Spanish-speaking countries, and included references to geography, 
culture, moral issues, etc. which placed them in the “Broad range of reference” category.  These 
two classes therefore spent over 80% of their class time talking about subjects with a broad range 
of reference.  
The content portion of COLT Part A also describes topic control: is the topic of 
discussion controlled by the teacher, shared by teachers and students, or controlled by students?  
This information is displayed in Table 8 below.   
 
 Teacher Teacher/Students Students 
Child-Implicit  36% 64%  
Adolescent-Implicit  100%   
Adolescent-Explicit  78% 22%  
Table 8: Topic Control 
 
The Adolescent-Implicit class was controlled by the teacher, who was keeping the students 
focused on the subject material of Don Quijote during the observed class periods.  The other two 
classes shared control between the teacher and the students at times, though none of the classes 
yielded topic control completely to the students.  The teacher of the Child-Implicit group allowed 
the students to make original comments about the reading material in addition to responding to 
her questions.  One teacher of the Adolescent-Explicit group asked the students about their 
weekend plans, following up their statements with dialogue relating to their plans.  The other 
teacher, while explaining how to manipulate indirect object pronouns, received several questions 
from the students about indirect object pronouns and their relationship to other points of Spanish 
grammar.  These activities were scored as shared topic control between teacher and students.   
The fourth section of COLT Part A, student modality, simply records whether students 
were listening, speaking, reading, writing, or some combination thereof (Fröhlich, Spada, & 
Allen, 1985:38).  This information is displayed in Table 9 on the next page, which omits 
columns that were not used (e.g. Speaking; Listening…) 
It was rare for students to be using just one modality in any of the classes.  All of the 
classes spent around 16% of class time on just speaking/listening, and this time was mostly taken 
up by classroom routines such as the day, date, weather, how the students were feeling, etc.  The 
main differences between the classes on student modality were (1) the implicit classes followed 
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just a few patterns for the whole class, mainly focusing on listening/speaking/reading since they 
were discussing books, but the explicit class switched modalities quite often and used more 
different combinations of modalities, and (2) the explicit classes were nearly always writing, 
while the implicit classes spent little time on writing (0%-9% of class time.)   
 




















Chi.-implicit  16%   71%   9%  
Ad.-implicit  15%   85%     
Ad.-explicit 7% 17% 15% 8% 5% 3% 24% 13% 2% 
Table 9: Student modality 
 
 The final heading in COLT Part A is materials, which are classified according to type 
(minimal text, extended text, audio, or visual) and source (pedagogic, semi-pedagogic, or not 
pedagogic (Fröhlich, Spada, & Allen, 1985:38-40.)  This is another category in which the classes 
differed greatly, as shown in Tables 10-11 below.   
 
 Minimal text Extended text Audio Visual No materials 
Child-
Implicit 
5% 75%   20% 
Adolescent-
Implicit 
 85%   15% 
Adolescent-
Explicit 
60%    40% 
Table 10: Material type 
 
 Pedagogic Semi-Pedagogic Non-Pedagogic No materials  
Child-Implicit 80%   20% 
Adolescent-
Implicit 85%   15% 
Adolescent-
Explicit 60%   40% 
Table 11: Material source 
 
The books read by the two implicit instruction groups were classified as pedagogic/ extended 
text, whereas the materials used by the explicit group were either sentences from the textbook or 
sentences generated by the teacher and/or students, and were classified as pedagogic/minimal 
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text.  These distributions are similar to those of the range of reference of the materials shown 
previously in Table 7 above: the textbook sentences generally focused on language form; the 
books focused on broad topics.  No class used audio or visual materials during the observations.  
All the materials were pedagogic (designed for use by L2 learners, not by native speakers). 
 In order to summarize the large amount of data provided by COLT Part A, the authors of 
the COLT identified five markers of communicative language focus frequently mentioned in the 
literature: group work, focus on meaning (operationalized as time not spent discussing language 
form itself), topic control partially or completely ceded to students, use of extended text, and use 
of semi- or non-pedagogic materials (Fröhlich, Spada, & Allen, 1985:48).  They then rated each 
group on an interval scale ranging from 1 to 5: 0-19% of class time spent on a given marker 
yields a score of 1; 20-39% yields a score of 2, and so on.  These scores were then summed to 
yield a total communicative focus score for each program.   
Scores for the groups in the present study are displayed in Table 12 below.  This 
summary validates the information gathered by teacher questionnaire and shown in Figure 2 
above: the two implicit groups are similar to each other and quite different from the explicit 
group.  Fröhlich, Spada, and Allen’s (1985) classes scored between 6 and 12 on this summary 
measure.  The two implicit groups in the present study, with scores of 13 and 15, scored above 
even French Immersion or ESL classes in their degree of focus on communication, despite their 
lack of group work and non-pedagogic materials. 
 













Implicit 1 5 4 4 1 15 
Adolescent-
Implicit 1 5 1 5 1 13 
Adolescent-
Explicit 1 2 2 1 1 7 
Table 12: "Communicative continuum" of classes in present study 
 
3.4. Procedure 
 The information in sections 3.1-3.3 was collected before the main study session.  Parent 
consent and child assent forms and a demographic questionnaire were also distributed to the 
students ahead of time.  They returned the forms to school prior to participating in the study.   
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During the testing session, participants first completed the spoken ASCOPS proficiency 
test, then the story task (targeting implicit knowledge), and finally the verb conjugation task 
(targeting explicit knowledge), placing the most explicit task last.  The entire study session took 
about 45 minutes. 
 
3.5. ASCOPS proficiency test 
The proficiency measure used was ASCOPS (Age-Sensitive COmposite Proficiency Score, 
Unsworth, 2008).  This test analyzes 10 minutes of speech recorded during a picture description 
task (a sample picture is shown as Figure 3 below.)  The recorded speech is transcribed, and 
learners are scored on lexical and morphosyntactic complexity and accuracy.  Specifically, 
morphosyntactic complexity is operationalized as verbal density per T-unit (minimal terminable 
unit; Hunt, 1965).  Lexical complexity is operationalized using Guiraud’s index (number of types 
divided by the square root of the number of tokens).  There is some evidence that 
morphosyntactic and lexical complexity increase with age in native speakers, who are all 
considered fully proficient in the native language (ibid.)  To even the playing field between 
children and older learners, these two scores are therefore converted to z-scores within the child 
group and within the adolescent group.  Morphosyntactic and lexical accuracy is defined as the 
rate of error-free utterances, a measure which is at ceiling for child and adult native speakers, and 
does not develop with age after it reaches ceiling at age four or five. 
 
 
Figure 3: Sample pictures from ASCOPS (pictures from van der Zee, Nales, and Smit, 




3.5.1 Analysis  
 The ten minutes of audio data from each participant were transcribed using the CLAN 
program, created for use of the CHAT transcription system with CHILDES (CHIld Language 
Data Exchange System, MacWhinney, 2000).  During transcription, individual words said by the 
participant in English (1) or as interjections (2) or hesitations later repaired by the participant (3) 
were tagged so that they would be excluded from analysis.  (*SUB: is the tier for the subject’s 
utterances; *INV: represents the investigator’s utterances.) 
 
(1) *SUB: yeah@e, el    padre  tom-a       el   libro. 
  yeah,     the  father take-3SG  the book 
  ‘Yeah, the father takes the book.’ 
(2) *SUB: la   mama   de la   pato,  um@i, no     corr-en   a  la   bebe. 
  the mother  of the duck, um,    NEG run-3PL to the baby 
  ‘The mother of the duck, um, doesn’t run to the baby.’ 
(3) *SUB: hay   una oce@i, oceano. 
  there.is an   oce-,     ocean 
  ‘There’s an oce-, ocean.’ 
 
Entire utterances were marked for exclusion if they were exact repetitions of the investigator’s 
utterances (4), or if they contained little to no Spanish (5). 
 
(4)  *SUB: y     un chico  corr-o      en la.   (subject pointed to the lake) 
  and  a   boy    run-1SG  in the 
  ‘And a boy run in the…” 
*INV: oh, lago? 
 oh, lake? 
 ‘Oh, lake?” 




 (5) *SUB: el   chico stretches or climbs a tree. [+ excl] 
  the boy    stretches or climbs a tree 
  ‘The boy stretches or climbs a tree.’ 
 
Verbal density was operationalized as the number of verbs per T-unit.  After transcription, verbs 
were counted by hand using the freq command in CLAN, which lists each word type with a 
number representing the number of tokens of that type.  T-units, or minimal terminable units, 
were marked using [t].  Thus, a sentence like (6), which has one verb and one T-unit, would 
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result in a verbal density score of 1.  A sentence missing a verb in an obligatory context would 
reduce the verbal density score (7), but a sentence with more than one verb per T-unit would 
increase the verbal density score (8).   
(6) *SUB: [t] el  papá grit-ó. 
      the dad   shout-3SG.PRET 
     ‘The dad shouted.’ 
 
(7) *SUB: [t] el   papá pantalones azul. 
       the dad  pants          blue 
       ‘The dad blue pants.’ 
 
(8) *SUB: y [t] un gato quer-ía                com-er  un pato,  porque  un pato  es    pequeño. 
  and  a   cat   want-3SG.IPFV  eat-INF a   duck, because a   duck be.3SG small 
  ‘And a cat wanted to eat a duck, because a duck is small.’ 
 
Lexical complexity was calculated using the number of types and tokens calculated 
automatically by the freq command in CLAN.  This meant that different inflected word forms are 
counted as different types, as shown in an excerpt of CLAN output in (9). 
 
(9)   1 lee  1 token of ‘reads’ 
   3 libro  3 tokens of ‘book’ 
   3 libros 3 tokens of ‘books’ 
 
ASCOPS uses Guiraud’s index (number of types divided by the square root of the number of 
tokens as the measure of lexical complexity.  The excerpt in (9) has three types (lee, libro, and 
libros) and seven tokens, so the lexical complexity measure would be 3 /√7, or 1.13. 
Finally, the percentage of errorfree utterances was counted.  The total number of 
utterances was automatically calculated by the MLU command, and errorfree utterances were 
hand-tagged using [+ EF].  All errors were counted as errors, except for pronunciation errors and 
verb errors.  (“Verb errors” includes errors of person/number agreement, as well as errors of 
tense/aspect and selection of ser vs. estar, the two forms corresponding to English ‘to be.’) The 
reason verb errors were ignored is that it is inadvisable to measure the same grammatical feature 
in the proficiency test as in the main test instruments, so that any relationship between 
proficiency and test performance will be due to development of the target structures with 
increasing proficiency, and not simply using two different test instruments to measure the same 
construct (Unsworth, 2008).  Thus, utterances with no errors (10) and sentences with only verb 
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errors (11) were marked as errorfree, but sentences with any other kind of errors, including 
gender errors (12) and collocation errors (13) were not considered errorfree.   
 
(10) *SUB: hab-ía                un chico. [+ EF] 
  have-3SG.IPFV  a   boy 
  ‘There was a boy.’ 
 
(11)  *SUB: el   perro y     el  niño es          en el   agua. [+ EF] 
  the dog   and the boy  be.3SG in the water. 
  ‘The dog and the boy is in the water.’ 
  
 
(12) *SUB: el        niñ-a   camina. 
  the.M girl-F  walk-3SG. 
  ‘The girl walks’ (gender error on article) 
 
(13) *SUB: un chico no     quer-ía             un gato com-er  un pato. 
  a   boy    NEG want-3SG.IPFV  a   cat   eat-INF a   duck 
  ‘A boy didn’t want a cat to eat a duck’  
(Direct translation from English; in Spanish an infinitival complement is 
ungrammatical here.  The construction requires que ‘that’ and, in most dialects, 
subjunctive: Un chico no quería que un gato comiera un pato.) 
 
3.5.2 Results 
Native speakers are presented in the ASCOPS graphs for the purpose of having a baseline for 
native ultimate attainment, but recall that the native speakers are adults and are therefore not 
directly comparable to any of the learner groups. 
Verbal density: Figure 4 shows that native speakers produced around 1.85 verbs per T-
unit in this task.  Of the experimental groups, the Child-Implicit group scored higher on verbal 
density with 1.12 verbs per T-unit, followed by the Adolescent-Implicit group and the 




Figure 4: Verbal density scores 
 
Lexical complexity: Figure 5 below shows that the learner groups were all very similar in 
terms of lexical complexity—that is, they used similar quantities of unique word types over a 
given quantity of word tokens.  Native speakers had much higher lexical complexity.   
 
 
Figure 5: Lexical complexity 
 
Accuracy (percent errorfree utterances): Figure 6 below shows that the two implicit 






































much more accurate, at about 60% correct.  Native speakers were at ceiling.  There was quite a 
bit of variation in accuracy within each of the learner groups. 
 
 
Figure 6: Percent errorfree utterances 
 
Words per minute:  Although the original ASCOPS did not include any measure of 
fluency, the groups did differ markedly from each other in terms of fluency (as measured in 
words per minute), which is therefore reported here in Figure 7.   
 
 



































Polinsky (2008) has found words per minute (wpm) to be a good way to assess 
proficiency in heritage speakers.  Although languages may differ in the average words per 
minute that their native speakers typically produce (e.g. 142 wpm for native English speakers 
and 105 wpm for native Russian speakers), heritage speakers typically have lower wpm in their 
heritage language than their dominant language.  Polinsky’s high proficiency heritage speakers 
produced about 95 wpm in Russian, and her low proficiency heritage speakers produced only 55 
wpm.  Words per minute also correlated with subjects’ knowledge of morphosyntax (gender) in 
Polinsky (2008).   
By way of comparison, in the present study, native Spanish speakers produced 109 wpm, 
while the Child-Implicit group averaged 30 wpm, the Adolescent-Implicit group 19 wpm, and 
the Adolescent-Explicit group only 16 wpm.  The Child-Implicit group produced almost twice as 
many words per minute as the Adolescent-Explicit group.  Additionally, although the study did 
not measure phonology, the Child-Implicit group had excellent pronunciation. 
The words per minute measure is particularly interesting because the Adolescent-Explicit 
group, who had the highest accuracy, also had the lowest words per minute.  Skehan (2009) 
discusses a speed-accuracy tradeoff where learners only have the cognitive resources to perform 
well at two out of three of complexity, accuracy, and fluency.  This is borne out in the 
proficiency data, since the Child-Implicit group and the Adolescent-Implicit group did better on 
complexity and fluency but worse on accuracy.  The Adolescent-Explicit group did better on 
accuracy and complexity, but worse on fluency.   
3.5.3 Combination of raw scores into a single proficiency score 
The individual subscores (for verbal density, lexical complexity, and accuracy) were then 
combined into one single proficiency score using principal components analysis, following 
Unsworth (2005).  Principal components analysis is a way to reduce a number of variables to the 
smallest number of variables that accounts for the greatest amount of variance among the 
original variables.  It has also been used by R. Ellis (2005) to claim that his five tasks tapping 
implicit and explicit knowledge loaded on two factors (presumably, implicit knowledge and 
explicit knowledge) rather than one single factor.  In the case of Unsworth (2005), all the 
measures were taken from one single task, oral picture description, and they all were assumed to 
measure the same construct, proficiency, particularly since all of them were significantly 
correlated in Unsworth’s data.   
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 In the present data, all the measures were correlated except for accuracy (percent 
errorfree utterances) with lexical complexity.  The full correlation table for all the subjects, 
pooled together, is given as Table 13 below, with * denoting significance at the p < .05 level. 
 
 verbal density lexical complexity accuracy 
verbal density 1.000 0.301* 0.260* 
lexical complexity  1.000 0.136 
accuracy   1.000 
Table 13: Correlations between proficiency measures 
 
Three components were needed to account for all the variance in the data.  The first component 
extracted accounted for the largest amount of variance within the original three variables: 49.1%.  
The two other components which were extracted had eigenvalues of less than 1.00.  This means 
that they explain less variance than the original variables do (Unsworth, 2005:208).  So, only the 
first component provides an advantage in explaining variance over that of the original three 
variables.     
 The three proficiency measures were not equal contributors to the extracted component: 
verbal density had a factor loading of .614, lexical complexity had a loading of .463, and 
accuracy had a loading of only .396.  This means that verbal density was the strongest predictor 
of overall proficiency.  Note, though, that these values are all quite low (and the correlations in 
the present data are weak) as compared to Unsworth’s (2005) data.  This may be because of the 
very different kinds of input and instruction received by participants in the present study, or it 
may be due to differences, perhaps, between Spanish and Dutch.  Also, Unsworth (2005) had a 
larger range of proficiency over the entire group of participants.  The presence of higher-level 
learners as well as beginners in her study means that it is easier to find correlations among 
variables, because there is a larger overall range of scores. 
 The values for the extracted component were saved as standardized variables, and these 
scores, ranging from -2.68 to +2.09, are used as the proficiency score for each subject.  The 




Figure 8: Standardized proficiency scores extracted using principal components analysis 
 
3.6 Overview of the two main tasks 
The two main tasks for this study were a story listening-and-rewriting task, designed to 
tap implicit knowledge, and a verb conjugation task, designed to tap explicit knowledge.  As was 
discussed in section 2.5 of the previous chapter, implicit and explicit tasks must be created with 
special care if the tasks are also used to compare children and adults.  In particular, time pressure 
and modality are problematic as key design features. Written, unpressured tests are often used to 
tap explicit knowledge, and oral, time-pressured tests are often used to tap implicit knowledge.  
Children, though, have much less experience with writing than adults do.  For work with 
children, modality should not change between tasks, because then if children perform better on 
an oral implicit task than a written explicit task, we will not know if this is because the tasks are 
oral vs. written or because the tasks are implicit vs. explicit.  For this reason, both of the main 
experimental tasks in the present study use the written modality.   
Time pressure is also difficult to use as a task design factor with children, because 
children are much slower than adults, and also vary in speed.  So firm time limits, as with a 
timed grammaticality judgment task, might reduce children’s performance not because the task 
was implicit, but because the time limit was too short for some children.  For this reason, the 
time-pressured task (the story listening-and-rewriting task) did not use absolute time limits, but 































as possible.  A clock appeared on the slides to reinforce the idea of time pressure, without 
actually cutting the participants off from writing more at any point. 
Also, tasks that strain memory, such as sentence repetition, are not advisable for use with 
both children and adults.  Adults have better memory than children, so if adults outperform 
children on such a task, it might be because of their superior memory rather than because the task 
was implicit.  For this reason, the story listening-and-rewriting task included pictures that 
supported the text of the story, which served as a memory aid.  This should enable all the 
participants to reconstruct the story using their interlanguage.   
The story task and the verb conjugation task were constructed using 24 Spanish verb 
forms: 12 regular and 12 irregular (as classified in Butt & Benjamin, 2000).  Each task includes 
six forms each of 3rd person singular and 3rd person plural verbs, and four forms each of 1st 
person singular, 1st person plural, and 2nd person singular.  (Second person plural forms are not 
used in many Spanish-speaking countries, and hence are not part of the learners’ input.)  The 
same verbs with the same person-number combinations, listed in Table 14 below, are used on 
both tasks. 
 
 Regular verbs Irregular verbs Singular Plural Singular Plural 
1st 
person 
como ‘I eat’ 
tomo ‘I drink’ 
necesitamos ‘we 
need’ 
tomamos ‘we drink’ 
quiero ‘I want’ 
tengo ‘I have’ 
queremos ‘we 
want’ 
vamos ‘we go’ 
2nd 
person 










come ‘he eats’ 
recibe ‘he receives’ 
escribe ‘he writes’ 
hablan ‘they speak’ 
reciben ‘they receive’ 
escuchan ‘they hear’ 
dice ‘he says’ 
da ‘he gives’ 
sabe ‘he knows’ 
dicen ‘they say’ 
dan ‘they give’ 
van ‘they go’ 
Table 14: Verb forms used in experimental tasks 
 
It is important to address three potential challenges to the main experimental tasks here.  
The first obvious challenge is that the tasks are not maximally different from each other along 
the implicit-explicit dimension: a maximally explicit task would be something along the lines of 
a test of metalinguistic knowledge, not a production task, and a maximally implicit task would be 
an online task such as free oral production or eyetracking.  But, with such different measures, it 
would be impossible to compare scores between the two measures, which is the main goal of the 
present study.  Additionally, children have much less literacy experience than older learners, so 
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comparing even a written production task to an oral production task would advantage the 
adolescents on the written task.  For this reason, both tasks use written production. 
 The second possible challenge to these tasks is that the groups of participants do not have 
equal amounts of experience with the two tasks: the implicitly-taught groups, for instance, 
should never have done verb conjugations before, and the explicitly-taught group may never 
have heard fictional stories in Spanish.  While this is true, at some level, tasks must be 
constructed such that participants can complete them, and part of the point of choosing 
experimental groups with specific instruction styles is that they have spent more class time on 
some activities and less on others.  In order to check that the implicitly-taught groups could, in 
fact, fill in verbs in blanks, a subset of the Child-Implicit and Adolescent-Implicit participants 
filled English verbs into blanks in English sentences.  All completed the task with 100% 
accuracy, and none expressed confusion about the format of the task.  This included subjects in 
the Adolescent-Implicit group who spoke nonstandard English (African-American Vernacular 
English), which does have some important differences with standard English with regard to verb 
endings.  All subjects completed the sentences correctly using standard English forms.  It was 
assumed that writing down sentences in Spanish after hearing them was a sufficiently general 
skill that the Adolescent-Explicit group could complete the task, so no test of writing down 
English sentences was given as a control. 
 A third possible concern with the tasks is that participants have more freedom on the 
story task than the verb conjugation task; correct verbs were accepted regardless of whether they 
followed the original story.  For instance, Vamos en el carro a McDonald’s, ‘Let’s go in the car 
to McDonald’s,’ was the direct quote from the story, but participants could have written 
something slightly different such as Los animales van a McDonald’s, ‘The animals go to 
McDonald’s.’  Any verb was marked correct if it was grammatical and incorrect if it was 
ungrammatical, whether or not it was the original verb given in the story.  As will be reported in 
the results section (3.10.1), though, the greater freedom allowed participants on the story-
rewriting task was not responsible for the difference in scores between groups.   
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3.7. Story task (measuring implicit knowledge) 
3.7.1 Materials and procedure 
The task designed to tap implicit knowledge was a time-pressured story listening-and-rewriting 
task (Appendix C).  The story consisted of twelve pictures, each accompanied by 1-4 sentences 
of narration that closely matched the picture.  The text was created using 24 balanced verb forms, 
listed in Table 14 above.  The first and last pictures served as fillers, with the verbs in the ten 
middle pictures serving as test items.  The text was recorded by a native Spanish speaker.  
Pictures and audio files were presented on a laptop using PowerPoint.  The text of the story was 
not written on the slides, so the participants never saw the text in written form.  The story was 
repeated three times in the PowerPoint.  During the first two repetitions, participants simply 
listened to the story as the sound files played automatically on each slide.  Participants advanced 
the slides themselves, so they could choose the pace at which they moved through the story.   
The third repetition of the story included only the pictures, not the sound files.  
Participants were asked to write down the story from the pictures as closely as they remembered 
it.  They wrote down the text for a single picture, and then pressed a button to advance the 
PowerPoint to the next picture.  Participants were asked to write down the story as quickly as 
possible, and not to go back and correct mistakes.  A clock appeared on each slide to reinforce 
the idea that they should write quickly.   
This task does not encourage the use of rules or metalinguistic knowledge, is time-
pressured, and is meaning-focused, fitting R. Ellis’s (2005) criteria for tasks tapping implicit 
knowledge.  The only way the task is not maximally explicit is that it is written rather than oral.  
As discussed in section 3.6 above, this is to avoid varying modality between the two tasks.  The 
presentation of the text as audio files rather than in written form does increase its implicitness.  A 
sample item is presented in example (14)/Figure 9. 
 
(14)  “Perro, quier-o     una hamburguesa. ¿Quier-es    una hamburguesa también?” 
          dog      want-1SG a     hamburger        want-2SG  a    hamburger     also 




Figure 9: Sample picture from story task 
 
3.7.2 Analysis 
The total percentage of correct verb forms produced on the story task was calculated for each 
participant, based on the number of correct verb types vs. the number of incorrect verb types.  
For instance, example (15) below contains two correct tokens of come ‘eats’ and one incorrect 
token of va ‘goes.’  Counting by types, there is one correct type and one incorrect type, so the 
percentage correct would be 50%.  Example (16) contains one correct token of come ‘eats,’ one 
incorrect token of comen ‘they eat,’ and one incorrect token of va ‘goes,’ so the percentage 
correct would be 33%.  
 
(15) El   gato com-e     tres   y     el  perro com-e      siete.   Los  animales va          a  casa.  
 The cat   eat-3SG three and the dog   eat-3SG  seven. The  animals   go.3SG to home. 
 ‘The cat eats three and the dog eats seven.  The animals *goes home.’ 
 
(16) El   gato com-en   tres   y    el   perro  com-e     siete.   Los  animales va         a   casa.  
 The cat   eat-3PL three and the dog    eat-3SG seven. The  animals   go.3SG to home. 
 ‘The cat *eat three and the dog eats seven.  The animals *goes home.’ 
 
All the verbs produced by a participant were counted except for one verb in the first 
picture and one verb in the last picture, which had served as fillers in the story.  This meant that 
different participants produced different numbers of verbs.  Since the verbs were scored 
regardless of whether they had appeared in the original version of the story, participants could 
have avoided verb forms they weren’t sure about.  In contrast, on the verb conjugation task 
(presented in section 3.8 below), there was no option to avoid certain forms.  So, higher scores 
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on the story task than the verb conjugation task could simply be an artifact of this added 
freedom.   
Two aspects of the results allay this concern.  First, all groups had extra freedom on the 
story task, but the Adolescent-Explicit group nevertheless scored worse on this task than on the 
verb conjugation task.  Second, specific verb forms given correctly by participants on each task 
were compared.  Of the forms produced correctly by a given implicitly-taught participant on the 
story task, fewer of the exact same forms were produced correctly on the verb conjugation task.  
The reverse is true of the Adolescent-Explicit group: of the forms produced correctly on the verb 
conjugation task, fewer of the exact same forms were produced correctly on the story task.  So, 
added freedom on the story task did not confer an advantage on that task. 
 The results for the three experimental groups on the story task are given, along with those 
for the verb conjugation task, in section 3.9 below. 
 
3.8. Verb conjugation task (measuring explicit knowledge) 
3.8.1 Materials and procedure 
The task designed to tap explicit knowledge was an unpressured verb conjugation task 
(Appendix D).  A page of explicit instructions showing participants how verb endings change to 
match the subject were presented, along with some examples in the same format as the actual 
questions.  The researcher went over these instructions individually with each student.  Then, 
participants wrote a single verb form (the same 24 verb forms targeted in the story task) to 
complete each of 24 sentences.  No fillers were used (to preserve explicitness), and the infinitival 
form of the verb was given in parentheses to maintain a focus on form rather than on meaning.  
This task encourages the use of rules and metalinguistic knowledge, focuses on form, and is 
written and non-time-pressured, fitting R. Ellis’s (2005) criteria for tasks tapping explicit 
knowledge.  A sample item is presented in (17). 
 
(17)   Yo __________ una computadora. (querer) 
 I     __________ a     computer        to want 
        ‘I    __________ a     computer.      (to want)’ 
 
3.8.2 Analysis 
For the verb conjugation task, each question had only one correct person-number answer, so the 
percentage correct was the simply total number of correct forms divided by 24 possible correct 
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answers.  Tense was ignored in both tasks (as there were no overt tense cues, either present or 
past would be grammatical), so either dice ‘says’ or dijo ‘said’ would be accepted for a question 
requiring a third person singular form of decir ‘to say.’  Participants in the Child-Implicit and 
Adolescent-Implicit groups had been exposed to both tenses.  They often produced some present 
tense and some past tense verb forms (in fact, they often produced imperfect forms for words 
that would be more common in the imperfect than the preterite, such as quería ‘s/he wanted,’ and 
preterite forms for words that would be more common in the preterite than the imperfect, such as 
dió ‘s/he gave.’)  Participants in the Adolescent-Explicit group generally produced only present 
tense forms since they had not yet studied the past tense. 
 
3.9. Results  
The results of the two main tasks are presented together, as the tasks were designed to be 
directly comparable.  The native speaker norming group that completed these tasks performed at 
ceiling.  Their results are not presented in the graphs below, but provide the information that 
nativelike ultimate attainment would be 100% on these tasks. 
3.9.1 Results on the two main experimental tasks 
As Figure 10 below shows, the Child-Implicit and Adolescent-Implicit groups performed better 
on the story task than the verb conjugation task, whereas the Adolescent-Explicit group 
performed better on the verb conjugation task than the story task.  A two-way mixed ANOVA, 
with group as a between-subjects variable and test as a within-subjects variable, was performed 
on the scores of the three learner groups.  This yielded a significant effect of task, F(1,63) = 
5.384, p < .05; a significant effect of group, F(2,63) = 15.631, p < .01; and a significant 
interaction between task and group, F(2,63) = 35.057; p < .01.  Post-hoc tests showed that the 
Child-Implicit and Adolescent-Implicit groups scored statistically the same (p > .05 using the 
Tukey post-hoc test); but that the Adolescent-Explicit group differed significantly from the other 




Figure 10: Performance on story task vs. verb conjugation task 
 
 The interaction between group and task is that the three groups performed similarly on 
the story task—but then on the verb conjugation task, the performance of the Adolescent-Explicit 
group improves, while the performance of the two implicitly-taught groups declines to different 
degrees.  In order to investigate the interaction between group and task, a one-way ANOVA was 
performed on each task separately.  A one-way ANOVA performed on the story task (with group 
as the between-subjects factor) showed that the three groups scored statistically the same on this 
task, F(2,65) = 1.013, p > .05.  But, a one-way ANOVA performed on the verb conjugation task 
showed that there was a significant difference between groups on the verb conjugation task, 
F(2,65) = 35.875, p < .01.  In fact, each group differed from each other group (p < .05 using the 
Tukey post-hoc test).  Thus, the Adolescent-Explicit group scored the highest, followed by 
Child-Implicit, and the lowest score on the verb conjugation test is that of the Adolescent-
Implicit group.   
The Adolescent-Implicit group performed particularly poorly on the verb conjugation 
task—at chance levels.  Since the two Implicit groups may have been exposed to up to 16 forms 



































Verb Conj Task 
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in any tense were accepted so long as they had the correct person/number agreement, students 
theoretically had a 3/16 (or 19%) chance of selecting the right verb form at random.  The average 
score on this task for the Adolescent-Implicit group was 19%, exactly at chance.  So, these 
implicitly-taught post-puberty learners did not show evidence of having developed any explicit 
knowledge of verb conjugation. 
3.9.2 Child results broken down by grade and age 
 As was mentioned in section 3.2, the Child-Implicit group was much more heterogeneous 
than the other two groups, so its results are given here broken down by grade and age.  The child 
group represented a sample of four grades and its corresponding age range, making it easier to 
detect relationships between age/grade and performance than with the adolescent groups, who 
were drawn just from the 11th grade (Adolescent-Implicit group) or from 9th-10th grades 
(Adolescent-Explicit group).  The restricted range of age/grade in these samples makes it 
difficult to look at the development of those groups, even cross-sectionally.   
In particular, the child group included five 6th-graders, who had been given explicit 
instruction in verb conjugation.  The 6th-graders did not perform like the 3rd-5th graders.  In fact, 
with the five 6th-grade subjects removed from the Child-Implicit group, the Child-Implicit and 
Adolescent-Implicit groups perform statistically the same on the verb conjugation task as well as 
the story task (p > .05 using the Tukey test), and score lower than the Adolescent-Explicit group 
(p < .01 using the Tukey test).  The large difference between the 6th grade students and the rest of 
the students can be seen in Figure 11 below.  In 6th grade, class periods lengthen (from 30 
minutes to 45 minutes), class size is reduced, and children spend a small amount of time on 
explicit language instruction, including instruction on verb conjugation.  Once the 6th grade 
students receive a little bit of explicit instruction, regardless of the fact that most of their class 
time is still spent on whole-language activities, their pattern changes to match that of the 




Figure 11: Child-Implicit group separated by grade at test 
 
 Figure 11 above represents the only demographic variable (grade at test) that was 
significantly correlated with both main tasks, for any of the experimental groups.  Within the 
Child-Implicit group, grade at test was correlated significantly with both story task scores (r = 
.45; p < .05) and verb conjugation scores (r = .70; p < .01.)  Age at test was also significantly 
correlated with verb conjugation scores (r = .54; p < .01) but not with story task scores (r = 0.27; 
p > .05).  
 Table 15 below shows all the correlations between the demographic variables Age of 
Acquisition, Age at Test, Years of Study, and Grade at Test and the experimental tasks for the 
Child-Implicit group.  Age of Acquisition and Years of Study are not significantly correlated 
with either task.  Age at Test is significantly correlated with score on the verb conjugation task, 
but not with score on the story task.  Unfortunately, the change in instruction on verb conjugation 
for the 6th grade students (who are also the oldest) contributes to this relationship.  So, we cannot 
tell from this study whether the 6th graders suddenly changed as a result of increasing age, or 
responded to the change in their instruction.  However, since the school was a private school, 
there was somewhat greater variation in age within each grade than would be likely at a public 
school.  The 6th graders were aged 10, 11, 11, 12, and 12, and all performed better on the story 













































tasks.  This suggests that the change in instruction, rather than a sudden maturational process 
taking place between 5th and 6th  grades, was responsible for the change in pattern between the 
younger children and the 6th graders.  (Study 2 will unconfound the variables of age and 
instruction for children by assigning children to uniform implicit or explicit instruction.) 
 
 Age of Acquisition Age at Test Years of study Grade at Test 
Story Task 




0.07 0.54* 0.35 0.70* 
Table 15: Child-Implicit group: correlations between demographic variables and task 
performance 
 
For the Child-Implicit group, Grade at Test is the most strongly correlated with both story task 
and verb conjugation task scores.  The correlation for Grade at Test with verb conjugation task 
score is also higher than that of Age at Test with verb conjugation task score.  Again, these 
figures are not given for the other two groups because the restricted age and grade ranges in 
those groups make such comparisons meaningless.   
3.9.3 Results on regular vs. irregular verb types 
As discussed in section 3.6, the story task and verb conjugation task were designed using 
the same 24 verb forms, 12 of which were regular and 12 of which were irregular.  The 
experimental groups showed different patterns on regular vs. irregular verb types.  The Child-
Implicit group and Adolescent-Implicit group were more accurate at producing regular than 
irregular verbs (on both tasks), and more accurate at the story task than the verb conjugation task 
(on both types of verbs).  However, the Adolescent-Explicit group was more accurate at irregular 
verbs than regular verbs on the story task, and more accurate at regular verbs than irregular verbs 
on the verb conjugation task, as shown in Figure 12 below. 
A mixed ANOVA was performed on the entire dataset, with group as the between-
subjects variable, and task and verb type (regular vs. irregular) crossed as the within-subjects 
variables.  For the entire dataset, there was a significant effect of task, F(1,63) = 6.864, p < .05, 
since when considering all the participants together, scores were higher on the story task than the 
verb conjugation task.  There was also a significant effect of verb type, F(1,63)= 5.671, p < .05, 
since overall, regular verbs were produced more accurately than irregular verbs.  There were also 
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three significant interactions: (1) task * group, F(2,63) = 29.900, p < .01, because as mentioned 
above, only the Adolescent-Explicit group did better on the verb conjugation task; (2) task * verb 
type, F(1,63) = 5.514, p < .05, because on the story task the two types of verbs were produced 
equally well (51% for irregulars and regulars), but on the verb conjugation task, there was an 
advantage for regular verbs (40% for irregulars vs. 49% for regulars); and finally, (3) a three-
way interaction of task * verb type * group, F(2,63) = 4.435, p < .05, since as mentioned above, 
the Adolescent-Explicit group performed differently from the other two groups. 
There was no interaction of verb type * group, F(2,63) = .009, p > .05, because all groups 
performed better on regular verbs than irregular verbs overall. 
 
 
Figure 12: Performance on regular and irregular verbs by task 
 
Because of the complexity of the data, a 2x2 mixed ANOVA was performed on each 
group separately.  The Child-Implicit group had a significant effect of task such that they 
performed better on the story task than the verb conjugation task, F(1,29) = 15.878, p < .01, and 
a significant effect of verb type, such that they performed better on regular than irregular verbs, 
F(1,29) = 4.748, p < .05.  But, there was no significant interaction between task and verb type, 
F(1,29) = .008, p > .05.   
 The Adolescent-Implicit group had a significant effect of task (also performing better on 








































type did not reach significance, F(1,19) = 0.952, p > .05, and there was no interaction between 
task and verb type, F (1,19) = 0.046, p > .05. 
 The Adolescent-Explicit group had a significant effect of task (performing better on the 
verb conjugation task than the story task, F(1,15) = 19.310, p < .01, but no significant effect of 
verb type, F(1,15) = 1.732, p > .05.  However, there was a significant interaction between task 
and verb type, F(1,15) = 13.951, p < .01.   
 
 
Figure 13: Interaction only for Adolescent-Explicit group   
 
The pattern that emerges from these results is that the interactions are driven by the performance 
of the Adolescent-Explicit group.  Only this group treated irregular and regular verbs differently 
on the two different tasks, as shown in Figure 13.  This pattern of treating regular and irregular 
verbs differently on the different tasks was also found in a pilot group of college students who 
received explicit instruction, so it seems to be a typical pattern for older and explicitly-taught 
learners.  The two implicitly-taught groups, in contrast, treated regular and irregular verbs 
similarly.  
 Interestingly, when the children’s results are broken down by grade, separating the 3rd-5th 
graders from the 6th graders, the 6th graders pattern exactly like the Adolescent-Explicit group, 








The purpose of this study was to compare children and adolescents experiencing different 
types of classroom language instruction on their accuracy in producing a particular structure 
(Spanish verb agreement inflections), using a story listening-and-rewriting task designed to tap 
primarily implicit knowledge, and a verb conjugation task designed to tap primarily explicit 
knowledge.   
 
RQ1: Do instructed child L2 learners perform better on tasks tapping implicit 
knowledge, or tasks tapping explicit knowledge? 
 
Linguistic literature on language acquisition generally assumes that children learn languages 
implicitly and rely on implicit language knowledge (Paradis, 2004, Bley-Vroman, 1990.)  But 
since this assumption is heavily based on naturalistic child L1 acquisition rather than on 
instructed child L2 acquisition, and is not derived from actual task comparisons performed with 
children, an important goal of the present study was to test this position empirically.  Results 
provide empirical support for the standard position: instructed child L2 learners performed better 
on a task tapping implicit knowledge than on a task tapping explicit knowledge.  This was 
especially true for children in grades 3-5 (age 8-11) at the time of testing, who had never been 
exposed to explicit instruction.  In contrast, 6th grade students patterned in the opposite direction, 
displaying more explicit than implicit knowledge.  So, the results can tell us that children who 
also receive implicit instruction favor implicit knowledge, but the variables of age and 
instruction are confounded for the 6th graders.  Study 2 will unconfound these variables for 
children by assigning children to uniform implicit or explicit instruction. 
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Finding evidence of implicit learning for the younger instructed child L2 learners is 
important because instructed learners generally favor explicit knowledge (Ellis, 2005; Montrul et 
al., 2008).  The Child-Implicit participants differ from typical classroom L2 learners because 
they are children and because they receive a particular kind of instruction, but nonetheless, the 
finding that they perform better on a more implicit task means that at least some classroom L2 
learners can learn implicitly.  It has been claimed that implicit learning cannot take place in 
school: “The observation that ‘earlier is better’ only applies to certain kinds of learning [i.e. 
implicit learning], which schools typically cannot provide” (DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 2005:88).  
The authors would certainly be justified in saying that schools do not typically provide an 
environment conducive to implicit language learning, but not in claiming that they cannot, since 
two schools in the present study have provided such opportunities and have developed implicit 
knowledge in their students to a greater degree than explicit knowledge. 
 
RQ2: When holding instruction constant, does age impact performance on tasks 
tapping implicit knowledge vs. tasks tapping explicit knowledge? 
 
To answer the second research question, we compare the Child-Implicit group to the Adolescent-
Implicit group.  In this study, controlling for both type of instruction and age was prioritized over 
controlling for length of instruction (particularly since children are slower language learners in 
general), so the Child-Implicit group had received more instruction than the Adolescent-Implicit 
group at the time of testing (5.14 years vs. 1.55 years, respectively.)   
Despite this difference in total amount of instruction, these groups patterned in the same 
direction, performing better on a test of implicit knowledge than a test of explicit knowledge.  
They scored statistically the same on the story task, and the Child-Implicit group actually 
outperformed the Adolescent-Implicit group on the verb conjugation task.  The Adolescent-
Implicit group performed at chance on the verb conjugation task.   
This is unexpected, since older learners tend to develop greater amounts of explicit 
knowledge than implicit knowledge (Montrul et al., 2008).  In fact, it has been claimed that older 
learners can only learn explicitly (Bley-Vroman, 1990; Johnson & Newport, 1989; DeKeyser, 
2000; Singleton, 2005).  Yet this particular group of learners evidenced some implicit knowledge 
of verb conjugation, but no explicit knowledge.  An important difference between this study and 
previous studies is that the Adolescent-Implicit participants had actually had no prior explicit 
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instruction in any language.  It is quite difficult to find post-puberty learners fitting this 
description.  Prior language-learning experiences where accuracy is the goal and explicit 
grammar rules are the object of study may influence participants to approach new language 
learning experiences with the intent of using explicit problem-solving skills.   
In sum, this study found that when receiving the same type of implicit instruction, 
younger and older learners alike developed more implicit than explicit knowledge.  The finding 
that the younger learners outperformed the older learners on an explicit test should probably be 
attributed to the younger learners’ greater amount total of Spanish instruction and to the better 
performance of the 6th graders on the verb conjugation task, rather than any sort of maturational 
difference. 
 
RQ3: When holding age constant, does instruction impact performance on tasks 
tapping implicit knowledge vs. tasks tapping explicit knowledge? 
 
To answer the third research question, the relevant groups to compare are the Adolescent-
Implicit group vs. the Adolescent-Explicit group.  Large differences were found between these 
two groups of post-puberty instructed learners.  The Adolescent-Explicit group patterned as 
expected, scoring higher on a test of explicit knowledge than a test of implicit knowledge.  As 
discussed under research question 2, the Adolescent-Implicit group patterned in the opposite 
direction.  Statistically, the two groups performed the same on the story task, but the Adolescent-
Explicit group greatly outperformed the Adolescent-Implicit group on the verb conjugation task.  
This is despite the fact that the Adolescent-Implicit group was slightly older than the Adolescent-
Explicit group (16;10 vs. 14;07 respectively), so any age-related advantage in explicit learning 
should have been conferred on the Adolescent-Implicit group. 
 
RQ4: Do different groups of learners show differences in their production of 
regular vs. irregular verbs? 
 
In response to research question 4, different groups of learners did show differences in their 
production of regular vs. irregular verbs.  Specifically, although all groups produced regular 
verbs more accurately than irregular verbs overall, only the Adolescent-Explicit instruction 
group showed an interaction between task type and verb type.  They produced regular verbs 
more accurately than irregular verbs on the verb conjugation task, but irregular verbs more 
accurately than regular verbs on the story task.  This is suggestive of differential strategy use 
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between the two tasks for the Adolescent-Explicit group.  Explicit knowledge should be more 
accessible during the non-time-pressured, form-focused verb conjugation task than the time-
pressured, meaning-focused story task.  And, explicit knowledge should benefit performance on 
regular forms more than performance on irregular forms, since rules can derive the correct forms 
algorithmically for regular verbs.   
 The two implicitly-taught groups, on the other hand, performed slightly better on regular 
than irregular verbs on both tasks.  This suggests that they did not change strategies between the 
two tasks; they drew on the same implicit knowledge base for both tasks.  As discussed in 
section 3.9.3, when the five 6th-graders, who had received a small amount of explicit instruction, 
were separated out from the rest of the child group, they show exactly the same interaction 
between verb regularity and task as the Adolescent-Explicit group.  The younger children, 
separated out, show exactly the same pattern as the two implicit groups taken as wholes. 
 
3.11. Conclusion 
To conclude, these results suggest that instruction may have a greater impact on implicit 
vs. explicit learning than age does.  When learning under similar implicit instruction conditions, 
both children and adolescents developed more implicit than explicit knowledge.  Under different 
instructional conditions, two groups of adolescents patterned very differently, developing the 
type of knowledge emphasized by their language classes.  These results support the instructional 
hypothesis, not the maturational hypothesis. 
The instructional hypothesis holds that older learners’ reliance on explicit language 
knowledge is an artifact of their instruction.  The performance of the two adolescent groups in 
the present study supports the instructional hypothesis.  When placed in a classroom setting 
where accuracy is rewarded and language structure is taught explicitly, older learners adapt to 
their environment by looking for and relying on explicit rules.  When they are placed in an 
environment that rewards fluency and treats language as a medium conveying a message rather 
than as an object, they fail to develop explicit knowledge of grammar rules, but do develop some 
implicit knowledge of these rules and greater fluency (as shown on the ASCOPS proficiency 
test).  Environments treating the L2 as a medium for communication rather than an object of 
study are more typical of child language classes; hence, the appearance of age differences in 
implicit/explicit language learning.   
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 On the surface, the finding that students receiving implicit instruction perform better on 
tasks tapping implicit knowledge may seem obvious.  However, extensive literature on the idea 
of a critical period in language learning claims that post-puberty learners have lost their 
childhood capacity for implicit language learning (Bley-Vroman, 1990; Johnson & Newport, 
1989; DeKeyser, 2000; Singleton, 2005.)  The finding that this is not the case (under the right 
instructional conditions) is a challenge to this body of literature.  As an analogy, consider the 
case of literacy.  Researchers might find universal literacy among a group of adults, and 
universal illiteracy among a group of young children.  They might take such results as evidence 
that literacy is an innate characteristic of adulthood.  But if all the adults had literacy instruction 
in the past, then the finding is specious: literacy is an artifact of the environment, not a natural 
development of adulthood.  And, in fact, literacy is not considered a human universal by 
linguists, because it only develops in the presence of instruction.  (See also the work of Tarone & 
Bigelow, 2005, on the impact of alphabetic literacy on L2 processing.)  The present study does 
not find any evidence of explicit knowledge of L2 verbal morphology in the absence of explicit 
instruction.  While these results obviously need to be confirmed through further study of older 
and more advanced L2 learners who have never received explicit instruction, they suggest that 
explicit L2 knowledge, like literacy, may not emerge on its own.  
 This study—like any classroom study—is messy.  Instruction was measured in two 
different ways, but even so, the details of the subjects’ experiences over years of language study 
can only be sketched very generally.  Socioeconomic differences between the schools were 
unintended, but unavoidable.  Because it was so important for the two main experimental tasks to 
use the same language modality and be the same level of difficulty, the tasks are not maximally 
different from each other on the implicit-explicit dimension, as, for instance, a test of 
metalinguistic knowledge and a reaction time measure could be.   
 Nonetheless, the results are quite clear.  The Child-Implicit and Adolescent-Implicit 
groups were, in fact, instructed similarly to each other, and differently from the Adolescent-
Explicit group.  Socioeconomic status may certainly have been a factor in overall achievement, 
but it cannot be the cause of the main results, since the richest group (Child-Implicit) and the 
poorest group (Adolescent-Implicit) performed very similarly.   
 Most importantly, the Adolescent-Implicit group patterned with other implicitly-
instructed learners, not with other post-puberty learners.  This is true both at the basic level of the 
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comparison between story task and verb conjugation task scores, and at the more fine-grained 
level of treatment of regular vs. irregular verbs on the two tasks.  This pattern is consistent with 
the hypothesis that older learners’ reliance on explicit language knowledge is an artifact of their 
instruction.  Post-puberty language learners have not lost their capacity for implicit learning.  
While they receive implicit instruction, they are able to learn implicitly.  Once they receive 
explicit instruction, they switch to using more explicit strategies, as seen by the comparison 
between the 6th graders and the younger children.  This change did not occur gradually over time 
in the present sample, but rather quite suddenly after the 6th graders received explicit instruction 
in verb conjugation.  In the case of the Adolescent-Explicit group, who had only received 
explicit instruction, the large boost in accuracy they received was only apparent on the verb 
conjugation task—they performed like the other groups on the story task.  So, instruction in verb 
conjugation, as teachers know, does not immediately transfer to other language tasks.   
 To sum up the findings of the first study, (1) children do perform better on tasks tapping 
implicit knowledge (as compared to tasks tapping explicit knowledge); (2) adolescents perform 
better on tasks tapping implicit knowledge if they are taught implicitly and better on tasks 
tapping explicit knowledge if they are taught explicitly; (3) different strategy use among 
explicitly-taught learners may be indicated by different treatment of regular vs. irregular forms, 
and (4) once students receive explicit instruction, they quickly pattern with other explicitly-
taught learners.   
 The first study includes one difficult-to-find group of interest: the Adolescent-Implicit 
group.  But, it could not include a Child-Explicit group, as no strong child L2 Spanish programs 
using explicit instruction could be located.  And, instruction was only described, not 
manipulated.  The second study addresses these gaps by assigning child and adult participants to 





STUDY 2: CHILD AND ADULT LEARNING OF AN ARTIFICIAL MINI-LANGUAGE 
UNDER DIFFERENT INSTRUCTION CONDITIONS 
 
 The study of Spanish learners presented in chapter 3 compared three groups of learners: 
children receiving implicit instruction, adolescents receiving implicit instruction, and adolescents 
receiving explicit instruction.  The fourth logically possible group, children receiving explicit 
instruction, could not be found among existing classroom groups.  This means that instruction 
and age were confounded for the child Spanish learners.  In order to tease apart the effects of age 
and instruction for children, Study 2 fully crosses the variables of age and instruction by 
assigning children and adults to controlled implicit or explicit instruction conditions.   
 Other researchers have also used artificial mini-language paradigms to test the effects of 
implicit vs. explicit instruction.  The advantages of using an artificial mini-language for this 
purpose are that participants can reach high proficiency within a short period of time, and 
exposure to the language can be completely controlled, because the participants will not be 
exposed to the language outside of the experiment.2  But, studies to date have only tested adult 
learners.  DeKeyser (1995) found that explicit instruction was more effective overall than 
implicit instruction, especially for teaching easy categorical rules.  de Graaf (1997) also found 
that explicit instruction was more effective, and that this was the case no matter which structures 
were involved or which kinds of tests he gave the learners.  Unlike these two studies, Morgan-
Short (2007) found that learners reached high proficiency under either implicit or explicit 
instruction, and even developed brainwave patterns like those used for natural language 
processing when they processed an artificial mini-language at high levels of proficiency.  
 No study has tested children on implicit and explicit knowledge of an artificial mini-
language, but at least one study, Hudson Kam and Newport (2009), successfully taught children 
age 5-7 an artificial mini-language, “Sillyspeak.”  Sillyspeak, and the general structure of the 
experiment, are adapted from Hudson Kam and Newport (2009) for use in the present study.  
Two studies have taught children novel grammatical markings using implicit and explicit 
                                   
2 In principle, a natural language such as Latin or Basque could also be used for this purpose.  
Learning 14 words of a natural language, though, is a learning problem of equal complexity to 
that of learning 14 words of an artificial language, and may also present phonological difficulties 
which can be controlled in a mini-language. 
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instructional methods.  Swisher and Restrepo (1995) found that typically developing children age 
4-6 could learn a novel grammatical marking under either implicit or explicit instruction.  
Finestack and Fey (2009) found that children age 6-9 who were taught a novel grammatical 
marking explicitly were much better at generalizing it to new cases than children who were 
taught the marking implicitly.   
 So, results of prior studies on artificial linguistic structures taught implicitly or explicitly 
have been mixed.  The studies that were extensive enough to mimic real language learning were 
done only with adults.  The studies that taught children novel grammatical markings implicitly 
vs. explicitly did not test adults, and did not probe for resulting implicit vs. explicit knowledge of 
the structures.  The goal of Study 2 is to bring all these factors together in a single study: placing 
children and adults in controlled implicit or explicit instruction conditions, and measuring 
participants’ implicit and explicit knowledge of the mini-language.  Specific research questions 
are as follows: 
  
RQ1: How does implicit vs. explicit instruction affect children’s and adults’ 
learning of the grammatical structures of an artificial mini-language?   
 
RQ2: How does implicit vs. explicit instruction affect children’s and adults’ 
awareness of the grammatical structures of an artificial mini-language?   
 
RQ3: Is greater awareness of the grammatical structures of an artificial mini-
language associated with higher performance for children?  For adults? 
 
RQ4: Is age within the child group and within the adult group associated with 
higher performance on the grammatical structures of an artificial mini-
language?  Greater awareness of those structures? 
 
The maturational and instructional hypotheses introduced in chapters 1 and 2 have different 
predictions for the relationship between instruction and age, and implicit/explicit language 
learning.  According to the maturational hypothesis, age is responsible for a shift from implicit 
learning in childhood to explicit learning in adulthood.  Since children are not capable of explicit 
language learning, children should not learn the mini-language more accurately under explicit 
instruction than under implicit instruction (RQ1).  Children should also not develop explicit 
awareness of the rules of the language, under either instruction condition (RQ2).  The 
maturational hypothesis also does not consider adults capable of successful implicit language 
learning.  So, adults should learn the language more accurately under explicit than implicit 
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training conditions (RQ1).  Adults should develop explicit awareness in both conditions by virtue 
of being adults, although they may also develop more awareness of the grammatical rules under 
explicit than implicit training conditions (RQ2).  Awareness should be more strongly related to 
performance for adults than for children (RQ3).  Predictions for age-related differences in 
awareness or performance within the child group or within the adult group are unclear.  The 
maturational hypothesis, being closely associated with linguistic literature on a critical period for 
language learning, often defines the shift from implicit to explicit learning as a single event 
(Bley-Vroman, 1990; DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 2005), which would not predict age-related 
differences within the child group or within the adult group.  However, other researchers, less 
closely associated with the core idea of a shift from child implicit learning to adult explicit 
learning, have pointed out that children do gain explicit knowledge upon school entry around age 
5 (Birdsong, 1989)—although this may be caused by literacy instruction rather than strictly 
maturational.  Age differences within groups would probably, overall, be evidence in support of 
the maturational hypothesis, since each group experiences uniform instruction within the 
experiment (RQ4).  Overall, the maturational hypothesis predicts qualitative differences between 
children and adults. 
The instructional hypothesis predicts that participants from both age groups will learn the 
language more accurately under explicit instruction, because the short timeframe of the 
experiment (seven 15-minute sessions) privileges explicit learning (RQ1).  Additionally, 
participants from both age groups should develop more awareness of the mini-language’s rules 
under explicit than implicit instruction (RQ2).  Awareness should be related to performance for 
both children and adults (RQ3).  The predictions of the instructional hypothesis for within-group 
age-related differences are also unclear.  Considering the experiment in and of itself, no age 
differences in awareness or performance are predicted within the child group or within the adult 
group, since these factors should be determined by the (uniform) instruction.  But if children’s 
emerging literacy (which takes place between ages 4-7, but obviously happens outside the 
experiment itself) influences their capacity for explicit language learning, then within-group age 
differences in the child group could be seen as supporting the instructional hypothesis (RQ4).  
The instructional hypothesis does not predict any qualitative difference between children and 
adults.   
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 The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: section 4.1 describes the mini-language, 
and section 4.2 gives demographic information about the participants.  Section 4.3 describes the 
overall procedure.  Section 4.4 describes the first day of the study: the introduction to the 
experiment, first exposure to the vocabulary list, and Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).  
Section 4.5 describes days 2-6, during which subjects learned the artificial mini-language under 
implicit or explicit training conditions.  Section 4.6 describes the tests the subjects took the last 
day of the study, as well as the analysis and results for each test (word recall, 4.6.1; implicit and 
explicit production tests, 4.6.2; grammaticality judgment task, 4.6.3; and debriefing, 4.6.4).  The 
debriefing is then related to the other tests in section 4.7, which looks at the relationship between 
awareness and total performance (4.7.1), the relationship between within-group age and total 
performance (4.7.2), and the relationship between within-group age and awareness (4.7.3).  
Section 4.8 discusses the results in terms of the research questions.  Section 4.9 considers how 
these results relate to the maturational and instructional hypotheses, and concludes the chapter. 
 
4.1. Mini-language: Sillyspeak 
The artificial mini-language, Sillyspeak, is adapted from Hudson Kam and Newport’s (2009) 
Experiment 3, since that mini-language was successfully learned by both adults, and children 
with an average age of 5;10.  The language has 4 verbs (2 transitive; 2 intransitive; see Table 16), 
12 nouns, and 2 determiners (Table 17), for a total of 99 semantically possible sentences.  
Following Hudson Kam and Newport (2009), the sentences were acted out with toys for all 
participants, since videotaped exposure was found to be ineffective with children.   
 
Intransitive verbs Transitive verbs 
mert  ‘move’ flim ‘hit’ 
gern  ‘fall’ prag ‘go inside of’ 
Table 16: Verbs in the mini-language 
 
Hudson Kam and Newport’s (2009) goal was to study regularization of inconsistent assignment 
of determiners to nouns.  The present study’s goal is to study acquisition of lexically consistent 
gender assignment, of the kind found in many natural languages, so the Sillyspeak nouns were 
divided into masculine and feminine categories, which were consistently marked with 
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determiners. The meanings of two nouns were also changed: ‘woman’ and ‘man’ replace ‘rhino 
and ‘barrel’ in order to have two biologically-gendered items in each grammatical gender class. 
 
Feminine nouns (determiner = po) Masculine nouns (determiner = ka) 
ferluka  ‘girl’ mernat  ‘boy’ 
nagra  ‘woman’ dilba  ‘man’ 
fumpoga ‘bird’ ladna ‘turtle’ 
nerk  ‘frog’ blaga  ‘bear’ 
rungmat  ‘ball’ melnag  ‘car’ 
blifin  ‘truck’ flerbit  ‘cup’ 
Table 17: Nouns in the mini-language 
 
The grammatical rules that govern the artificial mini-language are: 1) word order is VSO; 
and 2) half the nouns are grammatically feminine (including ‘girl’ and ‘woman’) and half the 
nouns are grammatically masculine (including ‘boy’ and ‘man.’)  Each gender also includes two 
animal and two inanimate nouns: ‘bird,’ ‘frog,’ ‘ball,’ and ‘truck’ were feminine, and ‘turtle,’ 
‘bear,’ ‘car,’ and ‘cup’ were masculine. Each determiner was assigned to words of one 
grammatical gender.   
 
4.2. Participants 
 Forty child participants aged 5-7 (within the range of child L2 learning, Schwartz; 2004) 
were recruited from after-school programs at local public schools.  Forty local college students 
and community members were recruited as adult participants through a university website.  Both 
children and adults were only eligible to participate in the study if they were native English 
speakers and had not studied any foreign language for longer than two years, since well-
developed learning strategies adopted for other languages may influence participants’ experience 
of the instructional conditions. 
Within each age group, 20 participants were assigned to implicit instruction and 20 
participants were assigned to explicit instruction.  Assignment was done pseudo-randomly, so 
that the groups would be balanced for the demographic variables of age, gender, foreign 
language experience, education, and grade or degree year (see Table 18 below).  
Subjects were also given the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) during the first 
experimental session (see section 4.4 below), and groups were also balanced for PPVT score, 
since assignment to implicit or explicit instruction conditions was done between the first and 
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second study sessions.  It should be noted that many currently enrolled college students listing 
high school as their highest degree probably would go on to complete at least a BA if not more 
education, so the degree of “high school” probably underestimates the education level/ 
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Table 18: Participant demographic information 
 
All adults who began the study completed the entire study.  Besides the 40 children who 
completed the study, four additional children started but did not finish the study, because they 
did not attend the after-school program regularly enough to complete all seven sessions.  One of 
these was in the implicit group and got sick during the study, and the other three were in the 
explicit group and attended irregularly or stopped attending because of parent schedules.   
 
4.3 Overall procedure 
Learners participated in seven sessions of about 15 minutes each in length, over the 
course of ten days, following Hudson Kam and Newport (2009). Participants were run 
individually for the first session, during which the researchers explained the study, exposed the 
participants to the Sillyspeak vocabulary list, and then administered the Peabody Picture 
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Vocabulary Test.  For sessions 2-6, participants were run in groups of two or three.  During these 
sessions, they learned the Sillyspeak grammar rules if they were in the explicit condition, and 
participants in both conditions were exposed repeatedly to the set of Sillyspeak study sentences.  
On the last day, participants were asked to recall as many vocabulary words as they could.  They 
then completed two production tests, a grammaticality judgment test, and a series of debriefing 
questions.   
Adults answered demographic questions through the online study intake form.  They 
came to a laboratory each day to participate, and signed consent forms on the first day of the 
study.  Consent forms and demographic questionnaires were sent home with children and/or their 
parents at the after-school program before the study began, and were returned to the after-school 
program.  Children were pulled out of their after-school programs each day to a table in a quiet 
hallway or school library for the study.  All sessions were audio-recorded to ensure the 
faithfulness of the instruction.  Adults were paid $5 at each of the first six study sessions and $10 
on the last day.  Children chose a small prize (e.g. stickers, pens, etc.) at each of the first six 
sessions, and a larger prize on the last day (a small stuffed animal or Lego figurine). 
Table 19, on the next page, shows an overview of all the study sessions.  Each session 
will be described in greater detail in sections 4.4-4.6 below.  
 
4.4 Day 1: Study explanation, vocabulary list, and PPVT 
On the first day of the study (see Appendix E), the experimenter explained to participants 
that they were going to learn a new language, Sillyspeak.  The adults were also told that the 
study was designed for children age 5-7, which was why the experimental sentences would be 
acted out with toys.  For the children, the experimenter would ask if they knew what it means to 
learn another language.  Nearly all the children were familiar with the TV show Dora the 
Explorer, and knew that Dora speaks Spanish and that Spanish is another language.  After this 
chat, exposure to Sillyspeak began.   
Participants were first taught the four Sillyspeak verbs, accompanied with actions but not 
translation.  Flim ‘hit’ was demonstrated by punching a ball, prag ‘go inside of’ was 
demonstrated by putting the ball inside the cup, mert ‘move’ was demonstrated by rolling the 
ball back and forth on the table, and gern ‘fall’ was demonstrated by dropping the ball onto the 
table.  Participants were asked to repeat each action with the appropriate Sillyspeak word after  
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Session Implicit Condition Explicit Condition 
1 Discussion of what it means to learn 
another language 
Entire list of vocabulary (first verbs with 
gestures, then nouns with objects), 4x 
Discussion of what it means to learn 
another language 
Entire list of vocabulary (first verbs with 
gestures and translation, then nouns with 
objects and translation), 4x 
2 Vocabulary list 
12 Intransitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
12 Transitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
Grammar rules  
6 Intransitive sentences (1-6) 
Vocabulary list 
6 Transitive sentences (1-6) 
3 Vocabulary list 
12 Intransitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
12 Transitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
Grammar rules 
6 Intransitive sentences (7-12) 
Vocabulary list 
6 Transitive sentences (7-12) 
4 Vocabulary list 
12 Intransitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
12 Transitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
Grammar rules 
6 Intransitive sentences (1-6) 
Vocabulary list 
6 Transitive sentences (1-6) 
5 Vocabulary list 
12 Intransitive sentences 
12 Transitive sentences 
12 Intransitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
Grammar rules 
6 Intransitive sentences (7-12) 
6 Transitive sentences (7-12) 
12 Intransitive sentences 
6 Vocabulary list 
12 Transitive sentences 
12 Intransitive sentences 
12 Transitive sentences  
Vocabulary list 
Grammar rules 
12 Transitive sentences 
12 Intransitive sentences 
12 Transitive sentences 
7 Production Test 1 
General grammar GJT 
Production Test 2 
Debriefing 
Production Test 1 
General grammar GJT 
Production Test 2 
Debriefing 
Totals Vocabulary list: 12x 
Transitive Sentences: 6x 
Intransitive Sentences: 6x 
Vocabulary list: 12x 
Grammar rules: 5x 
Transitive sentences: 4x 
Intransitive sentences: 4x 
Table 19: Exposure sessions (bold text in the right-hand column represents differences 
between the explicit condition and the implicit condition) 
 
the experimenter.  Next, the experimenter taught participants the names of all the toys.  Each toy 
was set out on the table in random order, and the participant repeated its name after the 
experimenter.  Note that the words were presented without articles in the vocabulary list.  Some 
have claimed that in L1 acquisition, nouns and articles are learned together as a single unit, 
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which is then split up; Arnon and Ramscar (2011) have also shown that determiner-noun pairings 
are easier for (adult) subjects to learn when the nouns are first presented with the articles, prior to 
presentation without articles.  If words had been presented this way in the current experiment, 
though, there would be no evidence that they consisted of words and articles, as the transitional 
probabilities between the words and the articles would be 100%.  Participants should have 
simply taken the noun-article unit as a single noun.  All subjects should have been equally 
affected by learning single nouns prior to noun-article units. 
 Note also that the vocabulary was presented to all participants without translation on the 
first day.  This was because assignment to the implicit or explicit instruction condition was done 
between the first and second experimental sessions, so that the groups could be balanced for 
PPVT score.  For subjects assigned to the implicit condition, vocabulary exposure continued 
without translation for all the days of the study, but for subjects in the explicit condition, the 
words were presented with translations from day 2-6 to maintain a focus on form rather than 
meaning.   
 After participants had repeated the vocabulary list along with accompanying actions and 
toys four times, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was given.  Adults were told that this was 
for the purpose of balancing the groups, and children were told that since they were learning new 
Sillyspeak words, the experimenters wanted to see how many words they knew in English.   
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (specifically, the PPVT 4A; Dunn & Dunn, 2007) 
is a measure of receptive vocabulary in English designed for use with ages 2-90+.  The test is 
standardized against a sample of 3,500 individuals representative of the U.S. population as a 
whole.  For the present study, it was used as a measure of verbal ability, so that the implicit and 
explicit groups could be balanced for verbal ability.  Each page of the test has four pictures, and 
the subject is asked to touch (children) or say the number of (adults) the picture that best matches 
a word read by the experimenter.  A training item is shown in Figure 15 below. 
The words increase in difficulty as the test continues, and an appropriate starting point for 
each age group is marked in the test booklet.  A subject should make no more than one error 
during the first set of 12 words in order for the set to be considered an appropriate starting set.  If 
the subject makes more than one error during the first set, then the experimenter drops down to 
the next easier set before proceeding to harder sets.  The standard directions include an option to 
start above the recommended age level if a child is presumed to be significantly above average in 
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verbal ability for his/her age.  This option was used with children both to decrease the time 
needed for test administration, and because the schools that participated in the study were good 
public schools and the children did, indeed, frequently score above the average for their age.  
(The test is normed so that 100 is the average scaled score, and the child groups averaged 113 
and 108, which is above average.)  The test ends when the subject makes eight or more errors in 
a single block of 12 words.  For adults, the test started either on the block for age 17-18, or the 
block for ages 19 and up, and followed the same procedure.  The PPVT was administered after 
the first exposure to Sillyspeak because all the participants found at least the end of the PPVT 
difficult, so if the PPVT had been administered first, they may have become discouraged about 
learning the artificial language. 
 
 
Figure 15: Training item from Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).  The first 
practice item shown on this page is “sleeping.” 
 
4.5. Days 2-6: Exposure 
The structure of the study sessions was adapted from Hudson Kam and Newport (2009).  
Hudson Kam and Newport’s (2009) instruction in Sillyspeak was implicit, consisting only of 
exposure to vocabulary and sentences.  The researcher told the subjects that since she did not 
speak the language, she could not answer their questions about the language, such as what 
function the determiner had.  Vocabulary was presented in the first session, sessions 2-6 
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consisted of vocabulary plus an exposure set of 12 intransitive sentences and 12 transitive 
sentences, and the last session was the test session.  The present study mainly followed this 
experimental procedure for the implicit training condition, but made several modifications to 
distinguish the explicit training condition from the implicit training condition.  Table 19 above 
gave an overview of all the experimental sessions, with the modifications to the explicit 
condition presented in bold.  The full procedure for the experiment can be found in Appendices F 
and G).  The 12 intransitive study sentences and 12 transitive study sentences are listed in Tables 
20 and 21 below.   
  
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 
12. Mert melnag ka. The car moves. 
Table 20: Intransitive training sentences (pseudorandom order) 
 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 
12. Flim fumpoga po dilba ka. The bird hits the man. 
Table 21: Transitive training sentences (pseudorandom order) 
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The “short” (intransitive) sentences and the “long” (transitive) sentences were not intermixed.  
Using only these 24 sentences for exposure leaves 75 semantically possible sentences as 
potential novel test items. 
 Implicit instruction condition:  Participants in the implicit instruction condition were 
taught the vocabulary using only toys and motions, without translation.  Sentences were 
presented with the frame, “If you say [sentence], that means [action with toy].”  For instance, the 
sentence mert ferluka po means ‘the girl moves,’ which would be acted out using the toy rather 
than given in English.  Participants were asked to repeat the vocabulary words and the sentences.  
If they misrepeated or forgot part of the sentence, the researcher repeated the correct sentence, 
without giving any information about why the participant’s utterance was incorrect.  Any 
questions asked by participants about the structure of the language were deflected by the 
researcher, who either said that he/she did not know, or that the child could ask the question on 
the last day of the study. 
 Explicit instruction condition: Participants in the explicit instruction condition were 
taught the vocabulary using toys and motions, and English translation.  Following presentation of 
vocabulary, the two grammar rules were explicitly taught, following DeKeyser (1995), de Graaf 
(1997), and Morgan-Short (2007).  The grammar rules were presented to the explicit training 
group using visual cue cards, as shown in Figures 16 and 17 below.  Visual cue cards have been 
shown to be effective for explicitly teaching grammar to children with Specific Language 
Impairment; see Ebbels (2007) for a review of various visual cue systems and evidence of their 
effectiveness.  The two grammar rules presented to the explicit training group were as follows:   
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(1) In English, if you want to say ‘The girl moves,’ you say ‘the girl’ first and 
then you say ‘moves.’  But in Sillyspeak, you say mert first and then you say 
ferluka po.  So you say the action first, and then you say who is doing the action.  
 
 
Figure 16: Visual cue card for word order rule 
 
(2)  If you’re talking about a girl or a woman, you have to use po.  If you’re 
talking about a boy or a man, you have to use ka.  Po is for girls and ka is for 
boys.  We use po for ferluka (girl), nagra (woman), fumpoga (bird), nerk (frog), 
rungmat (ball), and blifin (truck).  We use ka for mernat (boy), dilba (man), ladna 
(turtle), blaga (bear), melnag (car), and flerbit (glass).3 
 
 
Figure 17: Visual cue card for gender marking on articles rule 
 
                                   
3 Hudson Kam and Newport (2009) included a third grammar rule, that transitive verbs required 
two arguments and intransitive verbs required one, but this is partially a property of the natural 
world, not just an arbitrary rule: transitive verbs require two arguments because the events they 
describe involve two participants, not just because a language’s grammar requires it.  
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The study sentences were presented to the explicit group with the frame, “If you want to say ‘the 
girl moves,’ [action with toy], the right way to say it is ‘mert ferluka po.’  Participants were 
asked to repeat the words and sentences, and were corrected if they misrepeat with the frame, 
“No, the right way to say it is [sentence].”  If participants asked questions about the structure of 
the language, the researcher answered them if the answer was part of the explicit rule 
presentation, and otherwise deflected the questions as with the implicit group.  The explicit 
group had the grammar rules presented in sessions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, replacing two exposures to 
the transitive sentences and two exposures to the intransitive sentences.  The remaining sentences 
were divided among the days, as was shown in Table 19 above. 
To summarize the differences between the two conditions, the explicit group heard 
grammar rules each day instead of two total passes through the exposure sentences, and the 
instructions were phrased differently for the two groups, with the implicit instructions focusing 
on meaning and the explicit instructions changing the focus from meaning to correctness through 
the use of translation.  Aside from these modifications, the groups received the same treatment, 
including 12 exposures to the vocabulary list and 4-6 exposures to 12 transitive and 12 
intransitive sentences.   
 
4.6 Day 7: Testing 
Participants were tested individually in the 7th session, completing a production test 
tapping implicit knowledge of grammatical gender marking and word order, a second production 
test tapping explicit knowledge of the same structures and a grammaticality judgment test (GJT) 
also tapping explicit knowledge.  The study ended with a series of debriefing questions. 
4.6.1 Selection of test words 
Procedure: Participants were first asked to name as many toys as they could.  The toys 
they were able to name were selected for the test set.  For the adults, the test set had the 
constraints that at least two of the three items truck, car, and cup must be part of the set since 
those are the items that other items can semantically fit inside, and that the test set must contain 
at least a male person, a female person, a masculine inanimate object, and a feminine inanimate 
object.  This was not possible for the children since they remembered fewer words.  For the 
children, the test set was constructed using at least one item that other items could semantically 
fit inside, and at least one feminine and one masculine item.  For both adults and children, the 
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experimenter supplied the name of just one or two toys if needed to complete a valid test set.  
Two children (one in the implicit training group and one in the explicit training group) did not 
remember the names of any toys, and these children did not participate in the production tests.  
One additional child in the implicit training group refused to participate in the explicit production 
test, so his results were also dropped from the implicit production test. 
Results: Adults tended to remember the names of 10-11 of the toys, as shown in Figure 
18 below, but children remembered only 5-6 of the toys on average.  Adults remembered more 
words than children, F(1,76)=67.973, p < .01, but there was no effect of training, p > .10.  There 
was a marginally significant interaction between age group and training, F(1,76)=3.75, p = .056.  
Adults remembered about one more word under explicit than implicit training, and children 
remembered about one more word under implicit than explicit training.  But, the interaction did 
not reach significance. 
Importantly, number of words known was positively related to the other production test 
measures (word order and article correctness) for all groups.  This means that participants who 
remembered more words did better on the production tests.  Since participants were tested on 
only (and all) the words they knew, the production test could have ostensibly been easier for 
those participants who were tested on fewer words.  This was not the case; rather, those 
participants who were successful at remembering vocabulary (and therefore tested on more 
vocabulary words) were also successful at learning morphosyntax. 
 
 





















4.6.2 Production tests  
Implicit production test: The first production test was an implicit sentence production 
test, following Hudson Kam and Newport (2009)4.  Pilot testing revealed that children were 
much more reluctant than adults to try to say novel sentences, so all the children in the 
experiment were “warmed up” by practicing the four verbs (which they, nevertheless, often 
failed to produce) and by practicing four sentences from the list of studied sentences, one for 
each verb.  Adults were not warmed up.   
During the production test, the researcher acted out novel events using the toys in the test 
set.  After each event, the participant was asked to say the whole sentence in Sillyspeak.  For 
adults, the researcher acted out 12 novel sentences using the test set of toys.  For the children, 
only 5-8 sentences were depicted, so that both production tasks could be completed before the 
children’s attention spans gave out.  The implicit production test is time-pressured (because it is 
oral), does not encourage the use of rules or metalinguistic knowledge, and is meaning-focused, 
matching R. Ellis’s (2005) design factors for tasks tapping implicit knowledge. 
Explicit production test: A second, more explicit production test was completed directly 
after the first, more implicit production test.  Subjects in both conditions had their attention 
called to both word order and the determiners: “Now we’re going to do those same sentences 
again, but this time I want you to pay attention to two things.  First, make sure you’re saying the 
words in the right order for Sillyspeak.  Second, make sure you say po or ka after every toy.  
Take your time and go slowly so you can think about the word order and think about whether 
you want to say po or ka.”  Since this test introduced rules and metalinguistic knowledge to the 
same production test and removed the time pressure, it provides the closest possible comparison 
with the implicit production test, maintaining the same level of difficulty but tapping more 
explicit knowledge.   
The focus is on the difference in scores between tasks for each experimental group, rather 
than the raw scores on the test.  Because of this, the fact that the implicit production test serves 
as something of a warmup for the explicit production test is unimportant; all participants 
completed the tests in the same order, so the order of testing should affect all participants 
                                   
4 Hudson Kam and Newport (2009), being interested only in noun phrases, gave the children the 
verb (first word) of the sentence.  Since the present study was also interested in word order, 
participants were not given the first word of the sentence.   
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equally.  Although the “warmup effect” of doing the explicit instruction test second may cause 
all participants to improve on the explicit production test, we may still find interactions between 
age and/or instruction condition and test (i.e., the adults or the explicitly instructed groups may 
improve more from the implicit to the explicit production test.)  
Analysis—Word order:  Many participants produced complete sentences, but it was also 
common for participants to produce incomplete sentences.  Sentences were scored for word order 
if they contained at least two words, including either a verb or an article.  (Sentences containing 
only nouns could have had correct word order based on the semantic order of the event rather 
than the grammatical rules of Sillyspeak; for instance, hitting is an event where first one 
character hits, and then another gets hit.)  Scoring was done on an “errorfree” basis; if no words 
were out of order, the participant was given one point for having produced correct word order 
(even if there were missing words in the sentence).  If any words were out of order, the response 
received zero points.  Table 22 below shows scoring for several possible sample answers.  Nerk 
nagra is not scored for word order because it contains only nouns.  The sentences above nerk 
nagra do not include any errors in word order, while the sentences after nerk nagra include 
errors such as saying determiners before nouns, or failing to put the verb first.  A percentage 
score was calculated for each participant for each test, by dividing the number of sentences with 
correct word order by the total number of scored sentences. 
 
 Target sentence:  
Flim nerk po  nagra   po 
hits   frog  the  woman the 
‘The frog hits the woman’ 
Scoring: 
Sample answers 
Flim nerk po nagra po. correct word order 
Nerk po nagra po. correct word order 
Nerk nagra po. correct word order 
Flim nagra po. correct word order 
Nerk nagra. not scored 
Nerk po flim nagra po. incorrect word order 
Flim nagra po nerk po. incorrect word order 
Flim po nerk po nagra. incorrect word order 
Table 22: Sample scoring for word order 
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Results—Word order: All groups did fairly well with production of word order, as shown 
in Figure 19 below.  Children produced 70-85% of sentences with correct word order, whereas 
adults produced 90%-100% of sentences with correct word order.  There was a significant effect 
of age group, F(1,73)=12.706, p < .01, since adults were more accurate than children, and a 
significant effect of test, F(1,73)=4.198, p < .05, since all groups were slightly more accurate on 
the explicit production test, but no effect of training and no interactions.  
 
 
Figure 19: Accuracy of word order production 
 
Analysis—Article production: For each noun produced by a participant, the article was 
scored for correctness: correct articles were given 1 point, incorrect articles (po where ka would 
be required or vice-versa) were given 0 points, and if no article was produced, 0 points were 
assigned.  A few participants occasionally produced blends of the articles (mostly *ko), which 
were very rare and therefore excluded from analysis.  The dependent variable was the number of 
correct articles produced, out of the total number of nouns produced.   
Results—Article production: Adults produced correct articles 80-90% of the time, 
whereas children produced correct articles 50-80% of the time, as shown in Figure 20 below.  
Additionally, all groups improved on article production when given more explicit instructions for 
the second production test (“make sure you say po or ka after every toy.”)  There was a 
significant effect of age group, F(1,73)=13.639, p < .01, with adults being more accurate than 
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the explicit production test than the implicit production test, but no effect of training and no 
interactions.   
 
Figure 20: Accuracy of article production 
 
The difference in article correctness between children and adults was largely caused by 
children’s greater tendency to omit articles.  Figure 21 below shows that during Test 1 (the 
implicit production test), the Child-Implicit group produced roughly half correct articles, and 
omitted articles about half the time.  The Child-Explicit group also omitted articles almost a 
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Figure 21: Implicit production test: article production 
But in Test 2 (the explicit production test; Figure 22), both groups omitted fewer articles and 
produced more correct articles.   
 
Figure 22: Explicit production test: article production 
 
Results: Error analysis for article production: Another way to look at article production is 
to examine not the correctness of articles as compared to all the nouns produced, but just the 
correctness of the articles that were produced, excluding the nouns with no articles.  When 
participants are unsure of an article, they may choose to produce no article rather than just 
























































nevertheless, the children did not always produce articles even on the explicit production test.)  
Articles were omitted more often by children than by adults, and more often by implicitly 
instructed participants than explicitly instructed participants.   
Perhaps learners who are less focused on form will tend to undergenerate articles rather 
than actually making errors.  Learners who are more aware of form will be more aware that all 
nouns have articles, and may therefore choose to guess rather than omitting the article.  Memory 
load may also be a factor here.  Young L1-learning children use telegraphic speech, 
preferentially producing content words and ignoring function words when they are only capable 
of producing a few words at a time.  Sillyspeak articles carry no independent semantic meaning 
and were commonly omitted. 
 Interestingly, when counting just the articles produced, the quantitative difference 
between children and adults disappears—children and adults were both quite accurate, producing 
85-96% correct articles.   Table 23 below shows this and also shows that there was no clear 
dominance of either masculine or feminine gender as a default in Sillyspeak, unlike natural 
languages such as Spanish, where masculine is the default.  This could be because the exposure 
to Sillyspeak articles was exactly 50% po and 50% ka.     
 
 Production Test 1 
(Implicit) 


















































Average 90% 94% 88% 90% 90% 
Table 23: Correctness out of instances where an article was produced 
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Figure 23 below shows that the lack of a default gender was true not only for the groups as a 
whole, but also for individual subjects.  Only a few subjects used po or (more rarely) ka as a 
default.  Most subjects produced both po and ka. 
 
 
Figure 23: Most subjects produced both po and ka 
 
Table 24 below shows that there was also no advantage for human words (‘girl,’ ‘boy,’ ‘man,’ 
and ‘woman’) in accuracy of gender marking.  This is unexpected since for the humans, 
biological gender coincides with grammatical gender.   
  
 Production Test 1 (Implicit) Production Test 2 (Explicit) 





























































Average 92% 90% 94% 86% 88% 90% 90% 




























po & ka 
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Finally, Figure 24 below shows that between a quarter and half of the subjects in each group 
made no gender errors at all under the criterion used for the error analysis, which, again, is the 
number of correct articles out of the total number of articles produced.   
 
 
Figure 24: Percentage of subjects who made no gender errors vs. who made gender errors 
 
4.6.3 Grammaticality Judgment Test (GJT) 
A GJT was used to test the two grammar rules governing the language: VSO word order 
and gender marking on articles.  Table 25 below shows the sentences for the grammaticality 
judgment task.  The first eight sentences test word order, and the last eight sentences test gender 
violations on articles.  Each of the ungrammatical word order sentences uses English SVO word 
order, and each of the ungrammatical article sentences has all incorrect articles.  In Table 25 the 
sentences are listed directly next to their minimally different sentences, but during the 
experiment the sentences were presented in pseudorandom order such that they never occurred 
directly next to their minimally different versions. 
Participants were asked to judge the grammaticality of these 16 sentences on a scale 
consisting of a happy face (marked 1) and a sad face (marked 0).  They were instructed to choose 
the happy face if the sentence sounded exactly like Sillyspeak, and the sad face if the sentence 
sounded different from Sillyspeak in any way.  They were also told to “think whether the 
sentence sounds correct,” to “use any rules you remember (explicit condition)/ have figured out 
(implicit condition) about Sillyspeak,” and to “take as long as you want to judge the sentence.”  
Two practice sentences were said by the researcher: Gern rungmat po, ‘the ball falls,’ which was 
























sentence (including two determiners instead of one, and placing them before the noun rather than 
after the noun).  Almost all participants judged the practice sentences correctly, and the 
researcher gave feedback on their answers.  After the practice sentences, researchers reacted 
positively to the rest of the subject’s answers whether they were correct or incorrect.  The test 
sentences were recordings of a speaker who was different from the two researchers, and were 
played off a laptop one by one.  Sound files were played again whenever participants requested 
it.  This test taps explicit knowledge, because it encourages the use of rules and metalinguistic 
knowledge, and is non-time-pressured. 
 
1a. Mert rungmat po.  The ball moves. 
1b. *Po rungmat mert.  The ball moves. (English word order) 
2a. Gern melnag ka.  The car falls. 
2b. *Ka melnag gern.  The car falls. (English word order) 
3a.  Flim dilba ka fumpoga po.  The man hits the bird.  
3b. *Ka dilba flim po fumpoga.  The man hits the bird. (English word order). 
4a. Prag ferluka po blifin po. The girl goes inside the truck. 
4b. *Po ferluka prag po blifin. The girl goes inside the truck. (English word order) 
5a. Mert blaga ka.  The bear moves. 
5b. *Mert blaga po.  The bear moves (Incorrect determiner). 
6a. Gern ferluka po.  The girl falls. 
6b. *Gern ferluka ka.  The girl falls (Incorrect determiner). 
7a. Flim nagra po mernat ka.  The woman hits the boy. 
7b. *Flim nagra ka mernat po.  The woman hits the boy (Both determiners incorrect). 
8a. Prag ladna ka flerbit ka.  The turtle goes inside the cup. 
8b. *Prag ladna po flerbit po.  The turtle goes inside the cup (Both determiners incorrect). 
Table 25: Sentences for GJT 
 
Analysis—Grammaticality judgment task:  The grammaticality judgment task was scored 
by averaging subjects’ ratings of the eight grammatical sentences, of the four sentences with 
article violations, and of the four sentences with word order violations, separately. “Nativelike” 
performance would be a rating of 1 for grammatical sentences and a rating of 0 for both types of 
ungrammatical sentences.  Subjects in all groups were able to distinguish grammatical from 
ungrammatical sentences.  All subject groups were good at accepting grammatical sentences and 
excellent at rejecting word order violations, with less consistent performance on rejecting article 
violations, as shown in Figure 25 below. 
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There was a significant effect of grammaticality, F(1,76)=842.733, p < .01, since 
grammatical sentences were rated higher than ungrammatical sentences, and a significant effect 
of structure, F(1,76)=50.451, p < .01, since overall, sentences testing articles were rated more 
highly than sentences testing word order.  There was also a significant interaction of 
grammaticality * age group, F(1,76)=17.051, p < .01, since adults distinguished between 
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences more strongly than children; and a significant 
interaction of structure * grammaticality, since grammaticality affected ratings of sentences 
testing word order more strongly than it affected ratings of sentences testing articles.  There was 
no significant effect of age group (alone) or training group. 
 
 
Figure 25: Ratings on grammaticality judgment task 
 
4.6.4. Debriefing 
Background—debriefing: While there is extensive literature on the role of attention and 
noticing in SLA, the full discussion of these factors is outside the scope of this dissertation (see 
Leow, in press, for a brief overview of the issue.)  The motivation for including measures of 
noticing of grammatical patterns in the present study comes, rather, from the fact that adult 
participants have a tendency to figure out grammatical rules even when placed in “implicit” 
learning conditions (or, vice versa, to fail to develop error-seeking strategies even when 
explicitly taught rules, although this is less common.)  This tendency is familiar to researchers 





















or as a partial failure of the instructional design to sufficiently differentiate the groups 
(DeKeyser, 1995:398): 
 
It appears, then, that whereas the inductive/deductive distinction was experienced 
by the subjects as intended, the implicit/explicit distinction was sometimes 
overridden by their learning strategies. Difficulties in making subjects stick to the 
implicit and explicit strategies by means of instructional set have also been 
reported by Reber (personal communication, May 1993). In all likelihood, the 
difference between the two treatment groups would have been even larger if the 
subjects' strategies had been more in line with the intended treatments. 
 
Despite this uncertainty about the effects of experimental conditions on subjects’ individual 
experience of the study, it is common for studies on implicit vs. explicit instruction to lack 
formal debriefing procedures (e.g. Sanz & Morgan-Short, 2004) or, even when debriefing data 
have been collected, to fail to report this in publication (e.g. Morgan-Short 2007 includes a 
lengthy debriefing questionnaire as an appendix, but results of this questionnaire are not reported 
either in Morgan-Short, 2007, or Morgan-Short et al., 2010.  The debriefing results have been 
reported only in a conference presentation: Morgan-Short, Faretta, Sanz, Steinhauer, & Ullman, 
2009).  If any claims about implicit vs. explicit learning are to be made, it is vital to include 
some sort of measure of how subjects actually experienced different instructional conditions.  It 
seems preferable to gauge the learning experiences of subjects, however imperfectly, rather than 
simply avoiding claims about learning and restricting claims to instruction, as many studies have 
done. 
There is a history in more applied branches of SLA of distinguishing subjects’ noticing of 
grammatical rules using the categories no report, noticing, and understanding.  The importance 
of whether subjects notice grammatical structures stems primarily from Schmidt’s (1990) 
Noticing Hypothesis.  Briefly, the hypothesis posits that “subliminal language learning is 
impossible, and that noticing is the necessary and sufficient condition for converting input to 
intake” (Schmidt, 1990:129).  In other words, the learner’s linguistic system is constructed only 
out of that input which is consciously noticed by the learner.  Schmidt does not deny the 
existence of implicit learning, but reduces the role of implicit learning to “the gradual 
accumulation of associations between frequently co-occurring features” (ibid.:149), rather than 
creating the kind of abstract rule system presumed to underlie native language knowledge.   
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Schmidt distills out of a literature reaching back to the nineteenth century three important 
levels of awareness: perception, noticing, and understanding.  Perception may be subliminal, and 
is often labeled “no report” in research studies (e.g. Rosa & Leow, 2004).  Noticing may be 
operationalized as availability for verbal report, provided that the verbal report is conducted 
either during or immediately after the verbal activity (ibid.:132).  Understanding includes 
metacognitive functions such as analysis, comparison to what has been noticed on other 
occasions, and problem solving. 
Interestingly, Schmidt limits his hypothesis to adult language learning (“because virtually 
all the research I will cite is based on adult learning;” ibid.:139), but also comments on 
applicability of the hypothesis to children.  His explanation of children’s superiority at incidental 
language learning is that children notice redundant linguistic information even when the task 
does not require noticing—in other words, that children cannot stop noticing, whereas adults are 
poorer at noticing (or better at only selectively noticing) linguistic information (ibid.:144-145).  
If this is the case, then studies looking at differences between children and adults in language 
learning should not minimize the phenomenon of “switching instructional conditions” as a 
failure of sufficient differentiation of instructional conditions, but rather should describe how 
prevalent switching conditions is for both children and adults.  I will attempt to do so below. 
Debriefing procedure: During the debriefing, the participants were asked several 
questions about learning Sillyspeak.  The adults additionally completed a think-aloud task, which 
was not done with the children because the younger children had not yet learned to read.  Adults 
were asked the following questions: 
 Did you think it was hard to learn Sillyspeak? 
What was hard about it? 
Did it remind you of another foreign language you’ve learned? 
 Were you looking for rules or patterns in the sentences? 
 Did you find any rules?  If so, what were they? (Implicit condition) 
 Did the rules help you figure out the sentences? (Explicit condition) 
 Do you remember the rules?  What were they?  (Explicit condition) 
Were you worried about making mistakes when you said the sentences out loud  
during the test?  (This question was included to gauge learners’ focus on correctness.) 
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Following these questions, the adults were asked to do a think-aloud task while reading 
Sillyspeak sentences.  First, they were given directions about what thinking aloud is, and 
examples of things they might have thought during the experiment (e.g. “blaga starts with B, like 
“bear”).  Then they completed a practice task which consisted of two two-digit addition 
problems with carrying.  Once they were familiar with the process of thinking aloud, the adults 
were told to imagine that they were still in the experiment and were learning a new word, misna, 
which corresponded to a toy elephant.  They then read five sentences using the new word, which 
were presented one at a time on paper.  They were told to say the sentences out loud and say 
everything they were thinking about the sentences.  All of the stimulus sentences for the think-
aloud are grammatical, except that sentence 4 has a gender error on the article for misna 
(assuming that misna takes po, since it does in the first three sentences.) 
1. Mert misna po. 
2. Gern misna po. 
3. Flim blifin po misna po. 
4. Prag misna ka flerbit ka. 
5. Flim fumpoga po misna po. 
Following the think-aloud, the participants were told that they were done with the study and the 
participants in the implicit group were shown the cue cards and told about the rules.   
 Think-aloud protocols have been used with children, but their use has mainly been 
limited to nonverbal tasks, such as card matching or subtraction problems, rather than linguistic 
tasks (Bowles, 2010).  Since the last session already approached the limits of the children’s 
attention span, the debriefing process was shortened for the children.  Children were asked the 
following questions: 
 Did you think it was hard to learn Sillyspeak? 
Do you have any tips or advice for the next kids that are going to learn Sillyspeak? 
Did you figure out any rules about Sillyspeak? (If yes) What were they? (Implicit 
condition) 
Can you tell me the two rules you learned about Sillyspeak? (Explicit condition) 
(Choose an item the child got right) For this toy you said fumpoga po and not fumpoga 
ka, and that’s right.  Why is it fumpoga po and not fumpoga ka? 
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What do you think po and ka mean? 
At this point, the children were shown a grandfather doll that was not part of the toy set for the 
experiment.  They were then asked: 
Here’s a new toy, he is called misna.  Do you think we would say misna po or misna ka?  
Why? 
Results—Debriefing: Data from the debriefing task will be represented in two different ways: by 
numerical score, and by categorizing the subjects as no report, noticing, or understanding the 
grammar rules.  In order to capture the debriefing as a whole (avoiding the issue of debriefing 
information being collected, but not fully reported, as described above), a total score for the 
debriefing out of ten possible points was calculated.  The debriefing was scored differently for 
children and adults because they had been asked different questions.  The questions asked in the 
debriefing are reproduced in Table 26 below for reference.   
 
Child questions 
Did you think it was hard to learn Sillyspeak?  
What was hard about it? 
Do you have any tips or advice for the next 
kids that are going to learn Sillyspeak? 
Did you figure out any rules about Sillyspeak? 
(If yes) What were they? 
Can you tell me the two rules you learned 
about Sillyspeak? (Explicit condition) 
(Choose an item the child got right) For this 
toy you said fumpoga po and not fumpoga ka, 
and that’s right.  Why is it fumpoga po and not 
fumpoga ka? 
What do you think po and ka mean? 
 
Here’s a new toy, called misna.  Do you think 
we would say misna po or misna ka?  Why? 
Adult questions 
Did you think it was hard to learn Sillyspeak? 
What was hard about it? 
Did it remind you of another foreign language 
you’ve learned? 
Were you looking for rules or patterns in the 
sentences? 
Did you find any rules?  If so, what were they? 
(Implicit condition) 
Did the rules help you figure out the sentences? 
What were the rules? (Explicit condition) 
Were you worried about making mistakes 
when you said the sentences out loud  
during the test?  (gauges focus on correctness) 
 
(Directions for think-aloud given) 
 
Table 26: Debriefing questions 
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 Think-aloud stimuli, presented on paper 
1. Mert misna po. 
2. Gern misna po. 
3. Flim blifin po misna po. 
4. Prag misna *ka flerbit ka. 
5. Flim fumpoga po misna po. 
Table 26 (cont.): Debriefing questions 
 Each of the features listed in Table 27 below was counted as one point towards the 
development of awareness.  These statements represent ways in which subjects showed their 
explicit knowledge of the grammar rules of Sillyspeak.  For (1), many adults mentioned po and 
ka spontaneously when asked what was hard about Sillyspeak.  Few children mentioned this; 
rather, many of them mentioned that the long sentences were hard, which is less metalinguistic in 
nature.  For (2)-(5), many participants in the explicit condition stated the rules by themselves.  
Those that stated the rules when asked leading questions such as “what was the rule about po and 
ka?” were coded as having stated the rule, but not unprompted.  The rationale for this is that 
participants who stated the rules independently would have been more focused on the rules as an 
essential part of the Sillyspeak learning process.  Features (6)-(10) for children refer to the 
child’s ability to state a rule for gender and generalize this rule to new instances.  Features (6)- 
Children Adults 
1. Metalinguistic comment in the first few 
questions 
1. Metalinguistic comment in the first few 
questions 
2. States word order rule 2. States word order rule 
3. States word order rule unprompted 3. States word order rule unprompted 
4. States po/ka rule 4. States po/ka rule 
5. State po/ka rule unprompted 5. State po/ka rule unprompted 
6. Explains po/ka for known toy as because it’s 
a girl/boy 
6. Worried about making mistakes during test 
(orientation to form) 
7. Po means girl, ka means boy 7. Notice that misna takes po 
8. Misna should go with ka 8. Misna takes po because it’s a girl 
9. Misna gets ka because he’s a boy 
9. Misna takes ka in the fourth sentence of the 
think-aloud 
10. “Sounds right” or semantic explanation for 
po or ka anytime during debriefing 
10. Explanation for why misna takes ka 
Table 26: Scoring for debriefing 
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(10) for adults refer to the adult’s focus on correctness and noticing of gender and gender errors 
during a think-aloud task.   
In retrospect, it would have been interesting to compare the children and adults directly 
using this think-aloud task.  Think-alouds were not done with children since the last session was 
already quite taxing on their attention spans, and since many of the children could not read.  
Presenting the stimulus sentences for the think-aloud aurally for both children and adults would 
be one way to solve this problem, and would be interesting to address in future research. 
Figure 26 on the next page displays the distribution of the scores on this measure for each 
of the four groups.  The Child-Implicit group clusters on the low end of the awareness scale, 
while the Adult-Explicit group clusters on the high end of the scale.  The Child-Explicit group 
and Adult-Implicit groups show a greater range of scores.   
In the Child-Explicit group, two children were low outliers who failed to remember the 
rules, and did not generalize the rule for gender to the new toy presented during debriefing (a 
grandfather).  Both of these subjects were young boys in kindergarten with average PPVT scores, 
no foreign language experience, and highly educated parents.  One of them performed extremely 
well on the production tests and GJT (92% overall correctness; see section 4.7 for how this was 
calculated), but the other performed poorly (56% overall correctness; the average for this group 
was 79% overall correctness).  The child who performed well may have simply been chunking 
the nouns and articles together. 
The rest of the children clustered around the four-eight range of the scale.  Those nearer 
to eight (all of whom were at least six years old) had no trouble stating the rules and generalizing 
them to a new case; those closer to four (the majority of whom were five years old) struggled a 
bit with remembering a rule or with generalizing to a new case.   
The Adult-Implicit group5 shows something of a bimodal distribution, with a group of 
subjects clustering around two-three, like the Child-Implicit group, and another group clustering 
around six-seven, like the Child-Explicit group.  The lower group of Adult-Implicit subjects all 
noticed that there was some sort of pattern going on with po and ka (see the next section on  
                                   
5 The Adult-Implicit group distribution only includes data from 19 subjects, because one subject 
was not recorded due to experimenter error.  The error was discovered soon after the session and 
the experimenter reported that the subject understood the grammar rules (“U” category), but 
since the subject’s answers to the debriefing questions were not available, he was not given a 
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noticing and understanding), but could not determine what it was or formed an incorrect 
hypothesis; for instance, that po vs. ka was determined by the verb.  The higher group of Adult-
Implicit subjects correctly determined that po and ka were gender markers, on the basis of either 
noticing that both male dolls and both female dolls shared a determiner, or by analogy to a 
previously studied foreign language that had grammatical gender, or both.  The Adult-Explicit 
group clusters at the high end of the scale.   
Statistically, both age group and training had significant effects on numerical awareness 
score (F(1,75)=42.773, p < .01, and F(1,75=72.687, p < .01 respectively).  There was no 
interaction between age group and training, p = .68.  So, adulthood increased awareness in both 
training groups, and explicit training increased awareness in both age groups. 
In addition to the numerical awareness score, each subject was categorized as “no report” 
(NR), “noticing” (N), or “understanding” (U), following Rosa and O’Neil (1999).  In order to be 
categorized as “no report,” the subject had to make no reference to either word order or po and 
ka during the debriefing (excepting the answer to the question “would we call him misna po or 
misna ka?” for children, since the question forced the children to focus on po and ka).  In order 
to be classified as “noticing,” the subject had to mention po and ka or word order, but not 
formulate a correct rule explaining them.  In order to be classified as “understanding,” the 
subject had to formulate correct rules; in the case of po and ka, the rule had to correctly refer to 
gender, not to an incorrect cue such as the verb or the color of the toy.   
Figure 27 below shows that the numerical and categorical scores are highly correlated (r 
= .83, p < .01), so we can consider both rating systems to be measuring the same construct.  
There is some overlap between categorical scores around the 1-2 range and the 4-7 range of the 




Figure 27: Correlation between numerical and categorical awareness scores 
 
Figure 28 below shows the number of participants in each group who fell into each 
category of awareness.  Two thirds of the children in the Child-Implicit group fell into the “no 
report” category, but one third did notice the grammatical structures.  No participants in the 
Child-Implicit group had awareness of the structures at the level of understanding.  Most of the 
children in the Child-Explicit group were aware of the grammatical rules at the level of 
understanding.  In the Adult-Implicit group, slightly more than half of the adults noticed the 
structures, and slightly less than half had awareness at the level of understanding.  No adults fell 
into the “no report” category.  All the participants in the Adult-Explicit group had awareness at 
the level of understanding of the structures.  In other words, adults “switched conditions” from 
implicit to explicit by developing knowledge that they were not given, but the reverse was not 













































Figure 28: Number of participants in each awareness category 
 
Statistically, there was a significant association between age group and category of 
noticing (no report, noticing, or understanding), χ2(2) = 20.005, p < .01.  Adults were more likely 
to reach the level of understanding the grammatical rules, and children were less likely to reach 
the level of understanding (see Table 28 below).  There was an even stronger association 
between instruction condition and category of noticing, χ2(2) = 42.899, p < .01.  Participants in 
the explicit condition reached higher levels of understanding than participants in the implicit 
condition (see Table 29 below).   
Effect size for 2x3 chi-squared tests is calculated using Cramer’s V (Larson-Hall, 2010).  
0.1 is considered a small effect size, 0.3 a medium effect size, and 0.5 a large effect size.  The 
effect size of age was 0.12, a small effect, while the effect of instruction was 0.27, also a small 
effect but nearly a medium effect.  In any case, instruction had a larger effect than age on 
categorical level of noticing. 



















Total 16 19 45  


















































Total 16 19 45  
Table 28: 2x3 Chi-squared test for instruction group and categorical awareness level 
 
In order to give a qualitative impression of subject awareness, sample comments from 
subjects are transcribed in Table 30 on the next two pages. 
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No Report (E = experimenter, S = Subject) 
Child-
Implicit 
E: Did you figure out any rules about Sillyspeak? 
S: Yes.  If you get some wrong, it doesn’t really matter. 
E: Here’s a new toy; it’s called misna.  Do you think we would say misna 
po or misna ka? 
S: Misna, cause you said that was his name so we should call him that. 
Child-
Explicit 
E: Can you tell me the rules you learned about Sillyspeak? 
S: You should follow the rules. 
E: Here’s a new toy; it’s called misna.  Do you think we would say misna 
po or misna ka? 
S: Misna ka. 
E: Why? 




E: Did you figure out any rules about Sillyspeak? 
S: Yeah, not that much but I think I figured out one.  Sillyspeak po and ka, 
I don't know if they have a difference or not, but they come with the word 
in front of it, and that's what it sounds like. 
E: Why do you think we called this toy fumpoga po and not fumpoga ka? 
S: Fumpoga ka doesn't make that much sense, it doesn't sound like it. 
Child-
Explicit 
E: What do you think po and ka mean? 
S: Because ka is a boy and po is girl. 
E: Here’s a new toy; it’s called misna.  Do you think we would say misna 
po or misna ka? 
S: Po.        (Incorrect; note that the subject said above that ka is masculine) 
E: Why po? 
S: Because he’s a grandpa. 





E: Were you looking for rules or patterns in the sentences? 
S: Not really, but I noticed them. 
E: What did you notice?   




E: Can you tell me the two rules we learned about Sillyspeak? 
S: You say the action and then you say the toy, and then, uh, po is for girls 
and ka is for boys. 
E: Here’s a new toy; it’s called misna.  Do you think we would say misna 
po or misna ka? 
S: Misna ka, cause he’s a boy. 
Adult-
Implicit 
E: What was hard about learning Sillyspeak? 
S: The whole po/ka thing, and the verb comes before the object so that 
was different than English, but not so hard. 
E: Were you looking for rules or patterns in the sentences? 
S: Yeah, with the po and ka, the two girls were po and the boys were ka. 
Adult-
Explicit 
E: Can you tell me the two rules you learned about Sillyspeak? 
S: The first rule was in English you say subject then verb, but in 
Sillyspeak the verb and then the subject.  Second rule, you use po with 
girls and then ka with boys. 
[Subject reads the sentence Prag misna *ka flerbit ka, ‘The elephant goes 
inside the cup’] 
S: The elephant is going into, well that is wrong, now it's a boy, so maybe 
it's a different elephant, and it's going into the cup which is correctly a 
known male. 




4.7 Further analyses 
 In order to simplify the dependent variable “performance” so that it could be more easily 
compared to age and to awareness, a total performance score for the production tasks and GJT 
together was calculated as follows: an average was taken of percentage of word order correctness 
on the implicit production test, percentage of word order correctness on the explicit production 
test, percentage of correct articles on the implicit production test (using the correct articles out of 
total nouns criterion), percentage of correct articles on the explicit production test (using the 
same criterion), percentage of grammatical items rated correctly on the GJT, and percentage of 
ungrammatical items rated correctly on the GJT.  This yielded a total percentage score.  Scores 
ranged from 43% to 98% for the children, and from 54% to 100% for the adults.  Means and 
standard deviations are shown in Figure 29 below. 
 
 
Figure 29: Total performance score by group 
 
4.7.1. Relationship of awareness to performance 
 The third research question asked whether greater awareness of the grammatical 
structures of an artificial mini-language was associated with higher performance for children, 
and for adults.  Numerical awareness scores were compared to total performance scores, as seen 
in the four scatterplots in Figure 30 below.  The correlation between awareness and scores was 
only significant for the Adult-Implicit group.  However, all the groups had positive correlations 





















Correlations for implicit groups were stronger than correlations for explicit groups, and 




Figure 30: Correlations between numerical awareness score and total performance score 
 
For the Child-Implicit and Adult-Explicit groups, this is probably because of ceiling and 
floor effects: the Child-Implicit group all had low awareness scores, and the Adult-Explicit group 
all had high awareness scores as well as high total performance scores.  For the Adult-Implicit 
group, higher awareness was significantly associated with higher performance.  This was not the 
case for the Child-Explicit group.  Since the debriefing measures differed between the adults and 
children, it is possible that the adult measures were better measures of the full range of 
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These correlations were done with numerical awareness scores rather than categorical 
awareness levels simply because there is more variation in the 1-10 scale than the no 
report/noticing/understanding scale.  For the sake of comparison, the correlations between 
categorical noticing level (converted to 0, 1, 2) and total performance score were 0.42* for the 
Child-Implicit group, 0.21 for the Child-Explicit group, 0.49* for the Adult-Implicit group, and 
no correlation was possible for the Adult-Explicit group since they all reached the level of 
understanding the structures.  For implicit groups, self-generated awareness is associated with 
total performance; for explicit groups, whose range of awareness scores is boosted by the explicit 
instruction (and therefore tends to contain less total variation), awareness is not significantly 
related to higher performance. 
4.7.2 Relationship of within-group age to total performance   
The last research question asked whether there were within-group age-related differences 
in total performance score, and in awareness.  First, total performance scores were compared to 
age.  The general pattern in SLA literature is that for naturalistic learners, younger Age of 
Acquisition (AoA) is associated with higher ultimate attainment, but for instructed learners, older 
AoA is associated with higher ultimate attainment.  Even though the participants surely could 
have progressed further with Sillyspeak had they been given more time, it is interesting to see 
how age related to performance within this short study.  This is shown in Figure 31 below.   
For both child groups, age was positively related to total performance, but this correlation 
did not reach significance.  For both adult groups, age was negatively related to total 
performance.  This correlation reached significance only for the Adult-Explicit group.  Though 
the adult subjects were not evenly distributed among age groups, which makes this data less 
meaningful, the finding that adult performance under explicit instruction declines with age is 





Figure 31: Relationship between age and total performance score 
 
4.7.3 Relationship of within-group age to awareness 
Finally, within-group age was compared to numerical awareness score (see Figure 32 below).  
Numerical awareness score was significantly correlated with age for the Child-Explicit group, r = 
.61, p < .01, but not for the Child-Implicit group, r = -.11, p = .33.  Age was also significantly 
negatively correlated with awareness for the Adult-Implicit group, r = -.42, p = .05, but not for 
the Adult-Explicit group, r = .13, p > .10.  This seems to be because of floor effects in the Child-
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Figure 32: Correlations between age and awareness 
 
4.8. Discussion 
 By assigning children and adults to controlled instructional conditions, this study was 
able to tease apart the effects of age from the effects of instruction.  The groups were balanced 
for many variables, including age, gender, PPVT score, foreign language experience, education, 
and grade or degree year, so that the different instruction conditions were the only major 
difference between them. 
 First, the study asked how implicit vs. explicit instruction affected children’s and adult’s 
learning of an artificial mini-language.  Four different measures of performance (number of 
words learned, production of word order on implicit and explicit production tests, production of 
articles on implicit and explicit production tests, and a grammaticality judgment test) found no 
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slightly better than the implicitly-instructed groups on the production measures, but this was 
eclipsed by large amounts of individual variation in all groups and conditions.  Subjects in all 
conditions were able to learn the mini-language, generate original sentences, and distinguish 
between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences.  All groups produced the language more 
accurately when told to pay attention to the grammatical structures during the explicit production 
test, regardless of whether they had had explicit instruction during the study sessions.  All groups 
detected word order violations, which are more salient, better than article violations on the GJT.  
In terms of the behavioral measures in the study, the only difference between children and adults 
is a quantitative one—adults performed better.  This is not surprising given the short duration of 
the study (seven 15-minute sessions), since we know that adults are faster learners. 
 Second, the study asked whether implicit vs. explicit instruction would affect children’s 
and adults’ awareness of the grammatical structures of the mini-language.  Here, differences 
between training groups appeared.  Children, by and large, followed their instructional 
conditions: the majority of implicitly-instructed children did not notice the grammar rules of the 
language, and the majority of explicitly-instructed children understood and applied the rules of 
the language.  The explicitly-instructed adults also followed their condition; all of them reached 
the level of understanding the grammar rules of the language.  However, the implicitly-instructed 
adults did not follow their condition: all of them at least noticed the grammatical structures of the 
language, and almost half of them were able to formulate accurate rules about the language.  
Those that did develop explicit knowledge even in the implicit condition performed near ceiling 
on the linguistic measures—even better, in fact, than their explicitly-instructed counterparts (see 
Figure 30 above).  Adults developing explicit knowledge even in implicit conditions is a 
common finding in research on instruction conditions (e.g. DeKeyser, 1995 and Morgan-Short, 
2007).   
Rather than being considered a flaw in the experimental design, the fact that adults are 
able to switch conditions from implicit to explicit by “spontaneously” developing explicit 
knowledge should be considered a characteristic of adult language learning.  The results of the 
present study suggest that this may constitute a qualitative difference from the learning of 
children, since children did not “switch conditions” from implicit to explicit.  Children are not 
great explicit learners, but adults are.  However, this difference may also be environmental in 
nature.  Children and adults were both excluded from the study if they had more than two years 
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of foreign language experience.  Even within this restricted range of language experience, 
subjects with more years of language experience—in both age groups—reached higher levels of 
awareness of Sillyspeak.  This correlation only reached significance in the Adult-Explicit group 




Figure 33: Correlations between years of previous foreign language experience and 
numerical awareness score 
 
Ideally, future research on instructional conditions would compare adults who are truly 
naïve language learners to children who are truly naïve language learners.  Still, the present 
groups of participants are an improvement over DeKeyser’s (1995) adult participants, who were 
pseudo-randomly assigned to groups but were not restricted for foreign language experience 
(length of experience is not reported), and Morgan-Short’s (2007) adult participants, who had 
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Romance language learning experience; nonetheless, so much classroom experience must have 
influenced their approach to language study.)  The present study also cannot tell us whether 
children would have developed more explicit knowledge given more time: since children are 
slower learners and the tasks are more difficult for them, perhaps if they had been run in the 
study for another week, they would have had time to start formulating rules just like the adults. 
 The third research question asked whether awareness of the grammatical structures of a 
mini-language would be associated with higher performance in the language for children and for 
adults.  Although in all groups, higher awareness was associated with higher performance, this 
correlation was only significant for the Adult-Implicit group.  For both age groups, correlations 
between awareness and performance were higher for the implicit groups than the explicit groups.  
Perhaps this suggests that understanding developed by participants is more useful than 
understanding given to them from an external rule source.  Correlations between awareness and 
total performance were also stronger for adult groups than for child groups.   
 The last research question asked whether there would be within-group age-related 
differences in total performance or in awareness of grammatical structures.  Results were mixed.  
For total performance, older children tended to do better, and younger adults tended to do better, 
although this only reached significance for the Adult-Explicit group.  For awareness, younger 
adults in the Adult-Implicit group were more aware, and older children in the Child-Explicit 
group were more aware.  The other two groups—the Child-Implicit group, who all had low 
awareness scores, and the Adult-Explicit group, who all had low awareness scores—did not 
show any within-group age effects on awareness. 
 
4.9. Conclusion   
The maturational hypothesis predicted that adults, but not children, should learn a mini-
language more successfully under explicit conditions (RQ1).  This was not supported: both 
adults and children performed (numerically but not statistically) better on the mini-language if 
they received explicit instruction.  The second prediction of the maturational hypothesis was that 
children should not develop awareness of grammatical rules under either instruction condition, 
but that adults should do so under both conditions (but more under the explicit condition; RQ2).  
Children’s development of awareness of grammatical rules under explicit instruction did not 
support this prediction, but adults’ development of awareness in both conditions, and more under 
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the explicit instruction condition, did support this prediction.  (However, this may also be 
mediated by the adults’ greater previous explicit foreign language experience.)  The third 
prediction was that awareness should be more strongly related to performance for adults than for 
children (RQ3).  This was numerically supported, but awareness was also more strongly related 
to performance for implicit groups than for explicit groups, which was not predicted.  For age-
related differences within groups, both predictions and results were mixed (RQ4).   
The instructional hypothesis predicted that both children and adults would learn the 
language more accurately under explicit instruction (RQ1).  This was numerically supported.  
The second prediction was that participants from both age groups should develop more 
awareness of the mini-language’s rules under explicit than implicit instruction (RQ2).  This was 
strongly supported; explicit instruction had a larger effect than age on awareness.  The third 
prediction was that awareness should be related to performance for both children and adults 
(RQ3).  This was numerically supported for all groups.  Again, for age-related differences within 
groups, both predictions and results were mixed (RQ4) 
As a whole, the maturational hypothesis predicts qualitative differences between children 
and adults (but not between implicitly- and explicitly-taught learners), and the instructional 
hypothesis predicts qualitative differences between implicitly-taught learners and explicitly-
taught learners (but not between children and adults).  Overall, this study showed more 
similarities than differences between children and adults.  Both children and adults perform more 
accurately when told to pay attention to form.  Both children and adults develop more explicit 
knowledge when they are instructed explicitly.  Children, like adults (and unlike child L2 
learners in naturalistic settings) displayed great individual variation in performance.  Older 
children performed better than younger children, which also does not occur with child L2 
learners in naturalistic settings.  
The differences between implicit and explicit training groups occurred not on the 
behavioral measures, but on the measures of awareness.  Adults showed higher awareness 
overall and a propensity to “switch conditions” by developing explicit knowledge even when 
they were in the implicit instruction condition.  Though this might be a qualitative difference 
between children and adults, the present study cannot tell us whether the difference could be 
environmental, because adults had more prior foreign language learning experience (and 
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probably more explicit experience in addition to more experience), or simply quantitative, since 
children are slower learners.   
When learning a language in an instructed setting over a short period of time, children 
behave, in many ways, like adults.  Perhaps the hallmarks of adult language learning are, in 





 There are many differences between the two studies described in this dissertation: 
language (Spanish vs. the artificial mini-language Sillyspeak), structure (verb agreement 
morphology vs. word order and gender marking on articles), subject age (children age 8-12 and 
adolescents age 14-17 vs. children age 5-7 and adults age 18-51), experimental conditions 
(existing classrooms vs. controlled experimental conditions), modality (written vs. spoken), and 
measures (story rewriting and verb conjugation vs. implicit and explicit oral production, a GJT, 
and debriefing.)  Nonetheless, the results of the two studies, when taken together, help to 
illuminate the language-learning abilities of groups not found in the typical language classroom: 
implicitly-taught adolescents and explicitly-taught children, respectively.  The performance of 
both of these uncommon groups provides evidence against the narrow version of the critical 
period hypothesis for implicit and explicit language learning discussed in chapter 2, which 
claims that children only learn languages implicitly and adults only learn languages explicitly 
(DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 2005).  The results of the implicitly-instructed children are also 
important because no prior research specifically examining implicit/explicit knowledge or 
learning has been done with children.   
 
5.1 How do implicitly-instructed children learn? 
 The first goal of this dissertation was to test child L2 learners using tasks tapping implicit 
and explicit knowledge separately.  The large body of research on implicit and explicit 
knowledge in L2 learners has been carried out almost exclusively with adults (DeKeyser, 1995; 
1997; N. Ellis, 1993; R. Ellis, 2005, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Montrul, Foote, & Perpiñán, 2008; 
Norris & Ortega, 2001; Spada & Tomita, 2010).  Despite the lack of empirical evidence on 
children’s implicit and explicit language learning capacities, much of the existing literature on 
age differences in SLA either explicitly states (DeKeyser, 1995, 2000; Bialystok, 1994; Paradis, 
2004) or assumes (Bley-Vroman, 1990; R. Ellis, 2005) that children can only learn languages 
implicitly, and that this is an important factor distinguishing them from adult language learners.   
 Children also tend to learn languages without explicit instruction.  A great deal of 
literature is devoted to the success of children in learning a first language successfully without 
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any instruction (e.g. Chomsky, 1959; Bley-Vroman, 1990; Pinker, 1994.)  Even in the second 
language classroom, children receive a good deal of whole-language instruction, including 
games, songs, and stories, and little explicit grammar instruction (Nikolov, 2009).  So, the 
prototypical child learner is an uninstructed or implicitly-instructed learner.  Conventional 
wisdom predicts that such a child will learn primarily implicitly, will develop more implicit 
knowledge than explicit knowledge of an L2, and will perform better under implicit instruction 
than under explicit instruction.  Stronger positions on child L2 learning claim that children 
cannot learn explicitly and cannot develop explicit knowledge (Bley-Vroman, 1990; DeKeyser 
& Larson-Hall, 2005).   
5.1.1 A comparison of the main tasks in Study 1 vs. Study 2 
 Study 1 and Study 2 both tested implicitly-instructed children using tasks designed to tap 
implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge separately.  Before turning to their results, though, it 
is important to note that Study 1 was probably more successful in tapping these two kinds of 
knowledge separately, as evidenced by subjects’ performance on the tasks.  In Study 1, as 
expected, some groups of subjects performed better on the story task, tapping implicit 
knowledge, and others performed better on the verb conjugation task, tapping explicit 
knowledge.  But in Study 2, all groups performed better on the second (explicit) production test 
than on the first (implicit) production task.  While it may seem circular to use subjects’ 
performance on tasks to evaluate the effectiveness of the tasks in tapping different kinds of 
knowledge, this is precisely the form of argumentation used in R. Ellis (2005), the article that 
essentially founded the research subfield of tasks tapping implicit/explicit knowledge.  Ellis 
argues that since subjects’ scores on three of his tasks loaded on one factor and his other two 
tasks loaded on a different factor, that the factors correspond to implicit and explicit knowledge 
respectively, and that it is therefore possible to measure implicit and explicit knowledge 
separately. 
From a design standpoint, the two studies in this dissertation both followed the task 
design guidelines proposed in R. Ellis (2005).  Table 31 below shows that all the factors, aside 
from the written vs. oral dimension, were used in the design of the tasks.  (The written vs. oral 
dimension was controlled within each study in order to avoid results being based on children’s 
lesser familiarity with the written modality, as compared to adults’). 
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 STUDY 1 STUDY 2 




















Feel vs. rules ✔feel ✔rules ✔feel ✔rules ✔rules 
Time pressure ✔timed ✔untimed ✔timed ✔untimed ✔untimed 
Metalinguistic 
knowledge 
✔no ✔yes ✔no ✔yes ✔yes 
Form/Meaning 
focus 
✔meaning ✔form ✔meaning ✔form ✔form 
Oral/written aural/written ✔written ✔oral oral aural/oral 
Table 30: Implicit/Explicit task characteristics fulfilled by study tasks 
 
 The implicit production task in Study 2 simply asked subjects to produce Sillyspeak 
sentences to describe novel scenes.  These directions did not introduce the use of rules.  The fact 
that the task is oral introduces an element of time pressure.  No metalinguistic knowledge was 
used in the directions.  The focus was at least nominally on meaning (since the scenes were 
novel; although the argument could be made that the meaning was already clear from the scene 
being acted out and the focus was on how the sentence would be stated using the forms of 
Sillyspeak).  The directions for the explicit production task specifically introduced rule use and 
metalinguistic knowledge by telling subjects to “be sure to say the words in the right order for 
Sillyspeak, and be sure to say po or ka correctly after each toy.”  Subjects were also told to “take 
your time and go slowly so you can think of what you want to say;” however, since the task was 
still oral, this direction may not have been effective in completely removing time pressure.  By 
simply examining these factors, it is unclear why all the groups in Study 2 should have 
performed better on the explicit production task.  Certainly, the fact that Study 2’s implicit 
production task was presented before the explicit production task may have made the second task 
easier, but implicit tasks are always presented before explicit tasks in this type of research. 
  An additional difference between the two studies, though, was the degree of similarity 
between the tasks tapping implicit and explicit knowledge.  In Study 1, although the correct 
answers to each task were the same verb forms, the tasks were quite different.  The verbs were 
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presented in entirely different sentences.  In Study 2, the correct answers to both production tasks 
were the same sentences, and they were elicited in almost the same way (by asking subjects to 
describe the same scenes acted out with toys.)  R. Ellis (2005) also included two tasks that varied 
minimally: his timed GJT and his untimed GJT.  Both tests used the same sentences.  The timed 
GJT was supposed to load on implicit knowledge, and the untimed GJT was supposed to load on 
explicit knowledge. Table 32 below shows how Ellis’s studies loaded on Component 1, 
presumably corresponding to implicit knowledge, and Component 2, presumably corresponding 
to explicit knowledge.  This table is reproduced from R. Ellis (2005:161; bold added here). 
 
Test Component 1 Component 2 
Imitation .824 .270 
Oral narrative .805 .065 
Timed GJT .721 .357 
Untimed GJT .522 .730 
Metalinguistic knowledge .103 .929 
Table 32: Loadings of R. Ellis's (2005:161) tests on two components  
 
Closer examination of Table 32 shows that Ellis’s minimally different tasks were, in fact, the 
most intermediate between implicit and explicit knowledge.  The imitation and oral narrative 
tasks were more heavily weighted on Component 1 and less heavily weighted on Component 2 
than the timed GJT.  The metalinguistic knowledge task was more heavily weighted on 
Component 2 than the untimed GJT.  And, the imitation and oral narrative tasks were extremely 
different from the metalinguistic knowledge task, whereas the timed and untimed GJTs were 
minimally different.  Interestingly, both native speakers and adult L2 learners in R. Ellis (2005) 
performed better on the untimed GJT than the timed GJT, even though native speakers should 
have extremely high levels of implicit knowledge. 
 Given these differences in effectiveness at separating implicit from explicit knowledge 
loading among Ellis’s tasks, it becomes clearer that the implicit and explicit production tasks 
from the present Study 2 are similar to Ellis’s timed and untimed GJTs.  The story and verb 
conjugation tasks from Study 1 are more similar to Ellis’s oral narrative and metalinguistic 
knowledge tests.  This helps to solve the problem of why the tests from Study 2 were less able to 
tap implicit and explicit knowledge separately; they are simply closer to each other along the 
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continuum of possible implicit and explicit tasks.  For this reason, future research should 
probably use tasks that are more different from each other in order to tap implicit and explicit 
knowledge separately, even if this means that there are more potential confounds between the 
two tasks. 
 Alternatively, the fact that both groups in Study 2 performed better on the explicit 
production task than the implicit production task could be interpreted to mean that the training 
conditions were not sufficiently differentiated, and that both training conditions were essentially 
explicit in nature.  Indeed, it has been argued that all language learning that takes place in 
schools is explicit in nature (DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 2005).  But, the results of the studies, 
taken together, argue against this possibility.  The results of Study 1 provide evidence that 
implicit language learning can take place in schools, since both the Child-Implicit group and the 
Adolescent-Implicit group developed more implicit than explicit knowledge. And, participants’ 
answers on the debriefing of Study 2 showed that there were significant differences in the 
amount of explicit knowledge gained by participants in implicit vs. explicit conditions.  So, the 
cause of the unexpected results of Study 2, in which all groups performed better on an explicit 
production task than an implicit production task, is probably the design of the tasks rather than a 
lack of differentiation of the instruction conditions.  Additionally, the short timeframe of Study 2 
(seven days) would favor more explicit learning than that of study 1 (several years). 
5.1.2 Child-Implicit group results on both studies 
 Having said that, let us examine the results of the two studies with regard to implicitly-
instructed children’s L2 knowledge.  Study 1 found, in line with conventional wisdom about 
children’s language learning, that child L2 Spanish learners do in fact develop more implicit 
knowledge and less explicit knowledge of verb conjugation early on in their language learning 
experience.  Children produced more correct verb forms when rewriting a story they listened to 
in Spanish, using implicit knowledge, than when filling in blanks on an explicit verb conjugation 
test.  Children in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades followed this pattern, whereas children in 6th grade 
had developed more explicit than implicit knowledge.  The fact that 6th graders did receive some 
explicit instruction about verb conjugation, that the pattern remained so stable throughout 3rd, 4th, 
and 5th grades, and that grade was more predictive than chronological age of both story test and 
verb conjugation scores, suggest that this abrupt change during the 6th grade was caused by 
instruction rather than maturation alone.   
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 Study 2 pseudo-randomly assigned half the children to implicit training conditions.  This 
Child-Implicit group, unlike the Child-Implicit group in Study 1, performed better on an explicit 
production test than an implicit production test.  Specifically, they produced correct word order 
more often, and also produced more correct articles and fewer null articles, when given explicit 
directions.   
Why were the children in Study 2, but not the children in Study 1, able to benefit 
immediately from explicit directions?  The children in Study 1 received a page of directions 
about verb conjugation prior to completing the verb conjugation task, but they still performed 
quite poorly on this task.  One possible explanation is that Spanish verb conjugation is much 
more complex than gender marking on articles.  Spanish has regular and irregular verbs, the 
irregular verbs require stem changes in some but not all persons, and there are five possible 
person/number combinations (not counting vosotros, which is primarily used in Spain) for each 
verb.  Considering that the children were familiar with not just infinitives and the present tense, 
but also with preterite and imperfect verb forms, each of the 24 verbs in the study may have had 
up to 16 different possible forms for the children to choose from.  Selecting one of 384 possible 
words is, clearly, much more difficult than selecting one of two articles, po or ka, for each noun 
in Study 2.  So, the rule in Study 1 may have been too complex for children to understand after 
only a page of explicit instructions.  If the younger children in Study 1 had been instructed on 
verb conjugation for several days prior to the test, they may have made more use of the explicit 
information to complete the task.  And, the 6th graders, who had been instructed on verb 
conjugation prior to the study, performed better on the explicit verb conjugation task than on the 
implicit story task.  Previous literature, in particular Spada and Tomita (2010), one of the major 
meta-analyses of literature on explicit and implicit instruction, found that explicit instruction was 
equally beneficial for complex rules and for simple rules.  But, nearly all the studies in Spada 
and Tomita (2010) included only adult subjects, so rule complexity might affect children 
differently. 
The debriefing procedure from Study 2 also provided important information about how 
the Child-Implicit group learned.  No children in the implicit group formulated grammatical rules 
for the artificial mini-language, although a few of them did notice the grammatical structures of 
the language.  This supports the position that children tend toward implicit learning. 
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 To summarize the results for the Child-Implicit groups in these studies, overall, the idea 
that children are implicit learners was supported.  Two important caveats come from the 6th 
graders’ performance in Study 1 and the explicit production test results from Study 2.  These 
exceptions suggest that once children are exposed to explicit information, even a small amount 
of it, their performance changes.  Let us now turn to the results for explicitly-instructed children. 
 
5.2 How do explicitly-instructed children learn? 
 Since the typical child learner is an implicit learner, the question of how children perform 
when given explicit instruction is perhaps even more interesting.  The limited commentary on 
children’s explicit learning abilities disfavors the idea of child explicit language learning.  
DeKeyser and Larson-Hall claim that “children can learn very little explicitly” (2005:101).  
Bley-Vroman, writing about L1-learning children, agrees indirectly, stating that “language is a 
complex abstract formal system, and young children seem not to have the general cognitive 
capacity to deal with such systems” (1990:21).   
Study 1 was unable to address the issue of how age might interact with instruction for 
children, because all the children received TPR Storytelling instruction, a teaching method that 
specifically tries to develop students’ implicit knowledge.  Thus, the results of Study 1 alone do 
not establish whether the dominance of implicit over explicit knowledge in typical child L2 
learners is a natural or maturational characteristic of child L2 learning, or an artifact of the 
environment.  In order to answer that question, a controlled study was necessary to tease apart 
the effects of age from the effects of instruction.   
 Study 2 assigned half the children pseudo-randomly to explicit training conditions.  If 
dominance of implicit knowledge in childhood were a natural maturational characteristic of child 
L2 learning, we would expect that these children, unlike adults, would not benefit from explicit 
information.  Group differences between the Child-Implicit and Child-Explicit groups on 
performance on the artificial mini-language in Study 2 failed to reach statistical significance.  
Numerically, though, the Child-Explicit group did perform more accurately than the Child-
Implicit group on both production measures.  If children were truly unable to benefit from 
explicit information, we would expect the Child-Explicit subjects to underperform the Child-
Implicit subjects, since they received only four total exposures to the entire list of study 
sentences during the course of the experiment, and the Child-Implicit group received six total 
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exposures.  Additionally, both child groups performed better on the explicit production test than 
on the implicit production test.  If children were truly unable to benefit from explicit information, 
they should have performed equally well on the two tests or better on the implicit production 
test. 
 During the debriefing procedure in Study 2, nearly all the Child-Explicit subjects showed 
that they had reached the awareness level of understanding for the grammatical rules of the 
language, and were able to generalize the gender assignment rule to a new case.  The Adult-
Explicit subjects all understood the grammar rules, so children and adults developed similar 
amounts of explicit knowledge when given explicit instruction. 
 To summarize, explicitly-instructed children did not perform as predicted by previous 
literature speculating on children’s explicit learning abilities.  Rather, explicitly-taught children 
performed slightly better than implicitly-taught children, and the children were able to learn, 
remember, and generalize explicitly-taught grammar rules.  
 
5.3 How do implicitly-instructed adults learn? 
 Another major goal of this dissertation was to see how post-puberty learners would 
respond to implicit instruction conditions.  The vast majority of the research on implicit vs. 
explicit instruction for adults favors explicit instruction (Norris & Ortega, 2001; Spada & 
Tomita, 2010).  But, many of the studies included in these meta-analyses are very short in 
duration (three hours or less), which may disadvantage implicit learning, since implicit learning 
is slower than explicit learning.  Additionally, prior language learning experience of adult 
participants is not typically controlled.  Two previous studies on this topic, DeKeyser (1995) and 
Morgan-Short (2007), controlled for, but did not limit, prior language learning experience.  This 
is problematic, because earlier experiences may affect participants’ experience of the 
experimental conditions.  It is common to find that adults in implicit conditions of studies—but 
who may have had prior explicit foreign language instruction—“switch conditions” and develop 
explicit knowledge of the structures they are exposed to.   
 With the goal of controlling older learners’ prior language experience as much as 
possible, Study 1 tested high school Spanish learners (who had not had any Spanish instruction 
prior to high school) after their first year of instruction, and Study 2 only allowed subjects with 
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0-2 years of prior language learning experience to participate.  The two studies found slightly 
different results.   
  Study 1 found that implicitly-instructed adolescents patterned like implicitly-instructed 
children: they produced more correct verb forms while retelling a story, using implicit 
knowledge, than while conjugating verbs, using explicit knowledge.  The Adolescent-Implicit 
group performed particularly poorly on the verb conjugation task—at chance levels.  So, these 
implicitly-taught post-puberty learners did not show evidence of having developed any explicit 
knowledge of verb conjugation—that is, they did not “switch conditions.”  And, like the Child-
Implicit participants in Study 1, they were unable to immediately make use of an explicit 
explanation of verb conjugation.  The Adolescent-Implicit group’s score on the story task was 
much higher than that on the verb conjugation task: 47% correct, which was statistically the 
same as the scores of the other two groups.  So, they had developed some implicit knowledge of 
verb agreement morphology, without developing any explicit knowledge.  This is not consistent 
with the position that post-critical period learners are unable to learn implicitly (DeKeyser & 
Larson-Hall, 2005).   
 In contrast to the Adolescent-Implicit group from Study 1, the Adult-Implicit group in 
Study 2 performed better on an explicit production task than an implicit production task.  (See 
discussion of why subjects may have been able to immediately improve following more explicit 
instructions in section 5.1.2 above.)  But, as in Study 1, the Adult-Implicit group in Study 2 
underperformed the Adult-Explicit group. This difference did not reach statistical significance in 
Study 2.  Both groups of adults performed well enough that ceiling effects may have been a 
concern. 
 Additionally, some Adult-Implicit subjects in Study 2 developed explicit knowledge of 
Sillyspeak’s grammatical rules.  All of the Adult-Implicit subjects at least noticed the 
grammatical structures of the language, and nearly half of them came to understand the 
structures during just six short exposure sessions.  These adults who “switched conditions” also 
showed the highest overall accuracy in the study, outperforming even adults who had been 
taught the grammar rules.   
 These adults, though, were not blank slates—most of them had had 1-2 years of previous 
foreign language learning experience, which undoubtedly influenced their experience of the 
experimental conditions.  The more language learning experience the adults had, the more 
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explicit knowledge they developed about Sillyspeak.  Thus, even this controlled study does not 
allow us to fully tease apart the effects of age from the effects of experience.  Doing so would 
require locating and testing adults who had never had any second language learning experience, 
and comparing them to children with no second language learning experience.    
 To summarize, the implicitly-instructed adolescents and adults showed a fair amount of 
variation.  They performed less accurately than explicitly instructed adolescents and adults.  The 
adolescents, who had had no prior explicit language instruction, did not spontaneously develop 
explicit rule knowledge.  Almost half the adults, who had had only small amounts of prior 
language instruction, detected and formulated explicit grammar rules; the rest noticed 
grammatical structures but did not formulate rules.  The amount of explicit knowledge developed 
by the adults was greater for those who had had more prior language instruction. 
 
 5.4 How do explicitly-instructed adults learn?  
 Finally, we turn to the results of the explicitly instructed adolescents and adults.  
Although this is the area in which the most prior research has been done, explicitly instructed 
older learners are still important as a comparison group for the other groups in the studies.  The 
typical adult language learner does receive explicit instruction (Krashen, 1981; Bley-Vroman, 
1990) and explicit instruction is typically more effective in the short term than implicit 
instruction (Norris & Ortega, 2001; Spada & Tomita, 2010). 
In Study 1, the Adolescent-Explicit group performed better on the explicit test of verb 
conjugation than on the more implicit story task.  This group also scored higher than both 
implicit groups on the verb conjugation task.  The groups performed the same on the story task.  
So, the explicit knowledge of verb conjugation possessed by this group did not carry over to a 
less constrained task without a focus on form, as predicted by R. Ellis (2005).  Still, the 
Adolescent-Explicit group did have the highest overall accuracy on both tasks combined of the 
three groups in Study 1. 
Similarly, the Adult-Explicit in Study 2 group performed better on an explicit production 
test than an implicit production test.  This group had the highest overall accuracy in Study 2, 
although this advantage did not reach statistical significance.  The Adult-Explicit group also 
showed the highest level of explicit knowledge in the debriefing of Study 2—all Adult-Explicit 
subjects evidenced understanding of the grammar rules.   
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5.5 Similar or different?  
The big-picture question behind these studies is whether child and adult language 
learning are fundamentally similar, or fundamentally different.  Overall, there were more 
similarities than differences between child and adult performance in these studies.  In Study 1, 
subjects followed their instruction conditions rather than their age groups: the two implicitly-
instructed groups favored implicit knowledge, and the one explicitly-instructed group favored 
explicit knowledge.  In Study 2, all groups performed better on an explicit production test than 
an implicit production test.  Explicitly-instructed children and adults developed more explicit 
knowledge than implicitly-instructed children and adults.   
Additional evidence for similarity between child and adult groups, though again not 
statistically significant, comes from the magnitude of improvement of each Study 2 group 
between the implicit production test and the explicit production test, or the “explicit task 
advantage.”  Most research on adult L2 learners shows an explicit task advantage or an explicit 
instruction advantage (R. Ellis 2005; Montrul, Foote, & Perpiñán, 2008; Norris & Ortega, 2001; 
Spada & Tomita, 2010).  Study 2 showed an explicit task advantage for all groups.  The two 
figures below display the explicit task advantage for the four groups in Study 2: Figure 34 shows 
the explicit task advantage for word order, and Figure 35 shows the explicit task advantage for 
article production.   
 
 
Figure 34: Explicit task advantage on word order production (explicit production test score 













Figure 35: Explicit task advantage on article production (explicit production test score 
minus implicit production test score) 
 
 The figures above show that implicitly-taught groups—of both ages— had a greater 
explicit task advantage than explicitly-taught groups.  This may seem counterintuitive, 
particularly in comparison to Study 1, which did not show an explicit task advantage for 
implicitly-taught groups.  One possible explanation for this pattern is that explicitly-instructed 
subjects may use explicit information all the time, even on a task that ostensibly taps implicit 
knowledge.  If this is the case, then explicit groups would have less room to improve between the 
implicit production task and the explicit production task than implicit groups.  It is 
uncontroversial that adults seek out and use explicit information in L2 learning.  The fact that 
children show the same pattern as adults in terms of explicit task advantages suggests that the 
children are also using explicit information.   
 Of course, there were also differences between children and adults.  Most of these 
differences are quantitative, and speed-related.  Children are slower language learners than adults 
(Krashen, Scarcella, & Long, 1982).  The children in Study 1 were very close in proficiency to 
the adolescents even though they had had five years of Spanish instruction, and the adolescents 
had had only 1-2 years of instruction.  The children in Study 2 learned fewer words than the 
adults, had to be warmed up before the production tasks, and were less accurate overall on the 
production tasks.  They also distinguished grammatical from ungrammatical sentences less 
strongly than the adults.  However, since the children and the adults had the same amount of 
exposure to the mini-language and children are slower learners, we could predict that given a 
















 The strongest case for a qualitative difference between children and adults comes from 
the Study 2 debriefing for the implicit groups.  Some adults, but no children, had figured out and 
could state rules for the artificial mini-language.  I argue that the adults’ greater prior language 
learning experience, rather than their cognitive maturity, could have caused them to be more 
adept at figuring out rules.  But, this question would ideally be settled with adult subjects who 
are completely naïve to the idea of foreign language learning.  Also, the speed of children’s and 
adults’ learning could interact with their ability to find rules.  Since adults are faster learners, if 
adults and children have the same amount of time to learn a language, the children could be on 
the way to developing explicit knowledge, but unable to reach this point within the time limit of 
the study.  This idea could be tested by having adults and children learn a mini-language to 
mastery before probing for explicit knowledge.  
 Overall, these studies do not support the idea of a biologically-based critical period, after 
which implicit language learning is not possible.  Rather, they suggest that as learners receive 
more explicit instruction, they develop more explicit knowledge—at any age.  Adults, having 
had more time to learn explicit information about language, are more likely to seek out and use 
explicit knowledge.  The typical adult learner may rely on explicit knowledge much more than 
the typical child learner, without this difference being maturationally based.  This is consistent 
with Bialystok’s view of language knowledge becoming inexorably more explicit over the course 







 The primary questions motivating these studies were whether children learn implicitly, in 
contrast to adults, who learn explicitly; and whether this difference is caused by age, or by the 
learning environment.  Results indicate that both children and adults have a greater capacity to 
learn in different ways—implicitly or explicitly—than is suggested by previous literature.  This 
has implications both for theories of second language acquisition, and for language instruction. 
 
6.1 Theories of second language acquisition 
 A major question in second language research is whether child and adult language 
learning are fundamentally different (Bley-Vroman, 1990; Paradis, 2004, DeKeyser & Larson-
Hall, 1995; DeKeyser, 2000) or qualitatively similar (Full Transfer/ Full Access, Schwartz & 
Sprouse, 1996; cf. also Schwartz, 2004).  The results of these studies provide support to the view 
that child and adult language learning are fundamentally similar.  Adults behaved essentially as 
expected in these studies, showing a boost in accuracy under explicit instruction conditions 
(Study 1, Adolescent-Explicit group; Study 2, Adult-Explicit group) and developing more 
awareness of linguistic structures under explicit instruction (Study 2 debriefing, Adult-Explicit 
group).  The surprising results are that children performed very much like adults: showing a 
boost in accuracy under explicit instruction conditions (Study 2, Child-Explicit group). 
The similarities between children and adults in these studies are not consistent with much 
of the existing literature on child-adult differences in SLA.  However, no prior work has 
specifically tested children’s implicit vs. explicit knowledge separately, and much prior work 
fails to control for differences in prior language instruction between children and adults.  The 
results of this study may only be generalizable as far as child classroom learners and adult 
classroom learners, but they indicate that children can learn explicitly (Study 2) and that post-
puberty learners can learn implicitly (Study 1), even in the classroom.   
These findings do not contradict the more general finding that explicit instruction is more 
effective than implicit instruction in the short term (Norris & Ortega, 2001; Spada & Tomita, 
2010).  After similar amounts of instruction, the Adolescent-Explicit group performed better than 
the Adolescent-Implicit group overall.  They are also consistent with the robust finding that 
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children are slower learners than adolescents and adults (Krashen, Scarcella, & Long, 1982).  
The Child-Implicit group, after five years of instruction, performed as well as the Adolescent-
Implicit group with less than two years of instruction.  Findings are even consistent with the idea 
that the typical adult L2 learner relies more on explicit language knowledge than the typical child 
L2 learner (Paradis, 2004; Bley-Vroman, 1990; R. Ellis, 2005).  But rather than supporting an 
inevitable difference between children and adults (DeKeyser, 2000, 2003; DeKeyser & Larson-
Hall, 2005), the present studies suggest that at least some of the bias towards explicit learning in 
adulthood may be an artifact of the predominance of explicit instruction in adult L2 classrooms.  
The results of the present studies provide suggestive evidence that the cause of a change 
in focus from implicit knowledge in childhood to explicit knowledge in adulthood may be not 
within the learner, stemming from cognitive maturational processes, but in the environment.  
This is extremely important for our understanding of age and second language acquisition.  
Recent work comparing child L2 learners to adult L2 learners has enabled us to see that some of 
the supposed hallmarks of adult L2 learning, such as transfer errors, are in fact simply hallmarks 
of L2 learning, since they are also found in child L2 learners (Schwartz, 2004).  The results of 
the current study disentangle the effects of learning in a classroom from those of L2 learning in 
general.  Some of the supposed hallmarks of adult classroom L2 learning, such as relying on 
explicit knowledge or benefitting from explicit instruction, are actually hallmarks of classroom 
L2 learning, since they are also found in children.  
 A question related to the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis (Bley-Vroman, 1990; 
2009) is whether second language acquisition is subject to a critical period.  Critical period 
hypotheses have been proposed using cutoff points of many different ages, and with respect to 
many different structures and ways of learning (Singleton, 2005), but this dissertation 
specifically investigated implicit and explicit learning capacities.  The two studies in this 
dissertation do not support a distinct cutoff point before which children learn languages 
implicitly and after which they learn languages explicitly.  Instead, Study 2 supports the view 
that interaction with language becomes gradually more explicit over time.  The older a learner is 
and the more exposure he or she has had to explicit information about language, the more he or 
she will seek and find explicit information about language.  So, these studies do not provide 
support for theories such as the Fundamental Difference Hypothesis (Bley-Vroman, 1990; 
Johnson & Newport, 1989) or a critical period for implicit learning (DeKeyser & Larson-Hall, 
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2005).  They do support the view that language knowledge becomes inexorably more explicit 
over the course of a lifetime (Bialystok, 1994).   
 
6.2 Language Instruction 
 One possible interpretation of these results is that elementary school language programs 
should be reformed to focus more on grammar teaching.  This is not my intention.  The focus of 
this dissertation is not on which language instruction method is “better.”  The question asked 
here is whether children and adults can learn implicitly and explicitly, and the results support the 
view that they can.  This means that teachers, both of children and of adults, may have more 
power than previously thought to influence whether their students will learn implicitly or 
explicitly.  Results suggest that this is particularly true for teachers at beginning levels, since 
once students have had explicit instruction, they are unlikely to stop focusing on explicit 
information. 
The blend of implicit and explicit instruction chosen by teachers should depend on the 
length and intensity of the language program, as well as the age and prior experience of the 
learners.  The shorter the program, the more important it will be to include explicit instruction, 
since explicit instruction works quickly to increase learners’ accuracy.  The longer the program, 
the more important it will be to include large amounts of comprehensible input and implicit 
instruction, so that learners can develop an internal linguistic system that can be accessed 
quickly, automatically, and even when focus is not on form.  Older learners, provided that they 
are literate, will have more metalinguistic knowledge in general—for instance, they will know 
that sentences are formed using words, that words can be broken into sounds, and that there are 
correct and incorrect ways of forming utterances.  Teachers can leverage this knowledge to build 
explicit L2 knowledge more quickly in adults than in children.  Children may be slower learners, 
but school-aged children are capable of explicit rule learning in a second language.   
The lack of evidence in the present studies for spontaneous development of explicit 
knowledge, in the absence of explicit instruction, may be helpful for one of the weak points of 
our current language education system, the articulation between elementary and middle/high 
school language programs.  Given that elementary language programs often privilege implicit 
knowledge and middle/high school programs often privilege explicit knowledge, upper-level 
teachers may be unimpressed by children who seem to have “learned nothing” in lengthy 
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elementary school programs.  This is because they have typically received only implicit 
instruction, and have therefore gained primarily implicit knowledge.  By ignoring this knowledge 
and treating incoming students as “blank slates” whether or not they have prior experience with 
Spanish, high school programs may wash out the effects of elementary school programs.  If 
teachers are familiar with not just whether or not their students have previously taken Spanish, 
but what kind of (implicit or explicit) program the students come from, they may develop more 
realistic expectations for students’ abilities. 
 
6.3 Limitations 
 A question that is still left unaddressed by this dissertation is whether language 
knowledge becomes more explicit over time without exposure to explicit instruction.  Children 
spend thirteen years of school in the United States being instructed on, at least, reading and 
writing if not morphology and syntax.  In this process, their metalinguistic knowledge takes off 
(Birdsong, 1989).  A dichotomy has often been drawn between spoken language and written 
language, with spoken language being a natural human capacity and written language a modern 
invention.  The majority of literacy researchers believe that instruction is necessary for reading 
to develop; that is, children will not simply spontaneously read on their own (Bertelson, 1986).   
Does explicit understanding of grammar fall in this category of human abilities requiring 
instruction—is it developed only in the presence of explicit instruction?  (Indeed, it has been 
pointed out that mastery of complex constructions in the native language fails to occur without 
formal education; Dabrowska, 1997.)  And does explicit instruction in any language affect 
learning, or only explicit instruction in the target language?  The Adolescent-Implicit subjects in 
Study 1 suggest that without explicit instruction, explicit knowledge does not develop.  These 
students were, of course, literate, but their entire Spanish learning experience was geared towards 
fluency, not accuracy.  Without a focus on form, they did not develop explicit knowledge of verb 
agreement—even though they showed implicit knowledge of verb agreement when rewriting a 
story in Spanish, performing above chance on this task and mixing preterite, present, infinitive, 
and imperfect verb forms in a way that would surprise the traditional Spanish teacher.  Since 
these students were only a year away from college and explicit Spanish instruction, even a 
longitudinal study following them further would not be able to chart the entire course of implicit 
language acquisition after puberty. 
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 A major limitation of these studies is that they include only the early stages of language 
acquisition, not the end state.  The subjects in Study 1 were beginners, or intermediate at best, 
and although the subjects in Study 2 learned most or even all of Sillyspeak, they were only 
learning for seven days.  Research on the end state of language learning is important so that we 
can understand the upper limits of L2 attainment, which will allow us to infer what sort of 
constraints may operate on the learning process (Birdsong, 2006).  Of course, when there is an 
increase in controlling instruction, the difficulty of finding subjects with uniform, quantifiable 
lengthy language learning experiences will cause a bias towards short-term studies.  But, this 
difficulty is not insurmountable: we can imagine populations such as untutored immigrants who 
would have greater amounts of language learning experience without formal grammatical 
instruction.  The fact that children and adults can learn implicitly and explicitly does not tell us 
whether these routes to learning will lead to nativelike ultimate attainment; indeed, it has been 
argued that only explicit learning will lead to nativelike attainment for adults (DeKeyser, 2000).  
It has also been argued that (meaningful) adult language learning only takes place implicitly (e.g. 
Krashen, 1981; N. Ellis, 2002).  So, investigating implicit and explicit learning with regard to the 
end state is an important endeavor. 
 Another limitation is that the rules in this study are relatively simple and categorical in 
nature.  Verb agreement is either right or wrong; there is no probabilistic or stylistic element to 
it, as there is in some cases of Spanish ser and estar, subjunctive, or differential object marking.  
Grammatical gender marking, one of the rules taught to the young children in the second study, 
may be a low-hanging fruit.  Elementary school-aged children are interested in biological gender, 
like to characterize differences between genders, and are accustomed to dividing people among 
genders (e.g. for social groupings in school; Thorne, 1992).  It is quite possible that a different 
grammatical rule, such as (for instance) verb agreement morphology, would have been more 
complex, less interesting to the children, and as a result, less well learned.  This is an empirical 
question, though.  Children understood these grammatical rules, but would they understand more 
complex rules?  Other investigations into SLA instruction (e.g., Processing Instruction, 
VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993) have also started with “low-hanging” structures (in the case of 
Processing Instruction, Spanish word order with clitics) before moving on to other structures.  
The fact that the grammatical rule may have been interesting to children does not mean that this 
is the only sort of rule children could learn; reading instruction involves many ostensibly dull 
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rules about English spelling patterns, and children learn them all the same.  Conversely, even 
adults do not learn all the rules about a language—that would be impossible since, as Krashen 
put it, a language student learns only a subset of what a language teacher knows, which is a 
subset of what a linguist describes (1981:3). 
 
6.4 Future research 
 This work is just a first step into the area of child-adult comparisons with respect to 
implicit and explicit knowledge.  It is hoped that the differential performance of children on 
implicit and explicit measures in the present studies will encourage other researchers to tap not 
just children’s implicit knowledge of structures, using tasks such as free oral production, but also 
their explicit knowledge, using tasks such as grammaticality judgments.   
Two possible directions for future work using the data set generated by this dissertation 
are examining verb distributions in subjects’ input vs. output in Study 1, and examining reaction 
times of implicitly vs. explicitly instructed subjects in speech production.  Both of these projects 
are possible since data was collected through audio recordings.  In Study 1, each class was audio 
recorded for two full periods.  One possible reason for the Adolescent-Explicit group’s higher 
accuracy is that their input may be more balanced in terms of the five possible person/number 
combinations, since much of their input comes from a textbook.  Grammar exercises tend to use 
all possible person/number combinations equally, whereas natural input may be dominated by 3rd 
person verb forms (Davies, 2002-).  Spanish L1-acquiring children overuse 3rd person singular 
verb forms (Montrul, 2004:106), and the implicitly-instructed groups in Study 1 did so as well.  
It would be interesting to see if this is linked to their input. 
The second possible further analysis, reaction time, could be computed from the 
production measures in Study 2 using production times for the novel Sillyspeak sentences, or for 
just the noun phrases.  Implicit learning should result in shorter reaction times.  Indeed, as 
reported in chapter 3, the implicitly-instructed groups in Study 1 produced more words per 
minute than the explicitly-instructed group on the proficiency test, which is predicted since 
implicit knowledge can be accessed quickly and automatically.  If implicitly-instructed subjects 
in Study 2 also produced the sentences faster than explicitly-instructed subjects, this would 
provide behavioral evidence of a difference between the groups.   
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Another valid, though methodological rather than theoretical, consideration to work on in 
future research is whether implicit and explicit tasks can be developed independent of spoken vs. 
written modality.  Currently, making explicit tasks written and implicit tasks oral is one of the 
best manipulations we have to ensure that we are tapping implicit vs. explicit knowledge 
separately.  This is problematic for child-adult comparisons because written tasks cannot be used 
with pre-literate children, and because adults have more experience with written language than 
children in any case.  We need to isolate, as much as possible, the implicit/explicit dimension 
from modality. 
A broader future direction is examining the time course of children’s shift from relying 
on implicit knowledge in childhood to relying on explicit knowledge in adulthood.  The present 
research is cross-sectional in nature; the only pseudo-longitudinal data collected over a range of 
ages was the Study 1 children in 3rd-6th grades.  Study 1 Child-Implicit 6th graders, aged 10-12, 
showed a large increase in explicit knowledge as compared to 5th graders, but this was probably 
due to a change in their instruction.  Study 1 Adolescent-Explicit subjects began learning 
Spanish at age 13 and showed explicit knowledge dominance, but this was also due to their 
instruction.  In order to test a much age wider range of subjects (creating a better pseudo-
longitudinal design), a simpler experimental paradigm is necessary.  One possibility is an 
artificial grammatical marking paradigm, which has been used in studies of implicit vs. explicit 
instruction with children with and without Specific Language Impairment (Swisher & Restrepo, 
1995; Finestack & Fey, 2009).  A simple grammatical marking, such as a novel morpheme 
attached to words in subjects’ native language, can be learned in a single session by subjects over 
a wide range of ages.  Such a marking could include a phonological component, to expand 
research beyond just the acquisition of morphosyntax.  
Research on other structures is also important, since the present studies included only 
short-distance morphosyntactic dependencies.  Different aspects of language are thought to have 
different age-related sensitive periods, with phonology having the earliest sensitive period, 
morphosyntax having a later or longer sensitive period, and lexicon having no sensitive period 
(or a perpetual sensitive period, since words are acquired over the course of the lifespan).  
Longer-distance dependencies would also be interesting to study, since it has been argued that 
purely syntactic long-distance dependencies are resistant to instruction (VanPatten, 2011).  
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Investigating different aspects of language learning would also reduce the potential for the 
criticism that artificial language learning is not representative of real language learning. 
Finally, with the growing interest in ERP research in second language acquisition, it 
would be very interesting to see if learners of real languages, instructed in different ways, 
develop different brainwave responses to grammatical violations.  Morgan-Short (2007) found 
that learners of an artificial mini-language eventually developed “nativelike” brain responses to 
violations, and that implicitly trained learners developed recognizable responses faster than 
explicitly trained learners.  This predicts that the same should be true of implicitly instructed 
natural language learners. 
 
6.5 Summary 
 The major contributions of this dissertation are extending research on implicit and 
explicit knowledge, learning, and instruction to child L2 learners, and highlighting the 
importance of the environment in shaping learners’ knowledge.  While this is only a first step to 
addressing these issues, this work already has interesting implications for both theories of second 
language learning, and for language teaching.  Theoretically, these results support views of child 
and adult second language learning as qualitatively similar.  Pedagogically, results suggest that 
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH ON TPR STORYTELLING 
 
A version of this appendix is to appear in Ray, B., & Seely, C. (in press).  Fluency Through TPR 
Storytelling. (6th ed.)  USA: Command Performance Language Institute.  The purpose of the 
appendix is to inform teachers about research on TPR storytelling. 
 
Many of the ideas behind Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling (TPRS) 
are supported by research.  Total Physical Response (TPR), the predecessor to TPRS, was 
studied by Asher (1977, 1996)), then a psychology professor at San José State University.  Many 
key ideas in TPRS—including the importance of comprehensible input, the distinction between 
natural language acquisition and traditional, effortful language learning, and the importance of 
lowering the affective filter—come from Krashen (1981; 1982), then a linguistics professor at 
the University of Southern California.   
 But until the last decade, TPRS was mainly supported by theoretical research, not direct 
comparisons of different teaching methods.  Just as TPRS has grown through a grassroots 
movement of teachers, the first research produced on TPRS has come from teachers pursuing 
masters or doctoral degrees.  Since this research is in its infancy, most of it asks the question of 
which teaching method is more effective—usually, between TPRS and “traditional” teaching, 
but sometimes as compared to another well-defined teaching method. 
 While each study may have individual limitations (as any research study must), the 
majority of the research to date has found that TPRS students outperform traditional students on 
some measures of language skills, and equal them on other language skills.  Of the twelve 
empirical studies reviewed here, nine show advantages for TPRS, and three show mixed results 
(TPRS students performed better in some areas and worse in others).  
 
Published articles on TPRS 
 The first published article on TPRS, Davidheiser’s (2001) “The ABCs of TPR 
Storytelling,” is not a controlled research study, but a report of Davidheiser’s experiences using 
TPRS in college German classes.  He finds that particularly in the first few years of language 
instruction, TPRS improves pronunciation and vocabulary memory, reduces anxiety, is a natural 
way to learn language, promotes active learning, and is good for different types of learners.  
Davidheiser also integrates grammar instruction with TPRS in upper levels.   
 Braunstein (2006) did a research study on student attitudes towards TPRS in a class of 15 
adult ESL students.  These students told Braunstein that what they expected from English class 
was traditional instruction including grammar, lecture, and written work.  But after two lessons 
taught with TPRS, students responded that they felt “interest,” “enthusiasm,” and “happiness,” 
and did not feel “embarrassed,” “bored,” or “stupid.”  They reported that TPRS helped them to 
remember vocabulary and understand English.   
 There has been one article published that is very critical of TPRS, but this article (Alley 
& Overfield, 2008) is not an empirical study—in other words, it represents the opinions of the 
authors, but the authors do not provide any direct evidence for their opinions, such as 
observations of TPRS classes or tests of TPRS students.  They consider TPRS similar to the 
grammar-translation method and the audiolingual method, and criticize TPRS stories for having 
minimal cultural content.  David Alley is currently working on a year-long study of student 
discourse in TPRS classes in which he will audiotape and transcribe three high school classes (D. 
Alley, personal communication, July 24, 2011). 
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 The year 2009 saw the publication of two research studies on TPRS in the International 
Journal of Foreign Language Teaching (IJFLT).  Watson (2009) compared two beginning high 
school Spanish classes taught with TPRS to one class taught with more traditional methods.  The 
students took a written final exam with questions on listening comprehension, vocabulary and 
grammar, and reading comprehension, and a district-wide oral exam.  TPRS students scored 
significantly better than traditional students on both tests.  The distribution was wider in the 
traditional classes, meaning that some students did very well and some did very poorly, whereas 
in the TPRS class, the distribution was narrower. 
 Varguez (2009) compared four beginning high school Spanish classes: two receiving 
traditional instruction and two receiving TPRS instruction.  One of the TPRS classrooms also 
happened to be socioeconomically disadvantaged and have a less experienced teacher.  Students 
in the study took a standardized test: the University of the State of New York’s standardized 
Second Language Proficiency Examination (SLPE) from June of 2006, which measured listening 
comprehension and reading comprehension.  Varguez also included a longer reading passage 
adapted from the New York State Regents exam, since the SLPE tested only comprehension of 
words, phrases, and sentences.  The poorer TPRS class performed statistically the same as the 
richer traditional districts on all three tests, which is surprising since socioeconomic status is a 
strong predictor of academic success.  But the TPRS class that matched the traditional classes on 
demographic variables significantly outperformed the traditional classes on all three tests.  
 Oliver (2012) compared final exam scores of beginning college Spanish students in four 
traditional classes and two TPRS classes.  The TPRS students significantly outperformed the 
traditional students on a traditional final exam, written by the Spanish coordinator and testing 
reading, writing, and grammar.  Additionally, Oliver describes positive effects on speaking, 
listening, and motivation that were not tested by the exam. 
 Dziedzic (2012) compared four sections of Spanish 1: two that he taught traditionally, 
and two that he taught using TPRS.  Both groups also participated in sustained silent reading.  At 
the end of the year, 65 students who had never learned Spanish previously took the Denver 
Public Schools Proficiency Assessment.  The groups did equally well on listening and reading, 
but the TPRS students significantly outperformed the traditional students on writing and 
speaking, with large effect sizes on these two production measures.  
 
Masters theses on TPRS 
In addition to these published articles, six masters theses on TPRS have been published 
through ProQuest Dissertations and Theses.  Rapstine (2003) does not include a research study, 
but cites inclusion of all types of learners, use of the target language, and a learner-centered 
classroom as advantages of TPRS, and lack of authentic cultural instruction, (oddly) lack of 
reading material, and possible exhaustion as disadvantages of TPRS.  Taulbee (2008) also does 
not include a research study, and cites very similar plusses and minuses of TPRS.    
Garczynski (2003) taught two groups the same material using either TPRS or the 
Audiolingual Method during a short 6-week intervention.  The two groups performed the same 
on tests of listening comprehension and reading comprehension, but the students significantly 
preferred TPRS.  Beyer (2008) taught Spanish students the story of The Three Little Pigs in the 
past tense, and students reported that the storytelling was enjoyable, preferable to the textbook, 
and helped them learn to conjugate verbs in the preterit tense.  Bustamante (2009) taught a 
college TPRS class for an entire semester, finding that TPRS significantly increased student 
skills in all the measures used in the study: reading comprehension and fluency, writing fluency, 
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vocabulary, and grammar.  Students who had previously taken a non-TPRS Spanish class 
preferred TPRS to their previous class. 
Foster (2011) compared not just TPRS and traditional high school classes, but also 
processing instruction (VanPatten, 1996), a more explicit input-based teaching method.  This 
study only looked at performance on one grammatical structure, Spanish constructions 
using gustar.  TPRS students outperformed traditional classes on a grammaticality judgment task 
and on writing fluency, and equaled traditional classes on three other measures (speaking 
accuracy, writing accuracy, and reading).  However, processing instruction students 
outperformed the other groups on speaking accuracy and writing accuracy of these constructions.  
Processing instruction students equaled TPRS students on a grammaticality judgment task and on 
reading, but underperformed TPRS students on writing fluency.   
 
Dissertations on TPRS 
Three dissertations on TPRS have also been published through ProQuest Dissertations 
and Theses.  Perna (2007) compared three methods: TPRS, traditional, and “instruction through 
primary- reinforced by secondary- perceptual strengths,” a teaching method where students can 
choose to go to auditory, kinesthetic, tactual, or visual learning stations based on their individual 
learning styles.  Perna taught five classes for a total of 24 days, using all three teaching methods.  
She found that all three methods worked equally well for grammar lessons, but that perceptual 
strengths was the most effective for vocabulary lessons, followed by TPRS, with traditional 
instruction being the least effective.  Since TPRS does not typically break lessons into grammar 
lessons vs. vocabulary lessons, Perna’s instruction may not have been typical of TPRS 
classrooms. 
Spangler’s (2009) dissertation study tested a total of 162 participants from five high 
school Spanish classes in California and two middle school Spanish classes in Rhode Island.  
Students took the standardized STAMP test (STAndards-based Measure of Proficiency; Avant 
Assessment, 2002), a computer-based test measuring reading, writing, and speaking.  TPRS 
students equaled traditional students on the reading and writing sections and on a separate 
measure of anxiety.  But on the speaking test, TPRS students significantly outperformed 
traditional students.  This was a large effect size.   
Finally, Beal’s (2011) dissertation surveyed a very large sample of 821 middle and high 
school students within one school district whose teachers used TPRS regularly, occasionally, or 
not at all.  He found that use of TPRS had no effect on anxiety or plans to continue with Spanish.   
Overall, the traditional group scored the highest on the district final exam, followed by the 
regular TPRS group, and the occasional TPRS group scored the lowest.  This was mediated by 
grade level: in middle school, TPRS students did better on the final exam than traditional 
students, but in high school, TPRS students did worse than traditional students.  Unfortunately, 
the study doesn’t include any measures to establish whether the TPRS and non-TPRS groups 
were similar at the beginning of the school year.  The study is only quasi-experimental because 
students were not randomly assigned to classes.   
 
 Each of these studies is limited by itself—some have small sample sizes; some had the 
same teachers teach both TPRS and traditional classes (which may be unfair if the teacher is 
biased toward a particular method), while others had different teachers teach the classes (which 
may be unfair if one teacher is better than another.)  But together, the pattern of results indicates 
that in the majority of studies, TPRS students outperform traditional students; in a minority of 
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the studies, the results are mixed.  The twelve empirical studies reviewed here include a total of 
over 1672 students enrolled in 107 different classes, taught by 47 different teachers in 21 
different schools, so the results cannot be attributed to a particular class or teacher.  Table 33 
below summarizes the results.  Each measure in each study is reflected in this table: for instance, 
in Varguez (2009) TPRS outperformed traditional instruction when socioeconomic status was 
held constant, but a poorer TPRS class equaled a richer traditional class, so both “TPRS equals 
another teaching method” and “TPRS outperforms another teaching method” are checked. 
 
 

















(2006)  ✔   
Watson 
(2009) ✔    
Varguez 
(2009) ✔  ✔  
Garczynski 
(2003) ✔  ✔  
Beyer 
(2008)  ✔   
Bustamante 
(2009) ✔ ✔   
Foster 
(2011) ✔  ✔ ✔ 
Perna 
(2007) ✔  ✔ ✔ 
Spangler 
(2009) ✔  ✔  
Beal (2011) ✔  ✔ ✔ 
Oliver 
(2012) ✔    
Dziedzic 
(2012) ✔    
 
 Of course, there is much research still to be done: research on elementary school and 
college language learners; research on which elements of TPRS contribute the most to learner 
success; and research on retention of language knowledge over time, an area in which the large 
amount of comprehensible input in TPRS should be advantageous.  The results above should 
also be replicated and extended in order to give us a fuller picture of the differences between 
TPRS and other teaching methods.  But for teachers, parents, students, and administrators who 
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are interested in comparisons of TPRS versus traditional teaching, this body of research provides 
evidence that TPRS students often outperform and rarely underperform traditional students. 
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APPENDIX B: CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES QUESTIONNAIRE  
 
Adapted from Varguez (2009)  
 
Directions: Read the following descriptions of in-class activities.  Then, indicate how many 
times per week you/your students participate in each one by marking an X in the parentheses that 
correspond to your choice.  
 Scale: (  ) Less than 1  (  ) 1-2  (  ) 3-4  (  ) 5 or more  
1. Do vocabulary drills.  
2. Translate text from Spanish to English.  
3. Do grammar drills.  
4. Give presentations to peers in Spanish.  
5. Listen to stories told in Spanish.  
6. Take quizzes over grammatical concepts.  
7. Participate in class discussions in Spanish.  
8. Read texts written in Spanish.  
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APPENDIX C: SCRIPT FOR STUDY 1 STORY TASK 
 
Script for Study 1 story task, broken down by picture with verbs underlined.  Verbs in 
parentheses are not counted in order to maintain the balance of regular/irregular and 
person/number combinations between the story task and verb conjugation task. 
 
1. Un gato y un perro (viven) en una casa en Florida. 
2. Un día, el gato dice: “Perro, quiero una hamburguesa.  ¿Quieres una hamburguesa 
también?” 
-“Sí!” 
3. -“Vamos en el carro a McDonald’s.” 
4. En McDonald’s, las personas dan dólares y reciben hamburguesas a cambio. 
5. -“Perro, necesitamos dólares. ¿Tienes dólares?” 
-“Sí, tengo diez dólares.” 
6. -“¿Tomamos Coca-Cola?” 
-“No, yo solo tomo agua.” 
-“¿Comes papas fritas?” 
-“No, yo solo como hamburguesas.” 
7. Pero hay un problema: el gato y el perro no hablan español. 
-“¿Comprendes a las personas?” 
-“No.” 
8. El gato y el perro dicen: “¡Queremos hamburguesas!” pero las personas solo escuchan: 
“miau” y “guau guau.”   
9. Hay una solución: ¡el gato sabe escribir!  Entonces, escribe: “¡(Queremos) 
hamburguesas!” 
10. Le da el papel y diez dólares a una persona.  El gato recibe a cambio diez hamburguesas. 
11. El gato come tres hamburguesas y el perro (come) siete. 





Translation of story to English: 
1. A cat and a dog (live) in a house in Florida. 
2. One day, the cat says, “Dog, I want a hamburger.  Do you want a hamburger too?”   
“Yes!” 
3. “Let’s go to McDonald’s in the car.” 
4. In McDonald’s, the people give dollars and receive hamburgers in exchange. 
5. “Dog, we need dollars.  Do you have dollars?” 
“Yes, I have $10.” 
6. “Should we drink a Coke?” 
“No, I only drink water.” 
“Do you eat French fries?” 
“No, I only eat hamburgers.” 
7. But there’s a problem: the cat and the dog don’t speak Spanish. 
“Do you understand the people?” 
“No.” 
8. The cat and the dog say, “We want hamburgers!” but the people only hear, “meow” and 
“woof woof.” 
9. There’s a solution: the cat knows how to write!  So, he writes, “(We want) hamburgers!” 
10. He gives the paper and ten dollars to a person.  The cat receives ten hamburgers in 
exchange. 
11. The cat eats three hamburgers and the dog (eats) seven. 
12. They (are) very happy and go home. 
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APPENDIX D: STUDY 1 VERB CONJUGATION TASK 
 




When we use verbs, we put different endings on them, like this: 
 
¿Cómo te llamas? 
Me llamo María. 
 
Did you see the endings on the verbs?  Fill them in here: 
 When the verb was for “tú,” then the ending was llam_____.    
 But when the verb was for “yo,” then the ending was llam___. 
 
On the next page, you will be given a basic verb form like “llamar,” and then you will be asked 
to write it in a blank to complete a sentence. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Here is what it will look like: 
Mi hermana __ _________ 5 años. 
(tener) 
Here is the answer to that one: 
Mi hermana ___ tiene ____ 5 años. 
(tener) 
Can you circle the “e” ending on the verb “tiene”?  That’s the right form of that verb to go with 
“mi hermana.” 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Here are two more examples: 
 
Mis amigos y yo ____ hablamos _____ español. 
(hablar) 
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Can you circle the “amos” ending on the verb “hablamos”?  That’s the “we” form of that verb. 
¡Los niños ___ quieren ______ chocolate! 
(querer) 
Can you circle the “en” ending on the verb “quieren”?  That’s the form for “they” for that verb. 
If you have any questions, please ask them now. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(next page) 
In the sentences below, you will write the verb in the blank.  All of them will be slightly different 
from the verb given.  Here is an example: 
Yo ___ tengo ______ doce años. 
    (tener) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Yo __________________ pizza. (comer) 
2. Ella __________________: “Adiós.” (decir) 
3. Mamá y papá me __________________ tres dólares cada semana. (dar) 
4. Nosotros __________________ a un restaurante. (ir) 
5. Tú __________________ una bicicleta. (tener) 
6. Yo __________________ una computadora. (querer) 
7. Ana __________________ tocar el piano. (saber) 
8. Nosotros __________________ más papel. (necesitar) 
9. El gato __________________ ratones. (comer) 
10. Ellos __________________ inglés y español. (hablar) 
11. Tú __________________ un perro. (querer) 
12. Las chicas __________________ música. (escuchar) 
13. Juan y Elena __________________: “Hola.” (decir) 
14. Tú __________________ mucho. (comer) 
15. Raúl y yo __________________ leche.  (tomar) 
16. Él __________________ un dulce. (recibir) 
17. Tú __________________ español y francés. (comprender) 
18.  Yo __________________Coca-cola. (tomar) 
19. Mi hermano y yo __________________ chocolate. (querer) 
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20. Ellos __________________ las fotos hoy. (recibir) 
21. Yo __________________ dos hermanos. (tener) 
22. Ramón le __________________ un dulce a su hermana. (dar) 
23. Los estudiantes __________________ a la escuela. (ir) 
24. Julia __________________ un cuento. (escribir) 
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APPENDIX E: FULL PROCEDURE FOR STUDY 2, SESSION 1 (BOTH CONDITIONS) 
 
Session 1 (all sessions will be audio recorded) 
 
•  “I’m going to teach you a new language called Sillyspeak.  First, you’ll learn some new 
words for things, and then some new ways to talk about actions.” 
• (Children only):  “Do you know what it means to learn another language?”... “Do you 
know what a word is?  Sometimes other people use different words for things.  We 
usually say ‘goodbye,’ but people who speak Spanish could say ‘adios’ instead.  That 
would be their word for ‘goodbye.’”... “Do you have any parents or grandparents that 
speak in a language you don’t understand?  Do you ever hear another language on TV?” 
• “Now we’re going to learn some new words.  If you want to say [action] in Sillyspeak, 
you say [word].  Can you say [word]?” 
 Sillyspeak Verbs 
 Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
• “Let’s learn how to say the names of these toys.” 
• “This [present toy] is called [word].  Can you say [word]?” 
 Sillyspeak Nouns 
Toy Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 




APPENDIX F: FULL PROCEDURE FOR STUDY 2, SESSIONS 2-6,  
IMPLICIT CONDITION 
 
Sessions 2, 3, and 4 (identical) (all sessions will be audio recorded) 
      (Implicit condition): Vocabulary list 
12 Intransitive sentences 
Vocabulary list 
12 Transitive sentences 
 
  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Toy Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
• “Now we’re going to learn how to put words together to say bigger things.” 
• “If you say [sentence] that means [action with toy].  Can you say [sentence]?”   
• (Sentence frame will only be repeated twice, after that the researcher will just complete the 
action and then say the sentence, having participants repeat the sentence.) 
 
Intransitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 





 Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Toy Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
•  “Now let’s learn how to say some different sentences.”  
 
Transitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 
12. Flim fumpoga po dilba ka. The bird hits the man. 
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Session 5 (all sessions will be audio recorded)-  (Implicit condition): Vocabulary list 1x 
       12 Intransitive sentences 1x 
       12 Transitive sentences 1x 
       12 Intransitive sentences 1x 
  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Toy Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 




Intransitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 








Transitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 
12. Flim fumpoga po dilba ka. The bird hits the man. 
 
 
Intransitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 
12. Mert melnag ka. The car moves. 
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Session 6 (all sessions will be audio recorded)-  (Implicit condition): Vocabulary list 1x 
        12 Transitive sentences 1x 
        12 Intransitive sentences 1x 





1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Translation (explicit) Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 




Transitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 






Intransitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 







Transitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 
12. Flim fumpoga po dilba ka. The bird hits the man. 
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APPENDIX G: FULL PROCEDURE FOR STUDY 2, SESSIONS 2-6,  
EXPLICIT CONDITION 
Session 2 & 4 (all sessions will be audio recorded)—Explicit condition: Vocabulary list 
Grammar rules  
6 Intransitive sentences (1-6) 
Vocabulary list 
6 Transitive sentences (1-6) 
 
Translation (explicit)  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Translation (explicit) Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
• “Now we’re going to learn how to put words together to say bigger things.” 
 
• (Explicit condition): “First, we need to learn some rules about Sillyspeak so we can say 
the sentences the right way. 
(1) In English, if you want to say ‘The girl moves,’ you say ‘the girl’ first and then 
you say ‘moves.’  But in Sillyspeak, you say ‘mert’ first and then you say ‘ferluka po.’  
So you say the action first, and then you say what does the action. 
(2) If you’re talking about a girl or a woman, you have to use po, not ka.  If you’re 
talking about a boy or a man, you have to use ka, not po.  Po is for girls and ka is for 
boys.  We use po for ferluka (girl), nagra (woman), fumpoga (bird), nerk (frog), rungmat 
(ball), and blifin (truck).  We use ka for mernat (boy), dilba (man), ladna (turtle), blaga 
(bear), melnag (car), and flerbit (cup). 
• (Explicit condition) “If you want to say [action with toy], the right way to say it is 
[Sentence].  Can you say [sentence]?” (Sentence frame will only be repeated twice, after 
that the researcher will just complete the action and then say the sentence, having 
participants repeat the sentence.  Explicit condition will only hear intransitive sentences 




Intransitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
 
Translation (explicit)  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Translation (explicit) Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
•  “Now let’s learn how to say some different sentences.”  
• (Explicit condition) only completes transitive sentences 1-6 today because of the time 
needed for grammar rule presentation. 
 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
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Session 3 (all sessions will be audio recorded)-    Explicit condition:  Vocabulary list 
          Grammar rules 
        6 Intransitive sentences (7-12) 
          Vocabulary list 
        6 Transitive sentences (7-12) 
 
Translation (explicit)  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Translation (explicit) Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
(1) In English, if you want to say ‘The girl moves,’ you say ‘the girl’ first and then you say 
‘moves.’  But in Sillyspeak, you say ‘mert’ first and then you say ‘ferluka po.’  So you say the 
action first, and then you say what does the action. 
 
(2) If you’re talking about a girl or a woman, you have to use po, not ka.  If you’re talking 
about a boy or a man, you have to use ka, not po.  Po is for girls and ka is for boys.  We use po 
for ferluka (girl), nagra (woman), fumpoga (bird), nerk (frog), rungmat (ball), and blifin (truck).  






7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 
12. Mert melnag ka. The car moves. 
 
Translation (explicit)  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Translation (explicit) Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 
12. Flim fumpoga po dilba ka. The bird hits the man. 
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Session 5 (all sessions will be audio recorded)- (Explicit condition): Vocabulary list 
          Grammar rules 
        6 Intransitive sentences (7-12) 
        6 Transitive sentences (7-12) 
        12 Intransitive sentences 
 
Translation (explicit)  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Translation (explicit) Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
(1) In English, if you want to say ‘The girl moves,’ you say ‘the girl’ first and then you say 
‘moves.’  But in Sillyspeak, you say ‘mert’ first and then you say ‘ferluka po.’  So you say the 
action first, and then you say what does the action. 
 
(2) If you’re talking about a girl or a woman, you have to use po, not ka.  If you’re talking 
about a boy or a man, you have to use ka, not po.  Po is for girls and ka is for boys.  We use po 
for ferluka (girl), nagra (woman), fumpoga (bird), nerk (frog), rungmat (ball), and blifin (truck).  





7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 
12. Mert melnag ka. The car moves. 
 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 
12. Flim fumpoga po dilba ka. The bird hits the man. 
 
Intransitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 
12. Mert melnag ka. The car moves. 
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Session 6 (all sessions will be audio recorded)- (Explicit condition): Vocabulary list 
         Grammar rules 
         12 Transitive sentences 
         12 Intransitive sentences 
         12 Transitive sentences 
 
Translation (explicit)  Action Word 
1. hit punches ball with fist flim 
2. go inside of places ball inside cup prag 
3. move moves ball around table mert 
4. fall drops ball onto table gern 
Translation (explicit) Word (pseudo-random order) 
1. cup flerbit 
2. frog nerk 
3. car melnag 
4. turtle ladna 
5. girl ferluka 
6. truck blifin 
7. boy mernat 
8. woman nagra 
9. ball rungmat 
10. bear blaga 
11. bird fumpoga 
12. man dilba 
 
(1) In English, if you want to say ‘The girl moves,’ you say ‘the girl’ first and then you say 
‘moves.’  But in Sillyspeak, you say ‘mert’ first and then you say ‘ferluka po.’  So you say the 
action first, and then you say what does the action. 
 
(2) If you’re talking about a girl or a woman, you have to use po, not ka.  If you’re talking 
about a boy or a man, you have to use ka, not po.  Po is for girls and ka is for boys.  We use po 
for ferluka (girl), nagra (woman), fumpoga (bird), nerk (frog), rungmat (ball), and blifin (truck).  
We use ka for mernat (boy), dilba (man), ladna (turtle), blaga (bear), melnag (car), and flerbit 
(cup).” 
 
Transitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
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9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 
12. Flim fumpoga po dilba ka. The bird hits the man. 
 
Intransitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Gern rungmat po. The ball falls. 
2. Gern blaga ka. The bear falls. 
3. Mert flerbit ka. The cup moves. 
4. Mert blifin po. The truck moves. 
5. Mert nerk po. The frog moves. 
6. Gern ladna ka. The turtle falls. 
7. Mert fumpoga po. The bird moves. 
8. Gern nagra po. The woman falls. 
9. Gern mernat ka. The boy falls. 
10. Mert ferluka po. The girl moves. 
11. Gern dilba ka. The man falls. 
12. Mert melnag ka. The car moves. 
 
 
Transitive sentences (pseudorandom order) 
Sentence Action with toy 
1. Flim nerk po nagra po. The frog hits the woman. 
2. Prag dilba ka melnag ka. The man goes inside the car. 
3. Prag ladna ka blifin po. The turtle goes inside the truck. 
4. Prag nagra po flerbit ka. The woman goes inside the cup. 
5. Flim ferluka po ladna ka. The girl hits the turtle. 
6. Prag rungmat po blifin po. The ball goes inside the truck. 
7. Flim mernat ka blaga ka. The boy hits the bear. 
8. Prag nerk po flerbit ka. The frog goes inside the cup. 
9. Flim fumpoga po mernat ka. The bird hits the boy. 
10. Prag blaga ka melnag ka. The bear goes inside the car. 
11. Flim ferluka po rungmat po. The girl hits the ball. 




APPENDIX H: FULL PROCEDURE FOR SESSION 7 (ADULTS, BOTH CONDITIONS) 
Session 7 (all sessions will be audio-recorded) 
 
Setup:  Toys & Elephant 
 Recorder 
 Signature sheet and $10 
 Blank Session 7 form 
 Session 7 materials 
 Laptop: Open iTunes, select Study 2: vol=75 playlist, test volume 
  Connect to the uiuc.edu network using the VPN 
Open random.org, click on list randomizer, type in the 12 toys in English twice each (each toy on 
a separate line) 
 
Vocabulary: First, participants will be shown a series of toys, and asked to name them.  Toys successfully named by 
the participant will become part of the test set, with the constraints that at least two of the three items truck, car, and 
cup must be part of the set since those are the items that other items can semantically fit inside, and that the test set 
must contain at least a male person, a female person, a masculine inanimate object, and a feminine inanimate object.  
“Let’s see how many of the toys you remember.  Whichever ones you remember, 
I’ll use in the test sentences.”  Circle the toys they know.  If they don’t know enough, remind them of a 
couple more toys. 
 
“Please give me a couple of minutes to generate new sentences for the test.”  Delete 
all the toys they couldn’t remember and hit “randomize.”  Then, write the toys into the blanks to create (hopefully) 
12 novel sentences that are not the same as the studied sentences. 
 
Production Test 1: You will show 12 scenes to the participant, and he/she will be asked to say the full Sillyspeak 
sentence: “OK, I’m going to do a new action, and I want you to tell me how to say it 
in Sillyspeak.  Try to say the whole sentence, just like we did in the experiment.” 
Participants will be asked two intransitive sentences first followed by interspersed transitive and intransitive 
sentences.  The researcher will pause and write down each response before moving to the next sentence. 
 
Verbs for production test (nouns will be supplied from individual test sets) 
1. fall (gern) 
2. move (mert) 
3. go inside of (prag) 
4. hit (flim) 
5. go inside of (prag) 
6. move (mert) 
7. hit (flim) 
8. move (mert) 
9. fall (gern) 
10. go inside of (prag) 
11. hit (flim) 






Production Test 2: “Now we’re going to do the speaking test again, but this time, pay 
special attention to ka and po.  Do you remember hearing the words ka and po?  
Some of the toys always get ka after them, and some of the toys always get po after 
them.  This time, you’ll tell me the same sentences, but make sure that you say ka 
or po with each one.  Also, you might have noticed that the word order is not the 
same as in English.  Make sure you’re using the Sillyspeak word order.  Take your 
time and go really slowly so you have time to think about whether you want to say 
ka or po, and what order you want to say the words in.”  The test will then proceed to ask the 
same 12 sentences that were asked in Production Test 1. 
 
 
General Grammar GJT: Participants will be asked to judge sentences on a scale similar to the one shown below, 
with the instruction,  
“I’m going to play some sentences for you.  Pick this face (1) if you think the 
sentences sound exactly like Sillyspeak, and pick this face (0) if you think the 
sentences sound different from Sillyspeak in any way. You can have as much 
time as you need to judge the sentence. Think whether the sentence sounds correct 
and use any rules you remember (explicit condition)/ have figured out (implicit 
condition) about Sillyspeak.” 
 
Let’s do a few practice ones before I play the sounds. 
Practice items: Gern rungmat po (good item; first taught sentence) 
  Gern po ka rungmat (bad item) 
 





Sentences for grammaticality judgment test 
1a. Mert rungmat po.  The ball moves. 
1b. *Po rungmat mert.  The ball moves. (English word order) 
2a. Gern melnag ka.  The car falls. 
2b. *Ka melnag gern.  The car falls. (English word order) 
3a.  Flim dilba ka fumpoga po.  The man hits the bird.  
3b. *Ka dilba flim po fumpoga.  The man hits the bird. (English word order). 
4a. Prag ferluka po blifin po. The girl goes inside the truck. 
4b. *Po ferluka prag po blifin. The girl goes inside the truck. (English word order) 
5a. Mert blaga ka.  The bear moves. 
5b. *Mert blaga po.  The bear moves (Incorrect determiner). 
6a. Gern ferluka po.  The girl falls. 
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6b. *Gern ferluka ka. The girl falls (Incorrect determiner). 
7a. Flim nagra po mernat ka.  The woman hits the boy. 
7b. *Flim nagra ka mernat po.  The woman hits the boy (Both determiners incorrect). 
8a. Prag ladna ka flerbit ka.  The turtle goes inside the cup. 
8b. *Prag ladna po flerbit po.  The turtle goes inside the cup (Both determiners incorrect). 
Pseudorandom order: 
1. 5b. *Mert blaga po.  The bear moves. 
2. 3a. Flim dilba ka fumpoga po. The man hits the bird.  
3. 6a. Gern ferluka po.  The girl falls. 
4. 7a. Flim nagra po mernat ka.  The woman hits the boy. 
5. 1b. *Po rungmat mert. The ball moves. 
6. 6b. *Gern ferluka ka. The girl falls. 
7. 8a. Prag ladna ka flerbit ka.  The turtle goes inside the cup. 
8. 7b. *Flim nagra ka mernat po.  The woman hits the boy. 
9. 4a. Prag ferluka po blifin po. The girl goes inside the truck. 
10. 2a. Gern melnag ka. The car falls. 
11. 5a. Mert blaga ka.  The bear moves. 
12. 3b. *Ka dilba flim po fumpoga. The man the bird. 
13. 4b. *Po ferluka prag po blifin. The girl goes inside the truck. 
14. 1a. Mert rungmat po. The ball moves. 
15. 8b. *Prag ladna po flerbit po.  The turtle goes inside the cup. 
16. 2b. *Ka melnag gern. The car falls. 
 
 
Debriefing: Subjects will be asked the following questions after they have completed the tests. 
 
“Okay, now I’m going to ask you a bunch of questions about your learning process.” 
 
Implicit condition 
 Did you think it was hard to learn Sillyspeak? 
 What was hard about it? 
 Were you looking for rules or patterns in the sentences? 
 Did you find any rules? 
 What were the rules?   




 Did you think it was hard to learn Sillyspeak? 
 What was hard about it? 
 Were you looking for rules or patterns in the sentences? 
 Did you find any rules? 
 Did the rules help you figure out the sentences? 
 Do you remember the rules? 
 What were the rules?   







Think-aloud task (adults only) 
“The last thing I will ask you to do is to verbalize your thoughts during the process of learning 
Sillyspeak.  I’ll ask you to pretend that you are still in the experiment and are learning a new 
word, and hearing that word in some sentences.  But first, we’re going to practice what it’s like 
to think out loud. Thinking aloud means that you say out loud whatever it is that you would 
normally think to yourself as you listen and write.  Some examples of things you might have 
thought in the experiment are ‘I don’t remember that word,’ or ‘okay, so blaga means “bear,” 
they both start with B.’” 
 
“As practice for thinking out loud, please solve the two math problems on this page.  Say out 
loud everything you think as you solve them.” 
 
“Okay, now we are going to pretend that you are back in the experiment.  You’re going to think 
aloud learning a new word.  This is the new word, misna, and it means this [elephant].  How 
would you try to remember the word?  What would you think?” 
 
“Now you will see the new word in some sentences.  Please read the sentences and verbalize 
what you are thinking.” 
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APPENDIX I: STUDY 2, SESSION 7 FULL PROCEDURE (KIDS, BOTH CONDITIONS) 
Session 7 (all sessions will be audio-recorded) 
Setup:  Toys & Grandpa 
 Recorder 
 Signature sheet and prize bag 
 Blank Session 7 form 
 Happy/sad faces 
 Laptop: Open iTunes, select Study 2: vol=75 playlist, test volume 
 
Vocabulary: First, participants will be shown a series of toys, and asked to name them.  Toys successfully named by 
the participant will become part of the test set, with the constraints that at least one of the three items truck, car, and 
cup must be part of the set since those are the items that other items can semantically fit inside, and that the test set 
must contain at least a male person, a female person, a masculine inanimate object, and a feminine inanimate object.  
“Let’s see how many of the toys you remember.  Whichever ones you remember, 
I’ll use in the test sentences.”  Circle the toys they know.  If they don’t know enough, remind them of a 
couple more toys.  In contrast to the adults, we’ll just make up the sentences as we go along since there is no internet 
at the school 
 
Production Test 1: You will show 12 scenes to the participant, and he/she will be asked to say the full Sillyspeak 
sentence: “OK, I’m going to do a new action, and I want you to tell me how to say it 
in Sillyspeak.  Try to say the whole sentence, just like we did in the experiment.  
How would I say this?” Participants will be asked two intransitive sentences first followed by interspersed 
transitive and intransitive sentences.  The researcher will pause and write down each response before moving to the 
next sentence. 
 
Production Test 2: “Now we’re going to do the speaking test again, but this time, pay 
special attention to two things.  First, make sure you’re saying the words in the 
right order for Sillyspeak.  Second, make sure you say ka or po correctly for each 
toy.  Take your time and go slowly so you have time to think about whether you 
want to say ka or po, and what order you want to say the words in.”  The test will then 
proceed to ask the same 12 sentences that were asked in Production Test 1. 
 
General Grammar GJT: Participants will be asked to judge sentences on a scale consisting of two smiley faces, with 
the instruction,  
“I’m going to play some sentences for you.  Pick this face (1) if you think the 
sentences sound exactly like Sillyspeak, and pick this face (0) if you think the 
sentences sound different from Sillyspeak in any way. You can have as much 
time as you need to judge the sentence. Think whether the sentence sounds correct 
and use any rules you remember (explicit condition)/ have figured out (implicit 
condition) about Sillyspeak.” 
Let’s do a few practice ones before I play the sounds. 
Practice items: Gern rungmat po (good item; first taught sentence) 
  Gern po ka rungmat (bad item) 
 
Debriefing: Subjects will be asked the following questions after they have completed the tests. 
 
“Good job!  I just have a few more questions for you.”  
